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Glossary 
Some of the terms listed may not be applied in this training course; however, they may be 
relevant in preparing for or responding to a chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, or 
explosive (CBRNE) incident. They are included in this glossary as an informational resource. 


A 


Accessible Having the legally required features and/or qualities that 
ensure easy entrance, participation, and usability of places, 
programs, services, and activities by individuals with a wide 
variety of disabilities. 


Accountability Effective accountability of resources at all jurisdictional levels 
and within individual functional areas during incident operations 
is essential. Adherence to the following Incident Command 
System (ICS) principles and processes helps to ensure 
accountability: 


• Resource Check-In/Check-Out Procedures  
• Incident Action Planning  
• Unity of Command  
• Personal Responsibility  
• Span of Control  
• Resource Tracking 


Action Plan (See Incident Action Plan [IAP].) 


Acquisition Procedures A process used to obtain resources to support operational 
requirements. 


Acute Radiation Syndrome 
(ARS) 


A person exposed to radiation will develop ARS only if the 
radiation dose was high, penetrating (e.g., x-rays or gamma 
rays), encompassed most or all of the body, and was received 
in a short period of time. Clinical severity of the four 
subsyndromes of ARS (hematopoietic, cutaneous, 
gastrointestinal, and neurovascular) will vary with dose and 
host factors (e.g., young or old age, immunosuppression, and 
medical co-morbidity--especially extensive trauma and burns). 
Also known as Radiation Sickness. 


Advanced Life Support 
(ALS) 


Definitive emergency medical care that includes defibrillation, 
airway management, and the use of drugs and medications. 
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Agency A division of government with a specific function or a 
nongovernmental organization (e.g., private contractor, 
business) that offers a particular kind of assistance. In the 
Incident Command System (ICS), agencies are defined as 
jurisdictional (i.e., having statutory responsibility for incident 
mitigation) or assisting and/or cooperating (i.e., providing 
resources and/or assistance). (See Assisting Agency, 
Cooperating Agency, and Multiagency.) 


Agency Administrator (or 
Executive) 


The official responsible for administering policy for an agency 
or jurisdiction. An Agency Administrator/Executive (or other 
public official with jurisdictional responsibility for the incident) 
usually makes the decision to establish an Area Command. 


Agency Dispatch The agency or jurisdictional facility from which resources are 
allocated to incidents. 


Agency Representative An individual assigned to an incident from an assisting or 
cooperating agency that has been delegated authority to make 
decisions on matters affecting that agency’s participation at the 
incident. Agency Representatives report to the Incident Liaison 
Officer.  


Air Sampling The collection of samples of air to measure the radioactivity or 
to detect the presence of radioactive material, particulate 
matter, or chemical pollutants in the air. 


Airborne Radioactivity Area As defined in Title 10, Section 20.1003, of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (10 C.F.R. § 20.1003), the airborne radioactivity 
area is a room, enclosure, or area in which airborne radioactive 
materials, composed wholly or partially of licensed material, 
exist in concentrations that (1) exceed the Derived Air 
Concentration limits (DACs), or (2) would result in an individual 
present in the area without respiratory protection exceeding, 
during those hours, 0.6 percent of the Annual Limit on Intake 
(ALI) or 12 DAC-hours. 


Air Operations Branch 
Director 


The person primarily responsible for preparing and 
implementing the air operations portion of the Incident Action 
Plan (IAP). Also responsible for providing logistical support to 
helicopters operating at the incident. 


All-Hazards or All-Risk Describing an incident, natural or manmade, that warrants 
action to protect life, property, environment, and public health 
or safety, and to minimize disruptions of government, social, or 
economic activities. 


Allocated Resources Resources dispatched at the incident. 
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Alternate Light Source Equipment used to produce visible and invisible light at various 
wavelengths to enhance or visualize potential items of 
evidence (fluids, fingerprints, clothing fibers, etc.). 


Altered Standard of Care A shift to providing care and allocating scarce equipment, 
supplies, and personnel in a way that saves the largest number 
of lives in contrast to the traditional focus on saving individuals. 


Alert Events that involve an actual or potential substantial 
degradation in the level of plant safety are in progress or have 
occurred. Any releases of radioactive material are expected to 
be limited to a small fraction of the limits set forth by the U.S. 
Environment Protection Agency (EPA). 


Ambulatory Person Walking about or able to walk about; denoting a person who is 
not confined to a bed. 


American Board of Forensic 
Odontology (ABRO) Scales 


An L-shaped plastic measurement scale/ruler used in forensic 
photography that is marked with circles, black and white bars, 
and 18 gray bars to assist in distortion compensation and 
provide exposure determination. For measurement, the plastic 
piece is marked in millimeters. 


American Disabled for 
Attendant Programs Today 
(ADAPT) 


ADAPT is a national grass-roots community that organizes 
disability rights activists to engage in nonviolent direct action, 
including civil disobedience, to assure the civil and human 
rights of people with disabilities to live in freedom. 


Anarchism Anarchism is a political philosophy encompassing theories and 
attitudes which consider the state, as compulsory government, 
to be unnecessary, harmful, and/or undesirable, and favors the 
absence of the state (i.e., anarchy). A person who believes in 
this philosophy is called an anarchist. 


Angle Grinder Used for sanding, grinding, and cutting (usually in tight spots). 
Used to assist in the removal of improvised devices. 


Angled Steel Sleeping 
Dragon 


A metal pipe sleeping dragon constructed of two pieces of pipe 
welded together to form an angle. 


Animal Liberation Front 
(ALF) 


A clandestine animal rights extremist group that has claimed 
credit for hundreds of attacks perpetrated under the guise of 
protecting animals. 


Annual Limit on Intake (ALI) The derived limit for the amount of radioactive material taken 
into the body of an adult worker by inhalation or ingestion in a 
year. 
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Antibody A large Y-shaped protein used by the immune system to 
identify and neutralize foreign objects like bacteria and viruses. 
Each antibody recognizes a specific antigen unique to its 
target. This is because at the two tips of its “Y,” it has 
structures akin to locks. Every lock only has one key, in this 
case, its own antigen. When the key is inserted into the lock, 
the antibody activates, tagging or neutralizing its target. 


Anti-Defamation League The mission of the Anti-Defamation League is to stop the 
defamation of the Jewish people and to secure justice and fair 
treatment to all citizens alike. 


Antigen Any substance that, as a result of coming in contact with 
appropriate cells, induces a state of sensitivity or immune 
responsiveness and that reacts in a demonstrable way with 
antibodies or immune cells of the sensitized subject in vivo or 
in vitro. 


Antigenic Drift A minor change of an antigen on the surface of a pathogenic 
micro-organism. 


Antigenic Shift An abrupt, major change in the antigenicity of a virus believed 
to result from a recombination of genes. 


Antisubversive Law A law that is a systematic attempt to overthrow or undermine a 
government or political system by persons working secretly 
from within the system. 


Area Command 1—The management of multiple incidents that are each being 
handled by an Incident Command System (ICS), or  
2—To oversee the management of a very large incident that 
has multiple Incident Management Team(s; IMT) assigned to it. 
Area Command has the responsibility to see overall strategy 
and priorities, allocate critical resources based on priorities, 
ensure that incidents are properly managed, and ensure that 
objectives are met and strategies followed. 


Area of Refuge A temporary haven from the effects of a fire or other 
emergency. 


As Low As Reasonably 
Achievable (ALARA) 


Means making every reasonable effort to maintain exposures 
to ionizing radiation as far below the dose limits as practical, 
consistent with the purpose for which the licensed activity is 
undertaken, taking into account the state of technology, the 
economics of improvements in relation to state of technology, 
the economics of improvements in relation to benefits to the 
public health and safety, and other societal and socioeconomic 
considerations, and in relation to utilization of nuclear energy 
and licensed materials in the public interest. 
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Asphyxiation To kill or make unconscious through inadequate oxygen, 
presence of noxious agents, or other obstruction to normal 
breathing. 


Assessment The process of acquiring, collecting, processing, examining, 
analyzing, evaluating, monitoring, interpreting the data, 
information, evidence, objects, measurements, images, sound, 
etc., whether tangible, intangible, to provide a basis for 
decisionmaking. 


Assigned Resources Resources checked in and assigned work tasks at an incident. 


Assignments Tasks given to resources to perform within a given operational 
period, based upon the tactical objectives in the Incident Action 
Plan (IAP). 


Assistant Title for subordinates of the Command Staff positions. The title 
indicates a level of technical capability, qualifications, and 
responsibility subordinate to the primary positions. Assistants 
may also be assigned to Unit Leaders. 


Assisting Agency An agency or organization providing personnel, services, or 
other resources to the agency with direct responsibility for 
incident management. (See Supporting Agency.) 


Attack Rate A variant of an incident rate, applied to a narrowly defined 
population observed for a limited period of time, such as during 
an epidemic. 


Available Resource Resource assigned to an incident, checked in, and available for 
a mission assignment, normally located in a Staging Area. 


Avian Influenza Respiratory illness that occurs amongst wild birds and poultry; 
it is caused by Type A influenza virus. Occasionally, some 
strains of this virus may infect humans. 


B 


Backflow A reverse flow in water pipes. A difference in water pressures 
pulls water from sources other than the well into a home's 
water system, for example waste water or flood water. 


Bacteria Any of a domain of prokaryotic round, spiral, or rod-shaped 
single-celled microorganisms that may lack cell walls or are 
gram-positive or gram-negative if they have cell walls, that are 
often aggregated into colonies or motile by means of flagella, 
that typically live in soil, water, organic matter, or the bodies of 
plants and animals. 
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Badging The assignment of physical incident-specific credentials to 
establish legitimacy and limit. 


Base 1—The location at which primary logistics functions for an 
incident are coordinated and administered. There is only one 
Base per incident (Incident name or other designator will be 
added to the term Base). The Incident Command Post (ICP) 
may be collocated with the Base. 
2—A liquid or solid with a pH higher than 7. 


Basic Life Support (BLS) A specific level of prehospital medical care provided by trained 
responders, including emergency medical technicians, in the 
absence of advanced medical care, including emergency 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, control of bleeding, treatment of 
shock, acidosis and poisoning stabilization of injuries and 
wounds, and basic first aid. 


Becquerel (Bq) A unit, in the International System of Units (SI), of 
measurement of radioactivity equal to one disintegration per 
second. 


Bicycle Lock Traditional U-shaped locks placed around a protester’s neck 
and other appendages; used to link protesters together. 
(Commonly called a Daisy Chain.) 


Bindle Paper Clean paper folded for the containment of trace evidence, 
sometimes included as part of the packaging for collecting 
trace evidence. 


Biohazard A biological agent or condition (as an infectious organism or 
insecure laboratory procedures) that constitutes a hazard to 
humans or the environment ; also: a hazard posed by such an 
agent or condition. 


Biohazard Bag A container for materials that have been exposed to blood or 
other biological fluids and have the potential to be 
contaminated with hepatitis, AIDS, or other viruses. 


Biological 1—Of or relating to biology or to life and living processes. 
2—Used in or produced by applied biology. 


Biological Agent Living agents used to threaten human life (e.g., anthrax, 
smallpox, or any infectious disease). 


Biological Fluids Fluids that have human or animal origin, most commonly 
encountered at crime scenes (e.g., blood, mucus, perspiration, 
saliva, semen, vaginal fluid, and urine). 
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Biological Warfare Warfare involving the use of living organisms (as disease 
germs) or their toxic products as weapons; also: warfare 
involving the use of herbicides. 


Biosecurity Embodies all the cumulative measures that can or should be 
taken to keep disease (e.g., viruses, bacteria, fungi, protozoa, 
parasites) from a farm and to prevent the transmission of 
disease by humans, insects, rodents, and wild birds and/or 
animals within an infected farm to neighboring farms. 


Bioterrorism Terrorism involving the use of biological weapons. 


Black Bloc A collection of anarchists work together in connection with a 
particular protest demonstration. The main goal of the Black 
Bloc is to provide solidarity in opposition to the repressive 
government forces during a specific event. It is not a formal 
organization or a continuing entity. (See Anarchism.) 


Blepharospasm Spasmodic winking from involuntary contraction of the 
orbicularis oculi muscle of the eyelids. 


Blister Agents Substances that cause blistering of the skin. Exposure is 
through liquid or vapor contact with any exposed tissue (e.g., 
eyes, skin, and lungs). Examples are mustard (H), distilled 
mustard (HD), nitrogen mustard (HN), and lewisite (L); also 
known as vesicants. 


Blood Agents Substances that injure a person by interfering with cellular 
respiration (the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide 
between blood and tissues). Examples are hydrogen cyanide 
(AC) and cyanogen chloride (CK). 


Bloodborne Pathogen Disease-causing microorganisms that are present in blood and 
can cause disease in humans. Pathogens include, but are not 
limited to, hepatitis B virus (HBV) and human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). 


Body Surface Area (BSA) The total surface area of the human body. The BSA is used in 
many measurements in medicine, including the calculation of 
drug dosages and the amount of fluids to be administered 
intravenously. 


Boundaries The perimeter or border surrounding potential physical 
evidence related to the crime. 
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Branch The organizational level having functional or geographic 
responsibility for major parts of incident operations. The Branch 
level is organizationally between Section and Division/Group in 
the Operations Section, and between Section and Units in the 
Logistic Section. Branches are identified by the use of Roman 
numerals or by functional name (e.g., Medical and Security). 


C 


Cache A predetermined complement of tools, equipment, and/or 
supplies stored in a designated location, available for incident 
use. 


Caltrops A caltrop (jack rock, road star, or crow's foot) is a weapon 
made up of two (or more) sharp nails or spines arranged in 
such a manner that one of them always points upward from a 
stable base (for example, a tetrahedron). Caltrops serve to 
slow down the advance of horses, vehicles, and human troops. 


Camp A geographic site, within the general incident area, separate 
from the incident Base, equipped and staffed to provide food, 
water, and sleeping and sanitary facilities to incident personnel. 


Capabilities and Needs 
Assessment 


Designed to provide operational capability information and 
guide the identification of program needs. This assessment is 
to be conducted for each identified jurisdiction. 


Capability The means to accomplish a mission, function, or objective A 
capability may be achieved with any combination of properly 
planned, organized, equipped, trained, and exercised 
personnel that achieves the intended outcome. 


Carabiner An oblong metal ring with a spring clip, typically used in 
mountaineering; employed in a protester device to secure the 
protester to the pin inside the device. 


Case Fatality Rate The proportion of persons with a particular condition (cases) 
who die from that condition. The denominator is the number of 
incident cases; the numerator is the number of cause-specific 
deaths among those cases. 


Case File The collection of documents comprising information concerning 
a particular investigation. (This collection may be kept in case 
jackets, file folders, ring binders, boxes, file drawers, file 
cabinets, or rooms. Subfiles are often used within case files to 
segregate and group interviews, media coverage, laboratory 
requests and reports, evidence documentation, photographs, 
videotapes, audiotapes, and other documents.) 
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Case Identifiers The alphabetic and/or numeric characters assigned to identify 
a particular case. 


Casualty Collection Point 
(CCP) 


A CCP is a site for the congregation, triage, preliminary 
treatment, and evacuation of casualties following a 
catastrophic disaster. 


Catapult A device to throw or launch missiles; an ancient military device. 


Catastrophic Incident Any natural or manmade incident, including terrorism that 
results in extraordinary levels of mass casualties, damage, or 
disruption severely affecting the population, infrastructure, 
environment, economy, national morale, and/or government 
functions. 


Categorizing Resources The process of organizing resources by category, kind, and 
type, including size, capacity, capability, skill, and other 
characteristics. This makes the resource ordering and dispatch 
process within and across organizations and agencies, and 
between governmental and nongovernmental entities, more 
efficient, and ensures that the resources received are 
appropriate to their needs. 


Causative Effective or operating as a cause or agent (e.g., causative 
bacteria of cholera). 


Certifying Personnel The process of authoritatively attesting that individuals meet 
professional standards for the training, experience, and 
performance required for key incident management functions. 


Chain of Command A series of management positions in order of authority. 


Chain of Custody A process used to maintain and document the chronological 
history of the evidence. Documents should include name or 
initials of the individual collecting the evidence, each person or 
entity subsequently having custody of it, dates the items were 
collected or transferred, agency and case number, person’s or 
suspect’s name, and a brief description of the item. 


Check-In The process whereby resources first report to an incident. 
Check-in locations include Incident Command Post (Resources 
Unit), Incident Base, Camps, Staging Areas, helibases, 
helispots, and Division Supervisors (for direct-line 
assignments). 
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Chelating Agent Chelating agents work by binding and holding on to radioactive 
materials or poisons that get into the body. Once bound to a 
radioactive material or poison, the chelating agent is then 
passed from the body in the urine. Chelating agents help 
decrease the amount of time it takes to get a poison out of the 
body. 


Chemical A substance obtained by a chemical process or used for 
producing a chemical effect. 


Chemical Agent A compound that may cause bodily harm if touched, ingested, 
inhaled, or ignited. These compounds may be encountered at a 
clandestine laboratory, or through a homemade bomb or 
tankard leakage (e.g., ether, alcohol, nitroglycerin, ammonium 
sulfate, red phosphorus, cleaning supplies, gasoline, or 
unlabeled chemicals). 


Chemical Enhancement The use of chemicals that react with specific types of evidence 
(e.g., blood, semen, lead, and fingerprints) in order to aid in the 
detection and/or documentation of evidence that may be 
difficult to see. 


Chemical Threat Concern about potential exposure to a chemical or other 
airborne hazard. 


Chemical Warfare Tactical warfare using incendiary mixtures, smokes, or irritant, 
burning, poisonous, or asphyxiating gases. 


Chemical Weapon A weapon used in chemical warfare. 


Chemoluminescence Emission of light as a result of a chemical reaction. 


Chiefs The Incident Command System (ICS) title for individuals 
responsible for command of functional sections: Operations, 
Planning, Logistics, and Finance/Administration. 


Chloropicrin (PS) A heavy, colorless, insoluble liquid compound that causes 
tears and vomiting; used as a pesticide and as tear gas. 


Choking Agents Substances that cause physical injury to the lungs. Exposure is 
through inhalation. Death results from lack of oxygen. An 
example of a choking agent is phosgene (CG). 


Cistern A receptacle for the collection, holding and storing of water. 


Claudication Limping or lameness in a body part characterized by localized 
weakness, pain and tension. 
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Clean and 
Disinfecting/Sanitize 


The process of removing biological and/or chemical 
contaminants from tools and/or equipment (e.g., using a 
mixture of 10:1 household water and bleach). 


Clear Text The use of plain English in radio communications 
transmissions. No 10-Codes or agency-specific codes are used 
when using Clear Text. 


Cohesion 1—The act or state of sticking together tightly; especially: unity. 
2—Union between similar plant parts or organs. 
3—Molecular attraction by which the particles of a body are 
united throughout the mass. 


Cold Zone Area where the command post and support functions that are 
necessary to control the incident are located. Also referred to 
as the clean zone, green zone, or support zone. 


Coliform A group of related bacteria whose presence in drinking water 
may indicate contamination by disease-causing 
microorganisms. 


Collect/Collection The process of detecting, documenting, or retaining physical 
evidence. 


Collection Sewer Any gravity flow pipelines, force mains, effluent supply lines, 
and appliances appurtenant thereto, used for conducting 
wastes from building drains to a treatment system or to a 
ground absorption sewage treatment and disposal system. 


Command The act of directing and/or controlling resources by virtue of 
explicit legal, agency, or delegated authority. May also refer to 
the Incident Commander (IC). 


Command Post (See Incident Command Post.) 


Command Staff The staff who report directly to the Incident Commander (IC), 
including the Public Information Officer (PIO), Safety Officer 
(SO), Liaison Officer, and other positions as required. They 
may have an assistant or assistants, as needed. 


Committed Dose Equivalent 
(CDE) 


The dose to some specific organ or tissue that is received from 
an intake of radioactive material by an individual during the 50-
year period following the intake. 


Committed Effective Dose 
Equivalent (CEDE) 


The committed dose equivalent for a given organ multiplied by 
a weighting factor. 


Common (Seasonal) Flu Influenza that occurs commonly from year to year. 
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Common Name A common name is a name in general use within a community; 
it is often contrasted with a scientific name. Each agent has a 
scientific name based on its composition and formula. 


Common Operating Picture An overview of an incident by all relevant parties that provides 
incident information enabling the Incident Commander 
(IC)/Unified Command (U/C) and any supporting agencies and 
organizations to make effective, consistent, and timely 
decisions. 


Common Terminology Normally used words and phrases, avoiding the use of different 
words/phrases for same concepts, to ensure consistency and 
to allow diverse incident management and support 
organizations to work together across a wide variety of incident 
management functions and hazard scenarios. 


Communications The process of transmission of information through verbal, 
written, or symbolic means. 


Communications/Dispatch 
Center 


Agency or interagency dispatch centers, 9-1-1 call centers, 
emergency control or command dispatch centers, or any 
naming convention given to the facility and staff that handles 
emergency calls from the public and communication with 
emergency management/response personnel. The center can 
serve as a primary coordination and support element of the 
Multiagency Coordination System(s; MACS) for an incident 
until other elements of the MACS are formally established. 


Communications Unit An organizational unit in the Logistics Section responsible for 
providing communication services at an incident. A 
Communications Unit may also be a facility (e.g., a trailer or a 
mobile van) used to provide the major part of an Incident 
Communications Center. 


Community-Oriented 
Policing (COP) 


Community policing is a philosophy that promotes 
organizational strategies, which support the systematic use of 
partnerships and problem-solving techniques, to proactively 
address the immediate conditions that give rise to public safety 
issues such as crime, social disorder, and fear of crime. 


Compacts Formal working agreements among agencies to obtain mutual 
aid. 


Comparison Samples A generic term used to describe physical material/evidence 
discovered at crime scenes that may be compared with 
samples from persons, tools, and physical locations. 
Comparison samples may be from either an 
unknown/questioned or a known source. 
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Compensation Unit/Claims 
Unit 


The functional unit within the Finance/Administration Section 
responsible for financial concerns resulting from property 
damage, injuries, or fatalities at the incident. 


Complex Two or more individual incidents located in the same general 
area, which are assigned to a single Incident Commander (IC) 
or to Unified Command (UC). 


Comprehensive 
Preparedness Guide (CGP) 
101 


A guide designed to assist jurisdictions with developing 
operations plans. It promotes a common understanding of the 
fundamentals of planning and decisionmaking to help 
emergency planners examine a hazard and produce 
integrated, coordinated, and synchronized plans. 


Consequence The effect of an event, incident, or occurrence. 


Concrete Hammer (18 
pounds) 


A small, electrically powered jackhammer used to defeat 
concrete-encased locking devices. May be used with a 
jackhammer harness to be operated at a 90 degree angle. 
(See Rotary Hammer.) 


Consumable Medical 
Supplies 


Items used in the treatment of patients that must be replaced 
because they are disposable and usually for one-time use; 
examples of this are latex gloves, paper gowns, needles, 
syringes, and tongue depressors. 


Contagion The transmission of a disease by direct or indirect contact. 


Contamination 1—Undesirable radiological, chemical, or biological material 
(with a potentially harmful effect) that is either airborne, or 
deposited in (or on the surface of) structures, objects, soil, 
water, or living organisms in a concentration that makes the 
medium unfit for its next intended use. 
2—The unwanted transfer of material from another source to a 
piece of physical evidence. 


Contamination Area  Any area, accessible to individuals, where removable surface 
contamination levels exceed or are likely to exceed the 
removable surface contamination values specified in Appendix 
D of 10 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) § 835, but do not 
exceed 100 times those values. 


Contamination Reduction 
Zone 


This area separates the contaminated area from the clean area 
and acts as a buffer to reduce contamination of the clean area. 
Also known as the warm zone. 
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Continuity of Government A coordinated effort within the Federal Government's executive 
branch to ensure that National Essential Functions continue to 
be performed during a catastrophic emergency (as defined in 
National Security Presidential Directive 52/Homeland Security 
Presidential Directive 20). 


Continuity of Operations An effort within individual organizations to ensure that Primary 
Mission Essential Functions continue to be performed during a 
wide range of emergencies. 


Continuity of Operations 
(COOP) Plan  


Designed to establish policy and guidance to ensure the 
mission essential functions and to direct the relocation of 
personnel and resources to an alternate facility.  


Control/Blank Sample Material of a known source that presumably was 
uncontaminated during the commission of the crime. 


Cooperating Agency An agency supplying assistance other than direct operational 
or support functions or resources to the incident management 
effort. 


Coordinate To advance an analysis and exchange of information 
systematically among principals who have or may have a need 
to know certain information to carry out specific incident 
management responsibilities. 


Coordination The process of systematically analyzing a situation, developing 
relevant information, and informing appropriate command 
authority of viable alternatives for selection of the most 
effective combination of available resources to meet specific 
objectives. The coordination process (which can be either intra- 
or interagency) does not involve dispatch actions. However, 
personnel responsible for coordination may perform command 
or dispatch functions within the limits established by specific 
agency delegations, procedures, legal authority, etc. 


Coordination Center Any facility that is used for the coordination, agency, or 
jurisdictional resources in support of one or more incidents. 


Corrective Actions The implementation of procedures that are based on lessons 
learned from actual incidents or from training and exercises. 


Cost-Sharing Agreements Agreements between agencies or jurisdictions to share 
designated costs related to incidents. Cost-Sharing 
Agreements are normally written, but may also be oral between 
authorized agency and jurisdictional representatives at the 
incident. 
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Cost Unit The functional unit within the Finance/Administration Section 
responsible for tracking costs, analyzing cost data, making cost 
estimates, and recommending cost-saving measures. 


Credentialing The authentication and verification of the certification and 
identity of designated incident managers and emergency 
responders. 


Crew (See Single Resource.) 


Critical Incident Stress 
Debriefing (CISD) 


CISD is a structured intervention designed to promote the 
emotional processing of traumatic events through the 
ventilation and normalization of reactions, as well as 
preparation for possible future experiences. CISD is an 
essential technique associated with efficient and effective 
Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM). 


Critical Incident Stress 
Management (CISM) 


CISM is a comprehensive, integrative, multicomponent crisis 
intervention system. CISM is considered comprehensive 
because it consists of multiple crisis intervention components, 
which functionally span the entire temporal spectrum of a 
crisis. CISM interventions range from the pre-crisis phase 
through the acute crisis phase, and into the post-crisis phase. 
CISM is also considered comprehensive in that it consists of 
interventions which may be applied to individuals, small 
functional groups, large groups, families, organizations, and 
even communities. 


Critical Infrastructure Assets, systems, and networks, whether physical or virtual, so 
vital to the United States that the incapacitation or destruction 
of such assets, systems, or networks would have a debilitating 
impact on security, national economic security, national public 
health or safety, or any combination of those matters. 


Cross Connection Actual or potential connections between a potable water supply 
and a non-potable source, where it is possible for a 
contaminant to enter the drinking water supply. 


Cross-Contamination The unwanted transfer of material between two or more 
sources of physical evidence. 


Curie (Ci)  A measure of how many radioactive atoms are disintegrating 
per unit time. Equal to 37 billion disintegrations per second. 


Cytokine Dysregulation Cytokines are soluble hormone-like proteins used by cells of 
the immune system to coordinate their actions. Dysregulation 
is impairment of a physiological regulatory mechanism (as that 
governing metabolism, immune response, or organ function). 
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D 


Daisy Chain A term used to describe a group of demonstrators linked 
together using a U-bolt bike lock. This is accomplished by a 
demonstrator placing the lock around his or her neck and then 
linking to another demonstrator with a lock around his or her 
neck. This tactic is used to block or restrict access to an area. 
(See Bicycle Lock.) 


Decontamination A process used to reduce, remove, or neutralize radiological, 
chemical, or biological contamination to reduce the risk of 
exposure. 


Decontamination Corridor A distinct area with the “Warm Zone” that functions a protective 
buffer and bridge between the “Hot Zone” and the “Cold Zone,” 
where decontamination stations and personnel are located to 
conduct decontamination procedures. An incident may have 
multiple decontamination corridors, depending upon the scope 
and nature of the incident. 


Definitive Decontamination (See Technical Decontamination.) 


Deflagrate To burn or cause to burn with great heat and intense light. 


Delegation of Authority A statement provided to the Incident Commander (IC) by the 
Agency Executive delegating authority and assigning 
responsibility. The Delegation of Authority can include 
objectives, priorities, expectations, constraints, and other 
considerations or guidelines as needed. Many agencies require 
a written Delegation of Authority to be given to Incident 
Commanders prior to their assuming command or larger 
incidents. 


Demobilization The orderly, safe, and efficient return of an incident resource to 
its original location and status. 


Demobilization Unit The functional unit within the Planning Section responsible for 
assuring orderly, safe, and efficient demobilization of incident 
resources. 


Demolition Hammer A device used to chip and chisel; to make grooves, bar cuts, 
drive piles, and demolish concrete. Used to assist in the 
removal of improvised devices. (Also called Jack Hammer.) 
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Department Operations 
Center (DOC) 


An Emergency Operations Center (EOC) specific to a single 
department or agency. The focus of a DOC is on internal 
agency incident management and response. DOCs are often 
linked to and, in most cases, are physically represented in a 
combined agency EOC by authorized agent(s) for the 
department or agency. 


Deputy A fully qualified individual who, in the absence of a superior, 
could be delegated the authority to manage a functional 
operation or perform a specific task. In some cases, a Deputy 
could act as relief for a supervisor and therefore must be fully 
qualified in the position. Deputies can be assigned to the 
Incident Commander (IC), General Staff, and Branch Directors. 


Derived Air Concentrations 
(DAC)  


The concentration of a given radionuclide in air, which, if 
breathed by the reference man for a working year of 2,000 
hours under conditions of light work (inhalation rate 1.2 m3 of 
air per hour), results in an intake of one Annual Limited on 
Intake (ALI). 


Derived Intervention Level 
(DIL) 


The concentration derived from the intervention level of dose at 
which introduction of protective measures should be 
considered. 


Derived Response Levels 
(DRL) 


The DRL is the calculated exposure rate that will produce a 
dose equal to the applicable Relocation’s Protective Action 
Guide. 


Detonate To explode violently. 


Device A contrivance or an invention serving a particular purpose, 
especially a machine used to perform one or more relatively 
simple tasks. Also, a technique or means, a plan, or scheme, 
especially a malign one. 


Diphosgene (DP) A chemical originally developed for chemical warfare, a few 
months after the first use of phosgene. At room temperature it 
is a stable, colorless liquid with a vapor pressure of 10 mmHg 
at 20 °C. It decomposes to phosgene around 300 °C. 


Director The Incident Command System (ICS) title for individuals 
responsible for supervision of a Branch. 


Disaster A natural, unintentional incident that significantly disrupts the 
Environment of Care (EC). 
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Disaster Medical Assistance 
Team (DMAT), National 
Disaster Medical System 
(NDMS) 


DMATs provide primary and acute care, triage of mass 
casualties, initial resuscitation and stabilization, advanced life 
support and preparation of sick or injured for evacuation. The 
basic deployment configuration of a DMAT consists of 35 
persons; it includes physicians, nurses, medical technicians, 
and ancillary support personnel. They can be mobile within 6 
hours of notification and are capable of arriving at a disaster 
site within 48 hours. They can sustain operations for 72 hours 
without external support. DMATs are responsible for 
establishing an initial (electronic) medical record for each 
patient, including assigning patient unique identifiers in order 
to facilitate tracking throughout the NDMS. Functions as part 
of the National Disaster Medical System (NDMS). 


Disaster Mortuary 
Operational Response 
Team (DMORT), National 
Disaster Medical System 
(NDMS) 


A DMORT works under the guidance of local authorities by 
providing technical assistance and personnel to recover, 
identify, and process deceased victims. Teams are 
composed of funeral directors, medical examiners, coroners, 
pathologists, forensic anthropologists, medical records 
technicians and transcribers, fingerprint specialists, forensic 
odontologists, dental assistants, x-ray technicians, and other 
personnel. U.S. Health and Human Services (HHS) also 
maintains several Disaster Portable Morgue Units (DPMU) 
that can be used by DMORTs to establish a stand-alone 
morgue operation. 


Disinfection A process that eliminates many or all pathogenic 
microorganisms, except bacterial spores, on inanimate objects. 
Disinfectants are the agents used to accomplish this process. 


Dispatch The implementation of a command decision to move a 
resource or resources from one place to another. 


Dispatch Center A facility from which resources are assigned to an incident. 


Dispensing/Vaccination 
Center (DVC) 


The principal operational unit of the dispensing functions of a 
community-wide disease outbreak response. A DVC is a single 
dispensing site that can be free standing or located in a 
preexisting building. A DVC may also be called a Point of 
Dispensing (POD). 


Division Divisions are used to divide an incident into geographical areas 
of operation. A Division is located within the Incident Command 
System (ICS) organization between the Branch and the Task 
Force/Strike Team. (See Group.) Divisions are identified by 
alphabetic characters for horizontal applications and, often, by 
floor numbers when used in buildings. 
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Division Boundaries Division boundaries are used to divide an incident into 
geographic areas of operation. 


Documentation  Written notes, audio/videotapes, printed forms, sketches and/or 
photographs that form a detailed record of the scene, evidence 
recovered, and actions taken during the search of the crime 
scene. 


Documentation Unit The functional unit within the Planning Section responsible for 
collecting, recording, and safeguarding all documents relevant 
to the incident. 


Domestic Preparedness The state of being prepared, especially military readiness for 
combat. 


Domestic Terrorism  The unlawful use, or threatened use, of force or violence by a 
group or individual based and operating entirely within the 
United States or Puerto Rico without foreign direction 
committed against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a 
government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof in 
furtherance of political or social objectives. 


Domestic Use Any item, including food or drink, intended for the sole purpose 
of human use or consumption.  


Driver A person who is responsible for the operation and maintenance 
of the vehicle holding the equipment and tools. 


DuoDote™ The DuoDote Auto-Injector is a single, prefilled, dual-
chambered auto-injector that is filled with two separate 
chemical nerve agent antidotes; the outer cylinder with 2.1 mg 
of atropine and the inner with 600 mg of pralidoxime chloride 
(2-PAM chloride). The DuoDote treats symptoms of chemical 
nerve agent poisonings and toxic levels of common 
organophosphate insecticides. It is a replacement for the Mark 
1™/Nerve Agent Antidote Kit (NAAK). The DuoDote will phase 
out the Mark 1, which was in production until the end of 
December 2008 and has a shelf life of approximately 5 years. 


Durable Medical Supplies Devices which are very resistant to wear and may be used 
over a long period of time. They include items such as 
wheelchairs, hospital beds, artificial limbs, etc. 


Dying Declaration Statements made by a person who believes he or she is about 
to die, concerning the cause or circumstance surrounding his 
or her impending death. Includes their own activities, as well as 
others involved in the commission of a crime. 
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E 


Earth First! (EF!) Earth First! (EF!) is a terrorist group that takes a “by any means 
necessary” approach to the earth. The group declines to 
participate in the democratic process, preferring instead to 
damage, disable, and destroy the property of its ever-growing 
list of enemies. EF! targets include, but are not limited to, 
loggers, ranchers, and farmers—especially those who grow 
genetically modified crops. Their crimes include assault, arson, 
and untold acts of sabotage. 


Earth Liberation Front (ELF) Environmental terrorist group known to use economic sabotage 
and guerrilla warfare to stop the exploitation and destruction of 
the environment. 


Ecological The totality or pattern of relations between organisms and their 
environment. 


Ecoterrorism 1—Sabotage intended to hinder activities that are considered 
damaging to the environment. 
2—Political terrorism intended to damage an enemy's natural 
environment. 


Effluent The liquid discharge of a septic tank or other sewage treatment 
device. 


Elimination Sample A sample of a known source taken from a person who had 
lawful access to the scene to be used for comparison with 
evidence of the same type. 


Emergency Absent a Presidentially declared emergency, any incident(s), 
human-caused or natural, that requires responsive action to 
protect life or property. Under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster 
Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, an emergency means 
any occasion or instance for which, in the determination of the 
President, Federal assistance is needed to supplement State 
and local efforts and capabilities to save lives and to protect 
property and public health and safety, or to lessen or avert the 
threat of a catastrophe in any part of the United States. 


Emergency 
Decontamination 


The physical process of immediately reducing contamination of 
individuals in potentially life-threatening situations with or 
without the formal establishment of a decontamination corridor. 
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Emergency Management 
Assistance Compact 
(EMAC) 


A congressionally ratified organization that provides form and 
structure to interstate mutual aid. Through EMAC, a disaster-
affected State can request and receive assistance from other 
member States quickly and efficiently, resolving two key issues 
up front: liability and reimbursement. 


Emergency Management 
Coordinator/Director 


The individual within each political subdivision that has the 
coordination responsibility for jurisdictional emergency 
management. 


Emergency 
Management/Resource 
Personnel 


Includes Federal, state, territorial, tribal, substate regional, and 
local governments, nongovernmental organizations (NGO), 
private sector-organizations, critical infrastructure owners and 
operators, and all other organizations and individuals who 
assume an emergency management role. (Also known as 
emergency responder.) 


Emergency Medical 
Technician (EMT) 


A specially trained medical technician certified to provide basic 
emergency services (e.g., cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
[CPR]) before and during transportation to a hospital. 


Emergency Operations 
Center (EOC) 


The physical location at which the coordination of information 
and resources to support domestic incident management 
activities normally takes place. An EOC may be a temporary 
facility or may be located in a more central or permanently 
established facility, perhaps at a higher level of organization 
within a jurisdiction. EOCs may be organized by major 
functional disciplines (e.g., fire, law enforcement, and medical 
services), by jurisdiction (e.g., Federal, state, regional, county, 
city, tribal), or some combination thereof. 


Emergency Operations Plan The ongoing plan maintained by various jurisdictional levels for 
responding to a wide variety of potential hazards. It describes 
how people and property will be protected; details who is 
responsible for carrying out specific actions; identifies the 
personnel, equipment, facilities, supplies, and other resources 
available; and outlines how all actions will be coordinated. 
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Emergency Planning Zones 
(EPZ) 


To facilitate a preplanned strategy for protective actions during 
an emergency, there are two EPZs around each nuclear power 
plant. The exact size and shape of each EPZ is a result of 
detailed planning which includes consideration of the specific 
conditions at each site, unique geographical features of the 
area, and demographic information. This preplanned strategy 
for an EPZ provides a substantial basis to support activity 
beyond the planning zone in the extremely unlikely event it 
would be needed. The two EPZs are described as follows: 
• Plume Exposure Pathway—The plume exposure pathway 


EPZ has a radius of about 10 miles from the reactor site. 
Predetermined protective action plans are in place for this 
EPZ and are designed to avoid or reduce dose from 
potential exposure of radioactive materials. These actions 
include sheltering, evacuation, and the use of potassium 
iodide where appropriate. 


• Ingestion Exposure Pathway—The ingestion exposure 
pathway EPZ has a radius of about 50 miles from the 
reactor site. Predetermined protective action plans are in 
place for this EPZ and are designed to avoid or reduce 
dose from potential ingestion of radioactive materials. 
These actions include a ban of contaminated food and 
water. 


Emergency Response A response effort by employees from outside the immediate 
release area or by other designated responders. 


Emergency Support 
Function (ESF) 


Used by the Federal government and many state governments 
as the primary mechanism at the operational level to organize 
and provide assistance. ESFs align categories of resources 
and provide strategic objectives for their use. ESFs utilize 
standardized resource management concepts such as typing, 
inventorying, and tracking to facilitate the dispatch, 
deployment, and recovery of resources before, during, and 
after an incident. 


Enabling Learning Objective 
(ELO) 


ELOs, also known as subordinate objectives, correspond to 
the skills required to accomplish the Terminal Learning 
Objective (TLO). Specifically, ELOs provide the level of detail 
necessary to describe the knowledge and skills that must be 
learned to demonstrate satisfactory performance of the 
terminal objective ELOs. 


Endemic Denoting a temporal pattern of disease occurrence in a 
population in which the disease occurs with predictable 
regularity with only relatively minor fluctuations in its frequency 
over time. 
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Environmental Health  Environmental health addresses all the physical, chemical, and 
biological factors external to a person, and all the related 
factors impacting behaviors. It encompasses the assessment 
and control of those environmental factors that can potentially 
affect health. It is targeted towards preventing disease and 
creating health-supportive environments. This definition 
excludes behavior not related to environment, as well as 
behavior related to the social and cultural environment, and 
genetics. 


Epidemic The occurrence of more cases of disease than expected in a 
given area or among a specific group of people over a 
particular period of time. 


Eschar A slough of tissue produced by a thermal burn, corrosive, or 
gangrene. 


Etiology The science and study of the causes of disease and their mode 
of operation. 


Evacuation The organized, phased, and supervised withdrawal, dispersal, 
or removal of civilians [individuals] from dangerous or 
potentially dangerous areas, and their reception and care in 
safe areas. 


Event A planned, nonemergency activity. Incident Command System 
(ICS) can be used as the management system for a wide 
range of events (e.g., parades, concerns, or sporting events; 
See Planned Event). 


Evidence Identifiers Tape, labels, containers, and string tags used to identify the 
evidence, the person collecting the evidence, the date the 
evidence was gathered, basic criminal offense information, and 
a brief description of the pertinent evidence. 


Exclusion Zone Area immediately surrounding the incident which extends far 
enough to prevent adverse effects from released dangerous 
goods to personnel outside the zone. All individuals entering 
the Exclusion Zone must wear the prescribed levels of 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and be decontaminated 
before leaving. Also known as the hot zone. 


Expert An individual with in-depth knowledge in a specific area or field. 


Extremism Advocacy of extreme political measures: radicalism. 
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Extrication To free or remove from an entanglement or difficulty, 
particularly, to remove a protester from a protester device or an 
accident victim from a vehicle or a trapped person in a 
collapsed structure. 


Extrication Saw Large circular saw, primarily used by fire services for the 
verification of structure fires. Used to assist in the removal of 
protesters from improvised devices. (Also known as K-12.) 


Extrication Team The operations unit for the removal of protesters from protester 
devices. The team is comprised of 8–10 members, each with 
specific duties. The team includes Team Leader, Safety Officer 
(SO), Spotter, Large-Tool Operator, Small-Tool Operator, and 
Driver. 


F 


Facilities Unit Functional unit within the Support Branch of the Logistics 
Section that provides fixed facilities for the incident. These 
facilities may include the Incident Base, feeding areas, 
sleeping areas, sanitary facilities, etc. 


Fatalities Management The capacity to effectively perform scene documentation, the 
complete collection and recovery of the dead, victim’s personal 
effects and items of evidence; decontamination of remains and 
personal effects (if required); transportation, storage, 
documentation, and recovery of forensic and physical 
evidence; determination of the nature and extent of injury; 
identification of the fatalities using scientific means; certification 
of the cause and manner of death; processing and returning of 
human remains and personal effects of the victims to the 
legally authorized person(s) (if possible); and interaction with 
and provision of legal, customary, compassionate, and 
culturally competent required services to the families of the 
deceased within the context of the family assistance center. 


Federal Of or pertaining to the Federal Government of the United 
States of America. 


Field Operations Guide 
(FOG) 


A durable pocket-size manual of instructions on the application 
of the Incident Command System (ICS). It contains essential 
information required to perform specific assignments or 
functions. 


Finance/ Administration 
Section 


The Section responsible for all incident costs and financial 
considerations. Includes the Time Unit, Procurement Unit, 
Compensation/Claims Unit, and Cost Unit. 
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First Responder Those individuals who in the early stages of an incident are 
responsible for the protection and preservation of life, property, 
evidence, and the environment, including emergency response 
providers as defined in Section 2 of the Homeland Security Act 
of 2002 (6 United States Code [U.S.C.] § 101), as well as 
emergency management, public health, clinical care, public 
works, and other skilled support personnel (such as equipment 
operators) that provide immediate support services during 
prevention, response, and recovery operations. 


Floodplain Areas subject to frequent flooding means those areas 
inundated at designated frequencies including alluvial soils and 
areas subject to tidal or storm overwash. 


Fluorescence Luminescence that is caused by the absorption of radiation at 
one wavelength followed by nearly immediate reradiation 
usually at a different wavelength and that ceases almost at 
once when the incident radiation stops. 


Food and Agriculture 
Councils (FACs) 


The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s primary vehicle for 
administering programs to address agricultural and rural 
development concerns at the local level. 


Food Unit  Functional unit within the Service Branch of the Logistics 
Section responsible for providing meals for incident personnel. 


Fomites An object (as a dish or an article of clothing) that may be 
contaminated with infectious organisms and serve in their 
transmission. 


Force Multiplier A capability that when added to and employed…significantly 
increases the combat potential of that force and thus enhances 
the probability of successful mission accomplishment.17 During 
protests, it increases the protester’s effectiveness without 
increasing the number of actual protesters. This is 
accomplished through the use of locking and nonlocking 
protester devices. 


Frangible/Breaking Devices Readily or easily broken apparatus or invention serving a 
particular purpose, especially to perform one or more relatively 
simple tasks (i.e., explosion). 


Frisk Process of monitoring personnel for contamination. Frisking 
can be performed with hand-held survey instruments or 
automated monitoring devices. 
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Function  The five major activities in the Incident Command System 
(ICS): Command, Operations, Planning, Logistics, and 
Finance/Administration. A sixth function, 
Intelligence/Investigations, may be established, if required, to 
meet incident management needs. The term function is also 
used when describing the activity involved (e.g., the planning 
function). 


Functional and Access 
Needs Population 


A population whose members may have additional needs 
before, during, and after an incident in functional areas, 
including but not limited to: maintaining independence, 
communication, transportation, supervision, and medical care. 
Individuals in need of additional response assistance may 
include those who have disabilities; who live in institutionalized 
settings; who are elderly; who are children; who are from 
diverse cultures, who have limited English proficiency, or who 
are non-English-speaking; or who are transportation 
disadvantaged. 


G 


General Emergency (GE) Events that involve actual or imminent substantial core damage 
or melting of reactor fuel with the potential for loss of 
containment integrity are in progress or have occurred. 
Radioactive releases can be expected to exceed the limits set 
forth by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for 
more than the immediate site area. 


General Staff A group of incident management personnel organized 
according to function and reporting to the Incident Commander 
(IC). The General Staff normally consists of the Operations 
Section Chief, Planning Section Chief, Logistics Section Chief, 
and Finance/Administration Section Chief. An 
Intelligence/Investigations Chief may be established, if 
required, to meet incident management needs. 


Genetic Drift The ability of a virus to mutate naturally; the term is used in 
population genetics to refer to the statistical drift over time of 
allele frequencies in a finite population due to random sampling 
effects in the formation of successive generations. 
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Genetic Shift Occurs when the genetic material of a virus is fragmented and 
a cell is infected by two different but related viruses. The virus 
progeny can inherit fragments coming from both parent viruses 
(genetic reassortment). Influenza virus genome consists of 
eight RNA molecules. If a cell is simultaneously infected by a 
human and an avian virus, a combination of their RNA 
molecules in a progeny virus may result in a progeny virus with 
novel properties. This is also referred to as an antigenic shift, 
which may lead to a pandemic. 


Gray  The SI unit “Gray” has replaced the older “rad” designation. (1 
Gy = 1 joule/kilogram = 100 rad). Gray can be used for any 
type of radiation (e.g., alpha, beta, neutron, gamma), but it 
does not describe the biological effects of different radiations. 
Biological effects of radiation are measured in units of “Sievert” 
(or the older designation “rem”). Sievert is calculated as 
follows: Gray multiplied by the “radiation weighting factor” (also 
known as the “quality factor”) associated with a specific type of 
radiation. 


Greenpeace A nongovernmental organization for the protection and 
conservation of the environment. Greenpeace uses direct 
action, lobbying, and research to achieve its goals. 


Gross Decontamination The initial phase of the decontamination process during which 
the amount of surface contaminant is significantly reduced. 


Ground Support Unit Functional unit within the Support Branch of the Logistics 
Section responsible for the fueling, maintaining, and repairing 
of vehicles, and the transportation of personnel and supplies. 


Group An organizational subdivision established to divide the incident 
management structure into functional areas of operation. 
Groups are composed of resources assembled to perform a 
special function not necessarily within a single geographic 
division. Groups are located between Branches (when 
activated) and Resources in the Operations Section. (See 
Division.) 


H 


Hazard 1—Something that is potentially dangerous or harmful, often 
the root cause of an unwanted outcome. 
2—a natural, technological/accidental, or adversarial/human-
caused source or cause of harm or difficulty. 
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Hazardous Waste Hazardous waste is waste that is dangerous or potentially 
harmful to our health or the environment. Hazardous wastes 
can be liquids, solids, gases, or sludges. They can be 
discarded commercial products, like cleaning fluids or 
pesticides, or the by-products of manufacturing processes. 


Health Department A division of a local or larger government responsible for the 
oversight and care of matters relating to public health. 


Helibase The main location for parking, fueling, maintenance, and 
loading of helicopters operating in support of an incident. It is 
usually located at or near the Incident Base. 


Helipad  Any designated location where a helicopter can safely take off 
and load. Some helipads may be used for loading of supplies, 
equipment, or personnel. 


Hemagglutinin An antigenic glycoprotein found on the surface of the influenza 
viruses (as well as many bacteria and other viruses). It is 
responsible for binding the virus to the cell that is being 
infected. 


Hierarchy of Command (See Chain of Command.) 


High Contamination Area  Any area, accessible to individuals, where removable 
contamination levels exceed or are likely to exceed 100 times 
the removable contamination values specified in Appendix D of 
10 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) § 835.2. 


High Radiation Area  Any area with dose rates greater than 100 millirems (1 
millisievert) in one hour 30 centimeters from the source or from 
any surface through which the ionizing radiation penetrates. 
Areas at licensee facilities must be posted as “high radiation 
areas” and access into these areas is maintained under strict 
control. 


Hospice Care Hospice care is end-of-life care provided by health 
professionals and volunteers. They give medical, psychological 
and spiritual support. The goal of the care is to help people 
who are dying have peace, comfort and dignity. The caregivers 
try to control pain and other symptoms so a person can remain 
as alert and comfortable as possible. Hospice programs also 
provide services to support a patient's family. Usually, a 
hospice patient is expected to live 6 months or less. 
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Hospital Incident Command 
System (HICS)  


The Hospital Incident Command System (HICS) is a 
management system based on National Incident Management 
System (NIMS) that consists of a flexible organization structure 
and time-proven management principles. The system includes 
defined responsibilities and reporting channels and uses 
common language to promote internal and external 
communication and integration with community responders. 
HICS can be utilized for emergency incidents or for planned 
events. 


Hostile Action-Based  
Action (HAB) 


An act toward a Nuclear Power Plant or its personnel that 
includes the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take 
hostages, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. 


Hot Zone The area immediately surrounding a CBRNE/all-hazards 
incident which extends far enough to prevent adverse effects 
from released CBRNE to personnel outside the zone. Also 
referred to as the exclusion zone, red zone, or restricted zone. 


Hypovolemia Decreased volume of blood in the body. 


I  


Immediate Decontamination (See Technical Decontamination.) 


Impression Evidence Objects or materials that have retained the characteristics of 
other objects that have been physically pressed against them. 


Improvised Explosive 
Device (IED) 


A weapon that is fabricated or emplaced in an unconventional 
manner incorporating destructive, lethal, noxious, pyrotechnic, 
or incendiary chemicals designed to kill, destroy, incapacitate, 
harass, deny mobility, or distract. 


Improvised Nuclear Device 
(IND) 


Illicit nuclear weapons bought, stolen, or otherwise originating 
from a nuclear state, or a weapon fabricated by a terrorist 
group from illegally obtained fissile nuclear weapons material 
that produces a nuclear explosion. It produces same physical 
and medical effects as a nuclear weapon explosion. 


Improvised Protester 
Device 


Any device used by protesters to enhance civil disobedience. It 
is used to slow down and impede emergency response 
resources. (Also called a Protester Device.) 
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Incident An occurrence or event, natural or human-caused, which 
requires an emergency response to protect life or property. 
Incidents can, for example, include major disasters, 
emergencies, terrorist attacks, terrorist threats, wildland and 
urban fires, floods, hazardous materials spills, nuclear 
accidents, aircraft accidents, earthquakes, hurricanes, 
tornadoes, tropical storms, war-related disasters, public health 
and medical emergencies, and other occurrences requiring an 
emergency response. 


Incident Action Plan (IAP) An oral or written plan containing general objectives reflecting 
the overall strategy for managing an incident. It may include 
the identification of operational resources and assignments. It 
may also include attachments that provide direction and 
important information for management of the incident during 
one or more operational periods. 


Incident Base The location at which primary Logistics functions for an incident 
are coordinated and administered. There is only one Base per 
incident. (Incident name or other designator will be added to 
the term Base.) The Incident Command Post may be colocated 
with the Incident Base. There is only one Base per incident. 


Incident Command The Incident Command System (ICS) organizational element 
responsible for overall management of the incident and 
consisting of the Incident Commander (IC; either single or 
unified command structure) and any assigned supporting staff. 


Incident Command Post 
(ICP) 


The field location where the primary functions are performed. 
The ICP may be colocated with the Incident Base or other 
incident facilities and normally identified by a green rotating or 
flashing light. 


Incident Command System 
(ICS) 


A standardized on-scene emergency management construct 
specifically designed to provide for the adoption of an 
integrated organizational structure that reflects the complexity 
and demands of single or multiple incidents, without being 
hindered by jurisdictional boundaries. ICS is the combination of 
facilities, equipment, personnel, procedures, and 
communications operating within a common organizational 
structure, designed to aid in the management of resources 
during incidents. It is used for all kinds of emergencies and is 
applicable to small as well as large and complex incidents. ICS 
is used by various jurisdictions and functional agencies, both 
public and private, to organize field-level incident management 
operations. 
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Incident Commander (IC) The individual responsible for all incident activities, including 
the development of strategies and tactics and the ordering and 
release of resources. The IC has overall authority and 
responsibility for conducting incident operations and is 
responsible for the management of all incident operations at 
the incident site. 


Incident Communication 
Center 


The location of the Communications Unit and the Message 
Center. 


Incident Complex (See Complex.)  


Incident Management The broad spectrum of activities and organizations providing 
effective and efficient operations, coordination, and support 
applied at all levels of government, utilizing both governmental 
and nongovernmental resources to plan for, respond to, and 
recover from an incident, regardless of cause, size, or 
complexity. 


Incident Management Team 
(IMT) 


An Incident Commander (IC) and the appropriate Command 
and General Staff personnel assigned to an incident. The level 
of training and experience of the IMT members, coupled with 
the identified formal response requirements and responsibilities 
of the IMT, are factors in determining “type” or level, of IMT. 


Incident Objectives Statements of guidance and direction needed to select 
appropriate strategies and the tactical direction of resources. 
Incident Objectives are based on realistic expectations of what 
can be accomplished when all allocated resources have been 
effectively deployed. Incident Objectives must be achievable 
and measurable, yet flexible enough to allow strategic and 
tactical alternatives. 


Incident Support 
Organization 


Includes any off-incident support provided to an incident. 
Examples would be agency dispatch centers, airports, or 
mobilization centers. 


Incident Type Incidents are categorized by five types based on complexity. 
Type 5 incidents are the least complex and Type 1 the most 
complex. 


Incubation Period The period between the infection of an individual by a 
pathogen and the manifestation of the disease it causes. 


Infectious Disease A disease caused by the entrance into the body of organisms 
(as bacteria, protozoans, fungi, or viruses) which grow and 
multiply there. An infectious disease may, or may not, be 
transmissible from person to person, animal to person, or 
insect to person. 
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Influenza 1—Any of several acute highly contagious respiratory diseases 
caused by strains of three major orthomyxoviruses now 
considered to comprise three species assigned to three 
separate genera: Influenza A, Influenza B, or Influenza C. 
2—Any human respiratory infection of undetermined cause. 


Information Pieces of raw, unanalyzed data that identifies persons, 
evidence, events, or illustrates processes that indicate the 
incidence of a criminal event. 


Information Collection The capture of information based on a reasonable suspicion of 
criminal involvement for use in developing criminal cases, 
identifying crime trends and protecting the community by 
means of intervention, apprehension, and/or target hardening. 


Information Management The collection, organization, and control over the structure, 
processing, and delivery of information from one or more 
sources and distribution to one or more audiences who have a 
stake in that information. 


Ingestion Exposure 
Pathway 


The principal exposure from this pathway would be from 
ingestion of contaminated water or foods such as milk or fresh 
vegetables. The time of potential exposure could range in 
length from hours to months. 


Initial Action The actions taken by resources that are the first to arrive at an 
incident. 


Initial Response Resources initially committed to an incident. 


Initial Responding Officer The first law enforcement officer to arrive at the scene. 


Inner Perimeter Secured inner area of operations. 


Integrated Emergency 
Management System 
(IEMS) 


A system developed in the early 1980s that is an all-hazards 
approach that includes direction, control, and coordination for 
disasters regardless of their location, size and complexity.  


Integrated Planning System A system designed to provide common processes for 
developing and integrating plans for the Federal Government 
to establish a comprehensive approach to national planning in 
accordance with the Homeland Security Management System 
as outlined in the National Strategy for Homeland Security. 
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Intelligence/Investigations An organizational subset within Incident Command System 
(ICS). Intelligence gathered within the 
Intelligence/Investigations function is information that either 
leads to the detection, prevention, apprehension, and 
prosecution of criminal activities-or the individual(s) involved-
including terrorist incidents or information that leads to 
determination of the cause of a given incident (regardless of 
the source) such as public health events or fires with unknown 
origins. This is different from the normal operational and 
situational intelligence gathered and reported by the Planning 
Section. 


Intelligence Cycle The ongoing process that seeks continuous input so that every 
new piece of information which meets the standards of rigor 
can be added to the evidentiary picture. 


Intelligence Officer The intelligence officer is responsible for managing internal 
information, intelligence, and operational security requirements 
supporting incident management activities. These may include 
information security and operational security activities, as well 
as the complex task of ensuring that sensitive information of all 
types (e.g., classified information, law enforcement sensitive 
information, proprietary information, or export-controlled 
information) is handled in a way that not only safeguards the 
information, but also ensures that it gets to those who need 
access to it to perform their missions effectively and safely. 


International Terrorism Violent acts or acts dangerous to human life that are a violation 
of the criminal laws of the United States or any state, or that 
would be a criminal violation if committed within the jurisdiction 
of the United States or any state. These acts appear to be 
intended to intimidate or coerce a civilian population, influence 
the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion, or affect 
the conduct of a government by assassination or kidnapping. 
International terrorist acts occur outside the United States or 
transcend national boundaries in terms of the means by which 
they are accomplished, the persons they appear intended to 
coerce or intimidate, or the locale in which their perpetrators 
operate or seek asylum. 


Interoperability Ability of systems, personnel, and equipment to provide and 
receive functionality, data, information and/or services to and 
from other systems, personnel, and equipment, between both 
public and private agencies, departments, and other 
organizations, in a manner enabling them to operate effectively 
together. Allows emergency management/response personnel 
and their affiliated organizations to communicate within and 
across agencies and jurisdictions via voice, data, or video-on-
demand, in real time, when needed, and when authorized. 
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Investigator in Charge The official responsible for the crime scene investigation. 


Iodophor A complex of iodine and a surface-active agent that releases 
iodine gradually and serves as a disinfectant. 


Isolation The physical separation and confinement of an individual or 
groups of individuals who are infected or reasonably believed 
to be infected, on the basis of signs, symptoms, or laboratory 
analysis, with a contagious or possibly contagious disease 
from nonisolated individuals, to prevent or limit the 
transmission of the disease. 


Isodose-rate Line A line on a map, diagram, or overlay joining all points at which 
the radiation dose rate at a given time is the same. 


Isotope Any of two or more species of atoms of a chemical element 
with the same atomic number and nearly identical chemical 
behavior, but with differing atomic mass or mass number and 
different physical properties. 


J 


Jack Hammer (See Demolition Hammer.) 


J Hook Hook used to retrieve the chain inside a sleeping dragon after it 
has been breached. 


Job Aid Checklist or other visual aid intended to ensure that specific 
steps of completing a task or assignment are accomplished. 


Joint Field Office (JFO) The primary Federal incident management field structure. The 
JFO is a temporary Federal facility that provides a central 
location for the coordination of Federal, state, tribal, and local 
governments and private-sector and nongovernmental 
organizations with primary responsibility for response and 
recovery. The JFO structure is organized, staffed, and 
managed in a manner consistent with National Incident 
Management System (NIMS) principles. Although the JFO 
uses an Incident Command System (ICS) structure, the JFO 
does not manage on-scene operations. Instead, the JFO 
focuses on providing support to on-scene efforts and 
conducting broader support operations that may extend 
beyond the incident site. 


Joint Information Center 
(JIC) 


A facility established to coordinate all incident-related public 
information activities. It is the central point of contact for all 
news media. Public information officials from all participating 
agencies should colocate at the JIC. 
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Joint Information System 
(JIS) 


Integrates incident information and public affairs into a 
cohesive organization designed to provide consistent, 
coordinated, accurate, accessible, timely, and complete 
information during crisis or incident operations. The mission of 
the JIS is to provide a structure and system for developing and 
delivering coordinated interagency messages; developing, 
recommending, and executing public information plans and 
strategies on behalf of the Incident Commander (IC); advising 
the IC concerning public affairs issues that could affect a 
response effort; and controlling rumors and inaccurate 
information that could undermine public confidence in the 
emergency response effort. 


JumpSTART Pediatric MCI 
Triage© 


A rapid triage system with protocols for children 12 months to 8 
years old. 


Jurisdiction A range or sphere of authority. Public agencies have 
jurisdiction at an incident related to their legal responsibilities 
and authority. Jurisdictional authority at an incident can be 
political or geographical (e.g., Federal, State, tribal, local 
boundary lines) or functional (e.g., law enforcement, public 
health). 


Jurisdiction Threat 
Assessment  


This is designed to accomplish several goals, all using a 
process that encourages open lines of communication between 
federal, state, and local agencies involved in public safety. The 
assessment utilizes a pre-existing Department of Defense 
(DOD) terrorist threat analysis methodology to first identify and 
evaluate the threat level of each Potential Threat Element 
(PTE) identified in one’s jurisdiction. This methodology has 
been revised to meet the requirements of this assessment 
process. The threat level of an existing PTE is determined on 
the basis of its past violent history, intentions to commit a 
CBRNE act of terrorism, the capability to carry out a CBRNE 
act of terrorism, and any targeting efforts aimed at achieving 
the specific terrorist act. Each factor is considered when 
assessing the potential for violent or destructive activity 
emanating from a terrorist group. However, the accuracy of 
such analysis is dependent upon the availability of intelligence-
related information concerning a particular individual or group. 
Small groups and rogue individuals, whose activities are 
difficult to anticipate due to limited or nonexistent intelligence 
information, represent an unpredictable but constant threat. 


Jurisdictional Agency The agency having jurisdiction and responsibility for a specific 
geographical area, or a mandated function. 
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K 


Key Resources Any publicly or privately controlled resource essential to the 
minimal operations of the economy and government. 


Kinds of Resources Describe what the resource is (e.g., medic, firefighter, Planning 
Section Chief, helicopters, ambulances, combustible gas 
indicators, bulldozers.) 


L 


Landing Zone (See Helipad.) 


Large-Tool Specialist A member of the extrication team that works with the large 
equipment, such as the extrication saw or the concrete 
hammer. 


Latent Print A print impression not readily visible, made by contact of the 
hands or feet with a surface resulting in the transfer of 
materials from the skin to that surface. 


Law Enforcement 
Responder 


Law enforcement personnel who respond to the scene of a 
Hazardous Materials (HAZMAT) event or potential terrorist 
event. 


Left Wing The leftist division of a group (as a political party). 


Letter of Expectation (See Delegation of Authority.) 


Liaison A form of communication for establishing and maintaining 
mutual understanding and cooperation. 


Liaison Officer  A member of the Command Staff responsible for coordinating 
with representatives from cooperating and assisting agencies. 
The Liaison Officer may have Assistants. 


Likelihood The estimate of the potential that an incident or event will 
occur. 
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Local Government Public entities responsible for the security and welfare of a 
designated area as established by law. A county, municipality, 
city, town, township, local public authority, school district, 
special district, intrastate district, council of governments 
(regardless of whether the council of governments is 
incorporated as a nonprofit corporation under state law), 
regional or interstate government entity, or agency or 
instrumentality of a local government; an Indian tribe or 
authorized tribal entity, or in Alaska a Native Village or Alaska 
Regional Native Corporation; a rural community, 
unincorporated town or village, or other public entity. 


Lock Box Types of protester devices that include a large hole dug in the 
ground and filled with cement, allowing the incorporation of a 
sleeping dragon. 


Logistics Providing resources and other services to support incident 
management. 


Logistics Section The section responsible for providing facilities, services, and 
materials for the incident. 


Lower Explosive Limits 
(LEL)  


The lower limit of flammability of a gas or vapor at ordinary 
ambient temperatures expressed in percent of the gas or vapor 
in air by volume. This limit is assumed constant for 
temperatures up to 120 oC (250 oF). Above this, it should be 
decreased by a factor of 0.7 because explosibility increases 
with higher temperatures. 


Lymphadenopathy Abnormal enlargement of the lymph nodes. 


M 


Major Disaster As defined under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and 
Emergency Assistance Act, a major disaster is any natural 
catastrophe (including any hurricane, tornado, storm, high 
water, wind-driven water, tidal wave, tsunami, earthquake, 
volcanic eruption, landslide, mudslide, snowstorm, or drought), 
or, regardless of cause, any fire, flood, or explosion, in any part 
of the United States, which in the determination of the 
President causes damage of sufficient severity and magnitude 
to warrant major disaster assistance under this Act to 
supplement the efforts and available resources of States, 
tribes, local governments, and disaster relief organizations in 
alleviating the damage, loss, hardship, or suffering caused 
thereby. 
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Management By Objectives 
(MBO) 


A management approach that involves a five-step process for 
achieving the incident goal. The MBO approach includes the 
following: establishing overarching incident objectives; 
developing strategies based on overarching incident 
objectives; developing and issuing assignments, plans, 
procedures, and protocols; establishing specific, measurable 
tactics or tasks for various incident-management functional 
activities and directing efforts to attain them in support of 
defined strategies; and documenting results to measure 
performance and facilitate corrective action. 


Manager Individual within Incident Command System (ICS) 
organizational units who are assigned specific managerial 
responsibilities (e.g., Staging Area Manager or Camp 
Manager). 


Mass Casualty Incident 
(MCI) 


A casualty-creating hazard incident in which the available 
organizational and medical resources (both “first” and “second 
response”), or their management systems, are severely 
challenged or become insufficient to adequately meet the 
medical needs of the affected population. Insufficient 
management, response, or support capability or capacity can 
result in increased morbidity and mortality among the impacted 
population. “Mass casualty” equates to a “disaster,” whereas 
“multiple casualty incident” equates to an “emergency.” 


Mass Decontamination The physical process of reducing or removing surface 
contaminants from large numbers of people in potentially life-
threatening situations in the fastest time possible. 


Mass Prophylaxis The process by which an entire community is to receive 
prophylactic drugs/vaccines over a defined period of time in 
response to possible exposure to a biological agent. 


Measurement Scale An object showing standard units of length, such as a ruler, 
used in photographic documentation of an item of evidence. 


Medical Unit Functional unit within the Service Branch of the Logistics 
Section responsible for the development of the Medical 
Emergency Plan and for providing emergency medical 
treatment of incident personnel. 


Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA) 


A document describing in detail the specific responsibilities of, 
and actions to be taken by, each of the parties so that their 
goals may be accomplished. A MOA may also indicate the 
goals of the parties, to help explain their actions and 
responsibilities. 
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Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) 


A document that describes very broad concepts of mutual 
understanding, goals and plans shared by the parties. 


Message Center The Message Center is part of the Incident Communications 
Center and is colocated or placed adjacent to it. It receives, 
records, and routes information about resources reporting to 
the incident, resource status, and administrative and tactical 
traffic. 


Metal Pipe Sleeping Dragon A sleeping dragon constructed of a metal pipe rather than 
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC). Defeating this type of sleeping 
dragon is not difficult as long as the appropriate tools are used, 
although there is an increased risk to the protester and the 
extrication team. It is also known as a Black Bear, a Bear Claw, 
or an Iron Maiden. 


Metropolitan Medical 
Response System (MMRS) 


A program that assists highly populated jurisdictions to develop 
plans, conduct training and exercises and acquire 
pharmaceuticals and personal protective equipment to achieve 
the enhanced capability necessary to respond to a mass 
casualty event caused by a terrorist act. 


Military Designation/Symbol Each agent has a symbol; it is not a chemical symbol or 
formula, but rather a shorthand way of designating the agent. 


Mitigation Activities providing a critical foundation in the effort to reduce 
the loss of life and property from natural and/or manmade 
disasters by avoiding or lessening the impact of a disaster and 
providing value to the public by creating safer communities. 
Mitigation seeks to fix the cycle of disaster damage, 
reconstruction, and repeated damage. These activities or 
actions, in most cases, will have a long-term sustained effect. 


Mobile Field Force (MFF) This group is specially trained to provide rapid, organized, and 
disciplined response to civil action/disorder, crowd control, or 
other tactical situations. 


Mobilization The process and procedures used by all organizations—
federal, state, and local—for activating, assembling, and 
transporting all resources that have been requested to respond 
to or support an incident. 


Mobilization Center An off-incident location at which emergency service personnel 
and equipment are temporarily located pending assignment, 
release, or reassignment. 
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Mobilization Guide Reference document used by organizations outlining 
agreements, processes, and procedures used by all 
participating agencies/organizations for activating, assembling, 
and transporting resources. 


Monitoring Well Any well constructed for the primary purpose of obtaining 
samples of groundwater or other liquids for examination or 
testing, or for the observation or measurement of groundwater 
levels. 


Monkeywrenching A term used by environmental extremists to describe the 
actions they take against targets they believe are harming the 
environment. The actions can involve a myriad of tactics, 
including anything from damaging logging equipment to 
opening gates to allow animals to wander freely. 
Monkeywrenching concentrates on damaging property, not 
injuring people. 


Mortality Rate The number of deaths per unit or group in a given place and 
time. Also referred to as death rate. 


Move, Assess, Sort, Send 
(MASS™) Triage 


A simple technique for rapidly sorting patients in their initial 
triage category before an individual assessment is performed. 


Mucopurulent An exudate (any fluid or semisolid that has exuded out of a 
tissue or its capillaries due to injury or inflammation) containing 
both mucus and pus. 


Multiagency Coordination 
(MAC)  


The coordination of assisting agency resources and support to 
emergency operations. 


Multiagency Coordination 
(MAC) Group 


A group of administrators or executives, or their appointed 
representatives, who are typically authorized to commit agency 
resources and funds. A MAC Group can provide coordinated 
decision making and resource allocation among cooperating 
agencies, and may establish the priorities among incidents, 
harmonize agency policies, and provide strategic guidance and 
direction to support incident management activities. MAC 
Groups may also be known as multiagency committees, 
emergency management committees, or as otherwise defined 
by the Multiagency Coordination System (MACS). 
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Multiagency Coordination 
System (MACS) 


A system that provides the architecture to support coordination 
for incident prioritization, critical resource allocation, 
communications systems integration, and information 
coordination. A MACS assists agencies and organizations 
responding to an incident. The elements of a MAC include 
facilities, equipment, personnel, procedures, and 
communications. It is also known as a multiagency system or 
multiagency committee. Two of the most commonly used 
elements are Emergency Operations Centers and MAC 
Groups. 


Multiagency Incident  An incident where one or more agencies assists a jurisdictional 
agency or agencies. May be a single or unified command. 


Multijurisdiction Incident An incident requiring action from multiple agencies that each 
have jurisdiction to manage certain aspects of an incident. In 
the Incident Command System (ICS), these incidents will be 
managed under Unified Command (UC). 


Multiple Causation of 
Disease 


Epidemiological concept specifying that there are combinations 
of factors categorized as agent characteristics, host 
vulnerability, mode of transmission, and environmental factors 
that collectively determine whether health or disease will 
prevail within a population of individuals. 


Multiple Scenes  Two or more physical locations of evidence associated with a 
crime (e.g., in a crime of personal violence, evidence may be 
found at the location of the assault and also on the person and 
clothing of the individual/assailant, the individual’s/assailant’s 
vehicle, and locations the individual/assailant frequents and 
resides). 


Muscarinic Effect Effects imposed on Muscarinic receptors (cholinergic 
receptors) on autonomic effector cells, some autonomic 
ganglion cells and some central neurons as stimulated by 
muscarine or parasympathomimetic drugs and blocked by 
atropine. Symptomology typically demonstrated includes 
excessive production and excretion of bodily fluids, 
gastrointestinal distress, blurred vision, and labored breathing. 


Mutual Aid Agreements 
and/or Assistance 
Agreements 


Written or oral agreement between and among 
agencies/organizations and/or jurisdictions that provides a 
mechanism to quickly obtain emergency assistance in the form 
of personnel, equipment, materials, and other associated 
services. The primary objective is to facilitate rapid, short-term 
deployment of emergency support prior to, during, and/or after 
an incident. 
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Mycotoxins Toxic compounds produced by certain fungi, some of which are 
used for medicinal purposes (e.g., muscarine and psilocybin). 


Myocarditis Inflammation of the myocardium, or heart muscle. 


Myositis Inflammation of the muscle tissue. 


N 


National Of a nationwide character, including the Federal, state, tribal, 
and local aspects of governance and policy. 


National Disaster Medical 
System (NDMS) 


A federally coordinated system that augments the nation’s 
medical response capability. The overall purpose of the NDMS 
is to supplement an integrated national medical response 
capability for assisting state and local authorities in dealing with 
the medical impacts of major peacetime disasters and to 
provide support for the care of casualties evacuated back to 
the United States from overseas armed conventional conflicts. 
The Disaster Medical Assistance Team (DMAT) and Disaster 
Mortuary Operational Response Team (DMORT) are response 
teams within the NDMS. 


National Essential 
Functions 


A subset of government functions that are necessary to lead 
and sustain the Nation during a catastrophic emergency and 
that therefore, must be supported through continuity of 
operations and continuity of government capabilities. 


National Incident 
Management System 
(NIMS) 


A system mandated by Homeland Security Presidential 
Directive (HSPD)-5 that provides a consistent nationwide 
approach for Federal, state, local, and tribal governments; the 
private sector; and nongovernmental organizations to work 
effectively and efficiently together to prepare for, respond to, 
and recover from domestic incidents, regardless of cause, size, 
or complexity. To provide for interoperability and compatibility 
among Federal, state, local, and tribal capabilities, the NIMS 
includes a core set of concepts, principles, and terminology. 
HSPD-5 identifies these as the Incident Command System 
(ICS); multiagency coordination systems; training; identification 
and management of resources (including systems for 
classifying types of resources); qualification and certification; 
and the collection, tracking, and reporting of incident 
information and incident resources. 


National Infrastructure 
Protection Plan (NIPP) 


The NIPP provides the unifying structure for the integration of a 
wide range of efforts for the enhanced protection and resiliency 
of the nation’s critical infrastructure and key resources (CIKR) 
into a single national program. 
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The National Integration 
Center (NIC) Incident 
Management Systems 
Integration (IMSI) Division 


This Division is responsible for Administration and Compliance 
(i.e., developing and maintaining a national program for 
National Incident Management System [NIMS] education and 
awareness); Standards and Credentialing (i.e., ensuring the 
adoption of common standards); Training and Exercise 
Support (i.e., development of training and exercises); and 
Publication Management (i.e., naming and development of 
publications, review and certification of publications). 


National Response 
Framework (NRF) 


The NRF [or Framework] is a guide to how the Nation conducts 
all-hazards response. It is built upon scalable, flexible, and 
adaptable coordinating structures to align key roles and 
responsibilities across the Nation. It describes specific 
authorities and best practices for managing incidents that 
range from the serious but purely local, to large-scale terrorist 
attacks or catastrophic natural disasters.  
The NRF explains the common discipline and structures that 
have been exercised and matured at the local, tribal, state, and 
national levels over time. It describes key lessons learned from 
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, focusing particularly on how the 
Federal government is organized to support communities and 
states in catastrophic incidents. Most importantly, it builds upon 
the National Incident Management System (NIMS), which 
provides a consistent template for managing incidents. 


National Security 
Intelligence 


The collection and analysis of information concerned with the 
relationship and homeostasis of the United States with foreign 
powers, organizations, and persons with regard to political and 
economic factors, as well as the maintenance of the United 
States’ sovereign principles. 


Natural Hazard A source of harm or difficult created by a meteorological, 
environmental, or geological phenomenon or combination of 
phenomena. 


Necrotic Dead cellular tissue. 


Nerve Agents Substances that interfere with the central nervous system. 
Exposure occurs primarily through contact with the fluid (via 
skin and eyes) and secondarily through inhalation of the vapor. 
Examples are tabun (GA), soman (GD), and VX. 


Neuraminidase A hydrolytic enzyme that occurs on the surface of the 
pneumococcus, the orthomyxoviruses, and some 
paramyxoviruses and that cleaves terminal acetylated 
neuraminic acids from sugar residues (as in glycoproteins and 
mucoproteins). 
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Nicotinic effect Effects imposed on nicotinic receptors (cholinergic receptors) 
on autonomic ganglion cells and motor end-plates of skeletal 
muscle as stimulated by nicotine and blocked by high doses of 
tubocurarine. Symptomology often includes nausea, vomiting, 
diarrhea, stomach pain, sweating, headache, dizziness, 
difficulty seeing/hearing, confusion, chest pain, rapid heartbeat, 
and seizure activity. 


Nitrification Field It is the land area in which nitrification lines are located under 
the ground surface, usually designed as beds or trenches. Also 
known as the septic drainfield. 


Nitrification Lines Approved pipe or other approved materials which receive 
partially treated sewage effluent for distribution and absorption 
into the soil beneath the ground surface. 


Nomex® Blanket A blanket made of flame-resistant fibers manufactured by 
DuPont™. 


Nonambulatory Person Person who is unconscious or unable to walk. 


Nongovernmental 
Organization (NGO) 


An entity with an association that is based on interests of its 
members, individuals, or institutions. It is not created by a 
government, but it may work cooperatively with government. 
Such organizations serve a public purpose, not a private 
benefit. Examples of NGOs include faith-based charity 
organizations and the American Red Cross. NGOs, including 
voluntary and faith-based groups, provide relief services to 
sustain life, reduce physical and emotional distress, and 
promote the recovery of disaster victims. Often these groups 
provide specialized services that help individuals with 
disabilities. NGOs and voluntary organizations play a major 
role in assisting emergency managers before, during, and after 
an emergency. 


Nonporous Container Packaging through which liquids or vapors cannot pass (e.g., 
glass jars or metal cans). 


Notification of Unusual 
Event (NOUE) 


Events that indicate potential degradation in the level of safety 
of the plant are in progress or have occurred. No release of 
radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring is 
expected unless further degradation occurs. 


Nuclear 1—Being a weapon whose destructive power derives from an 
uncontrolled nuclear reaction; 
2—Of, produced by, or involving nuclear weapons; 
3—Armed with nuclear weapons; 
4—Having or using nuclear energy (e.g., nuclear reactor, 
nuclear medicine). 
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O 


Objectives A statement of what learners are expected to demonstrate as a 
result of instruction. Objectives are usually used to identify 
outcomes of units, blocks, modules, instructional periods, and 
areas of instruction such as courses of a few days. They are 
typically formatted as level-of-learning objectives, used 
primarily in education, and criterion objectives, typically used in 
training. 


Occupational Dose  The dose received by an individual in the course of 
employment in which the individual’s assigned duties involve 
exposure to radiation or to radioactive material from licensed 
and unlicensed sources of radiation. 


Officer The Incident Command System (ICS) title for the personal 
responsible for the Command Staff positions of Safety, Liaison, 
and Public Information. 


Operational Intelligence Used by most law enforcement agencies. It guides the 
department’s decisions about how to maintain public safety 
and can justify monitoring individuals who may pose a threat to 
public safety. 


Operational Period   The period scheduled for execution of a given set of operation 
actions as specified in the Incident Action Plan (IAP). 
Operational Periods can be of various lengths, although usually 
not over 24 hours. 


Operations Section The Incident Command System (ICS) Section responsible for 
all tactical incident operations and implementation of the 
Incident Action Plan (IAP). In ICS, the Operations Section 
normally includes subordinate Branches, Divisions, and/or 
Groups. 


Organization Any association or group of persons with like objectives. 
Examples include, but are not limited to, governmental 
departments and agencies, nongovernmental organizations, 
and the private sector. 


Otalgia Pain in the ear. 


Other Responders Individuals who are involved in an aspect of the crime scene, 
such as perimeter security, traffic control, media management, 
scene processing, and technical support, as well as 
prosecutors, medical personnel, medical examiners, coroners, 
forensic examiners, evidence technicians, and fire and rescue 
officers. 
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Otorrhea Discharge from the ear. 


Outer Perimeter Outermost area from the hazard that is secure. 


Out-of-Service Resources Resources assigned to an incident but unable to respond for 
mechanical rest or personnel reasons. 


Overhead Personnel   Personnel who are assigned to supervisory positions which 
include Incident Commander (IC), Command Staff, General 
Staff, Directors, Supervisors, and Unit Leaders. 


Overpack 1—A package used to contain one or more packages to 
facilitate handling and protection of the inner packages. 
2—A term used to describe the placement of damaged or 
leaking packages in a recovery drum or an overpack. 
3—The outer packaging for radioactive materials. 


P 


Palliative Care Therapy that focuses on decreasing pain and suffering by 
providing treatments for relief of symptoms along with comfort 
and support for patients of all ages. Palliative care uses a team 
approach that involves the treating doctor, the family, and other 
health care professionals and social services. 


Pancytopenia Abnormal depression in quantity of all cellular blood 
components. 


Pandemic Influenza Refers to an epidemic that has spread over several countries 
or continents, usually affecting a large number of people. An 
influenza pandemic is a rare but recurrent event. 


Passive Resistance A form of resistance in which the protester does not physically 
fight with police. This includes, but is not limited to, sit-ins, 
boycotts, civil disobedience, and the incorporation of protester 
devices, also known as nonviolent resistance. 


Pathogenic Any organism capable of causing illness, disease or death in 
humans. 


Pathogenicity The condition or quality of being pathogenic, or the ability to 
cause disease. 


Pericarditis Inflammation of the lining around the heart causing chest pain 
and accumulation around the heart. 


Permeation The quality of state of being permeated (to spread or diffuse). 
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Permissible Exposure Limit 
(PEL) 


An exposure limit that is published and enforced by 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) as a 
legal standard. PEL may be a time-weighted average (TWA) 
exposure limit (8 hour), a 15-minute Short Term Exposure Limit 
(STEL), or a ceiling (C). 


Persistence Refers to the length of time a chemical agent remains as a 
liquid. A chemical agent is said to be “persistent” if it remains 
as a liquid for longer than 24 hours and nonpersistent if it 
evaporates within that time. Among the most persistent 
chemical agents are VX, tabun (GA), mustard (H), and lewisite 
(L). 


Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) 


Articles such as disposable gloves, masks, and eye protection 
that are utilized to provide a barrier to keep biological or 
chemical hazards from contacting the skin, eyes, and mucous 
membranes and to avoid contamination of the crime scene; 
refer to 29 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) § 1910.132 
Subpart I. 


Personal Responsibility The obligation to be accountable for one’s actions. 


Personnel Accountability The ability to account for the location and welfare of incident 
personnel. It is accomplished when supervisors ensure that 
Incident Command system (ICS) principles and processes are 
functional and that personnel are working within established 
incident management guidelines. 


Plain Language Communication that can be understood by the intended 
audience and meets the purpose of the communicator. For the 
purpose of the National Incident Management System, plain 
language is designed to eliminate or limit the use of codes and 
acronyms, as appropriate, during incident response involving 
more than a single agency. 


Planned Event A scheduled nonemergency activity (e.g., sporting event, 
concert, parade). 


Planning Meeting A meeting held as needed throughout the duration of an 
incident to select specific strategies and tactics for incident 
control operations and for service and support planning. On 
larger incidents, the planning meeting is a major element in the 
development of the Incident Action Plan (IAP). 
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Planning Section The Incident Command System (ICS) Section responsible for 
the collection, evaluation, and dissemination of operational 
information related to the incident, and for the preparation and 
documentation of the Incident Action Plan (IAP). This Section 
also maintains information on the current and forecasted 
situation and on the status of resources assigned to the 
incident. Includes the Situation, Resources, Documentation, 
and Demobilization Units, as well as Technical Specialists. 


Point of Dispensing (POD) PODs are centralized locations where the public picks up life 
sustaining commodities following a disaster or emergency, 
including shelf-stable food and water. (See 
Dispensing/Vaccination Center [DVC].) 


Portability An approach that facilitates the interaction of systems that are 
normally distinct. Portability of radio technologies, protocols, 
and frequencies among emergency management/response 
personnel will allow for the successful and efficient integration, 
transport, and deployment of communications systems when 
necessary. Portability includes the standardized assignment of 
radio channels across jurisdictions, which allows responders to 
participate in an incident outside their jurisdiction and still use 
familiar equipment. 


Potable Suitable for drinking (i.e., water). 


Potential Threat Element 
(PTE) 


Any group or individual with which there are allegations or 
information indicating a possibility of the unlawful use of force 
or violence, specifically the utilization of a CBRNE against 
persons or property to intimidate or coerce a government, the 
civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of a 
specific agenda. 


Potentially Hazardous Food 
(PHF) 


Means a natural or synthetic food that requires temperature 
control because it is in a form capable of supporting: 


• the rapid and progressive growth of infectious or 
toxigenic microorganisms;  


• the growth and toxin formation of Clostridium botulinum; 
or  


• in raw shell eggs, the growth of Salmonella Enteritidis.  
PHF includes: 


• animal food (a food of animal origin) that is raw or heat 
treated, 


• a food of plant-origin that is heat-treated or consists of 
raw seed sprout, 


• cut melons, and 
• garlic-in-oil mixtures that are not modified in a way that 


results in mixtures that do not support the growth of 
pathogenic microorganisms. 
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Powered Air-Purifying 
Respirator (PAR) 


Powered air-purifying respirators use a fan to blow air through 
the filter to the user. They are easier to breathe through and 
they need a fully charged battery to work properly. They use 
the same filters as gas masks, so it is important to know what 
the hazard is, and how much of it is in the air. 


Pre-Positioned Resource A resource moved to an area near the expected incident site in 
response to anticipated resource needs. 


Preparedness A continuous cycle of planning, organizing, training, equipping, 
exercising, evaluating, and taking corrective action in an effort 
to ensure effective coordination during incident response. 
Within the National Incident Management System (NIMS), 
preparedness focuses on the following elements: planning; 
procedures and protocols; training and exercises; personnel 
qualification and certification; and equipment certification. 


Preparedness Organization An organization that provides coordination for emergency 
management and incident response activities before a potential 
incident. These organizations range from groups of individuals 
to small committees to large standing organizations that 
represent a wide variety of committees, planning groups, and 
other organizations (e.g., Citizen Corps, Local Emergency 
Planning Committees, Critical Infrastructure Sector 
Coordinating Councils). 


Presumptive Test A nonconfirmatory test used to screen for the presence of a 
substance. 


Prevention Actions to avoid an incident or to intervene to stop an incident 
from occurring. Prevention involves actions to protect lives and 
property. It involves applying intelligence and other information 
to a range of activities that may include such countermeasures 
as deterrence operations; heightened inspections; improved 
surveillance and security operations; investigations to 
determine the full nature and source of the threat; public health 
and agricultural surveillance and testing processes; 
immunizations, isolation, or quarantine; and, as appropriate, 
specific law enforcement operations aimed at deterring, 
preempting, interdicting, or disrupting illegal activity and 
apprehending potential perpetrators and bringing them to 
justice. 


Primary Mission Essential 
Functions 


Government functions that must be performed in order to 
support or implement the performance of National Essential 
Functions before, during, and in the aftermath of an 
emergency. 
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Private Sector Organizations and individuals that are not part of any 
governmental structure. The private sector includes for-profit 
and not-for-profit organizations, formal and informal structures, 
commerce, and industry. 


Prion A disease-causing agent that is not bacterial, fungal, or viral 
and contains no genetic material. 


Procedure 1—a: A particular way of accomplishing something or of acting;  
b: A step in a procedure; 
2—a: A series of steps followed in a regular definite order; 
b: A series of instructions for a computer that has a name by 
which it can be called into action; 
3—A traditional or established way of doing things. 


Procurement Unit   Functional Unit within the Finance/Administration Section 
responsible for financial matters involving vendor contract. 


Projectile Trajectory 
Analysis 


The method for determining the path of a high-speed object 
through space (e.g., a bullet emanating from a firearm). 


Prophylaxis Medical care or measures provided to individuals to prevent or 
protect them from disease. 


Protection Actions to reduce or eliminate a threat to people, property, and 
the environment. Primarily focused on adversarial incidents, 
the protection of critical infrastructure and key resources is vital 
to local jurisdictions, national security, public health and safety, 
and economic vitality. Protective actions may occur before, 
during, or after an incident and prevent, minimize, or contain 
the impact of an incident. 


Protective Action Guide 
(PAG) 


Projected dose to an individual in the general population that 
warrants the implementation of protective action. The U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) have recommended specific 
protective action guides in terms of the level of projected dose 
that warrants the implementation of evacuation and sheltering, 
relocation, and limiting the use of contaminated food, water, or 
animal feed. 
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Protective Action Decisions 
(PAD) 


Measures taken in anticipation of, or in response to, a release 
of radioactive material to the environment. The purpose of 
PADs is to provide dose savings by avoiding or minimizing the 
radiation exposure received by individuals, thereby minimizing 
the health risks resulting from radiation exposure. Sheltering 
and evacuation are the two PADs relied upon for limiting the 
direct exposure of the general public within the plume exposure 
emergency planning zone. Preventive and emergency PADs 
are two categories of PADs relied upon for limiting exposure 
from contaminated food and water in the ingestion exposure 
emergency planning zone. 


Protocol A set of established guidelines for actions (which may be 
designated by individuals, teams, functions, or capabilities) 
under various specified conditions. 


Public Health The approach to medicine that is concerned with the health of 
the community as a whole to fulfill society's interest in assuring 
conditions in which people can be healthy. 


Public Information Processes, procedures, and systems for communicating timely, 
accurate, and accessible information on an incident's cause, 
size, and current situation; resources committed; and other 
matters of general interest to the public, responders, and 
additional stakeholders (both directly affected and indirectly 
affected). 


Public Information Officer 
(PIO) 


A member of the Command Staff responsible for interfacing 
with the public and media and/or with other agencies with 
incident-related information requirements .There is only one 
PIO per incident. The PIO may have assistants. 


Publication Management Subsystem that manages the development, publication control, 
publication supply, and distribution of National Incident 
Management System materials. 


Q 


Qualitative Fit Test A pass/fail fit test to assess the adequacy of respirator fit that 
relies on the individual’s response to the test agent. 


Quarantine The physical separation and confinement of an individual or 
groups of individuals, who are or may have been exposed to a 
contagious or possibly contagious disease, and who do not 
show signs or symptoms of a contagious disease, from 
nonquarantined individuals, to prevent or limit the transmission 
of the disease. 
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Quantitative Fit Test An assessment of the adequacy of respirator fit by numerically 
measuring the amount of leakage into the respirator. 


R 


Radiation absorbed dose 
(rad) 


A basic unit of absorbed radiation dose. It is a measure of the 
amount of energy absorbed by the body. The rad is the 
traditional unit of absorbed dose. It is being replaced by the 
unit gray (Gy), which is equivalent to 100 rad. One rad equals 
the dose delivered to an object of 100 ergs of energy per gram 
of material. 


Radiation Area  Any area with radiation levels greater than 5 millirems (0.05 
millisievert) in one hour at 30 centimeters from the source or 
from any surface through which the radiation penetrates. 


Radiation Emergency Area 
(REA) 


The REA is established outside the hospital to receive patients 
who have been contaminated with radioactive materials. The 
REA should be identified prior to an incident. It should have the 
following characteristics: proper size and layout, exclusive 
entry, and minimal Emergency Department (ED) disruption. 


Radio Cache A supply of radios stored in a predetermined location for 
assignment to incidents. 


Radioactive 1—Of, caused by, or exhibiting radioactivity; 
2—The property possessed by some elements (as uranium) or 
isotopes (as carbon-14) of spontaneously emitting energetic 
particles (as electrons or alpha particles) by the disintegration 
of their atomic nuclei; also: the rays emitted. 


Radioactive Material Area  Any area within a controlled area, accessible to individuals, in 
which items or containers of radioactive material exist and the 
total activity of radioactive material exceeds the applicable 
values in Appendix E of 10 Code of Federal Regulations 
(C.F.R.) § 835. 


Radiological 1—Of or relating to radiology; 
2—Of or relating to nuclear radiation. 


Radiological Dispersal 
Device (RDD) A device that disperses radioactive material by conventional 


explosive or other mechanical means, such as a spray. Also 
called dirty bomb. 
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Radiological Emergency 
Preparedness (REP) 
Program 


FEMA established the REP Program to  
1—ensure the health and safety of citizens living around 
commercial nuclear power plants would be adequately 
protected in the event of a nuclear power plant accident; and  
2—inform and educate the public about radiological emergency 
preparedness. 


Radiological Exposure 
Device (RED) 


An RED is a terrorist device intended to expose people to 
significant doses of ionizing radiation without their knowledge. 
Constructed from partially or fully unshielded radioactive 
material, an RED could be hidden from sight in a public place 
(e.g., under a subway seat, in a food court, or in a busy 
hallway), exposing those who sit or pass close by. If the seal 
around the source were broken and the radioactive contents 
released from the container, the device could become a 
radiological dispersal device (RDD), capable of causing 
radiological. Also called a hidden sealed source. 


Radiological Threat The pending exposure to radiation energy. (This energy can be 
produced by short-wave x-rays or through unstable isotopes.) 


Rate of Action/Onset Time The rate of action or onset time is the period of time that 
elapses before a person begins to show or feel the symptoms 
of a particular agent. With some agents, this time will be just a 
few seconds, in other cases it could be minutes to hours. 
Knowing the onset time is important because it indicates how 
much time is left. 


Reactive Skin 
Decontamination Lotion 
(RSDL) 


Neutralizes traditional chemical agents with a combination of 
physical removal and nucleophilic breakdown which leaves a 
nontoxic residue that can be rinsed off with water. 


Rebar Cutter This tool may be used to cut Daisy Chains or other reinforced 
metal. The rebar cutter can cut up to 5/8 inch grade 60 rebar in 
2.5 seconds. It is an electric tool that uses hydraulics to push a 
shaft through the rebar. 


Reciprocating Saw An electrically powered cutting device with interchangeable 
saw blades. It is used primarily on tripod legs. 


Recognition Primed 
Decisionmaking 


A model that describes how experts make decisions under 
stressful situations that are time critical and rapidly changing. 


Recorders Individuals within Incident Command System (ICS) 
organizational units who are responsible for recording 
information. Recorders may be found in Planning, Logistics, 
and Finance/Administration Sections. 
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Recovery The development, coordination, and execution of service- and 
site-restoration plans; the reconstitution of government 
operations and services; individual, private-sector, 
nongovernmental, and public-assistance programs to provide 
housing and to promote restoration; long-term care and 
treatment of affected persons; additional measures for social, 
political, environmental, and economic restoration; evaluation 
of the incident to identify lessons learned; postincident 
reporting; and development of initiatives to mitigate the effects 
of future incidents. 


Recovery Plan A plan developed to restore an affected area or community. 


Rehabilitation Coordinate and establish the routine rest and rehabilitation of 
incident responders. In addition, it should provide protection 
from the elements; provision for rehydration, snacks, rest; and 
handwashing station. 


Reimbursement A mechanism to recoup funds expended for incident-specific 
activities. 


Reinforced Response   Those resources requested in addition to the initial response. 


Reporting Locations   Location or facilities where incoming resources can check in at 
the incident. (See Check-In.) 


Resource Management Efficient incident management requires a system for identifying 
available resources at all jurisdictional levels to enable timely 
and unimpeded access to resources needed to prepare for, 
respond to, or recover from an incident. Resource 
management under the National Incident Management System 
(NIMS) includes mutual-aid agreements; the use of special 
Federal, state, local, and tribal teams; and resource 
mobilization protocols. 


Resource Tracking A standardized, integrated process conducted prior to, during, 
and after an incident by all emergency management/response 
personnel and their associated organizations. 


Resources Personnel and major items of equipment, supplies, and 
facilities available or potentially available for assignment to 
incident operations and for which status is maintained. 
Resources are described by kind and type and may be used in 
operational support or supervisory capacities at an incident or 
at an Emergency Operations Center (EOC). 
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Resources Unit   Functional Unit within the Planning Section responsible for 
recording the status of resources committed to the incident. 
The Unit also evaluates resources currently committed to the 
incident, the impact that additional responding resources will 
have on the incident, and anticipated resource needs. 


Response Activities that address the short-term, direct effects of an 
incident. Response includes immediate actions to save lives, 
protect property, and meet basic human needs. Response also 
includes the execution of emergency operations plans and of 
mitigation activities designed to limit the loss of life, personal 
injury, property damage, and other unfavorable outcomes. As 
indicated by the situation, response activities include applying 
intelligence and other information to lessen the effects or 
consequences of an incident; increased security operations; 
continuing investigations into nature and source of the threat; 
ongoing public health and agricultural surveillance and testing 
processes; immunizations, isolation, or quarantine; and specific 
law enforcement operations aimed at preempting, interdicting, 
or disrupting illegal activity, and apprehending actual 
perpetrators and bringing them to justice. 


Restricted Area  An area with access limited by the licensee for the purpose of 
protecting individuals against undue risks from exposure to 
radiation and radioactive materials. 


Retrograde To return resources back to their original location. 


Rhabdomyolysis Disintegration of striated muscle tissue with excretion of 
myoglobin in the urine. 


Right Wing The conservative faction of an assembly, party, etc. 


Risk The potential for an unwanted outcome resulting from an 
incident, event, or occurrence, as determined by its likelihood 
and the associated consequences. 


Risk Assessment A product or process which collects information and assigns 
values to risks for the purpose of informing priorities, 
developing or comparing courses of action, and informing 
decisionmaking. 


Risk Assessment Process  Includes instruments developed by the FBI and the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to evaluate and 
integrate vulnerability, threat, and public health performance 
and yield a risk profile.  
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Road Star Two or more nails intertwined so that when thrown or left on 
the road, a sharp point will always face up, damaging vehicles 
and incapacitating horses as they pass over them; they are 
also known as caltrops. (See also Caltrops.) 


Roentgen (R)  A unit of exposure to x-rays or gamma rays. One roentgen is 
the amount of gamma or x-rays needed to produce ions 
carrying 1 electrostatic unit of electrical charge in 1 cubic 
centimeter of dry air under standard conditions. 


Roentgen equivalent 
mammal/man (rem) 


Unit of equivalent dose. Rem relates the absorbed dose in 
human tissue to the effective biological damage of the 
radiation. Not all radiation has the same biological effect, even 
for the same amount of absorbed dose. 


Rotary Hammer A lightweight tool that can be used on smaller concrete-
encased devices when the 40 pound jackhammer is too 
powerful. (See also Concrete Hammer.) 


Rotary Tool Lightweight, handheld rotary tool that can cut, sand, and grind. 
Used to assist in the removal of improvised devices, 
particularly plastic PVC pipes and bike locks. (Can refer to 
Dremel® or Angle Grinder.) 


Ruckus Society Organization that provides training, tools, and technical 
assistance to environmental and human rights 
organizers/protester groups. 


S 


Safety Officer (SO) 1—A member of the Command Staff responsible for monitoring 
incident operations and advising the Incident Commander (IC) 
on all matters relating to operational safety, including the health 
and safety of emergency responder personnel. The SO may 
have Assistants. 
2—A member of the extrication team who possesses a working 
knowledge of all tools the team will use and all safety 
precautions for both team members and protesters. He or she 
monitors all extrication activity and halts any and all activity if 
there are safety concerns. 


Sanitary System of Sewage 
Treatment and Disposal 


A complete system of sewage collection, treatment and 
disposal, including approved privies, septic tank systems, 
connection to public or community sewage systems, 
incinerators, mechanical toilets, composting toilets, recycling 
toilets, mechanical aeration systems, or other such systems. 
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Sanitizers  Substances that reduce the number of microorganisms to a 
safe level usually capable of killing 99.999%, known as a 5 log 
reduction, of a specific bacterial test population, and to do so 
within 30 seconds. 


Sarin (GB) A human-made chemical warfare agent classified as a nerve 
agent. Originally was developed in 1938 in Germany as a 
pesticide. It is a clear, colorless, and tasteless liquid that has 
no odor in its pure form. It can evaporate into a vapor (gas) and 
spread into the environment. 


Secondary 
Decontamination 


Removal of an agent from a person already processed through 
mass decontamination that shows continued signs of 
contamination. 


Secondary Devices Bombs placed at the scene of an ongoing emergency response 
intended to cause casualties among responders. Secondary 
explosive devices are designed to explode after a primary 
explosion or other major emergency response event has 
attracted large numbers of responders to the scene to inflict 
additional injury, damage, and fear. 


Section  The Incident Command System (ICS) organizational level 
having responsibility for a major functional area of incident 
management (e.g., Operations, Planning, Logistics, 
Finance/Administration, and Intelligence/Investigations if 
established). The Section is organizationally situated between 
the Branch and the Incident Command. 


Sector  1—Seventeen critical infrastructures identified in Homeland 
Security Presidential Directive (HSPD)-7 An eighteenth, 
Information Technology was added later. 
2—Term used in some applications to describe an 
organizational level similar to an Incident Command System 
(ICS) Division or Group. The term sector is not used in ICS.  


Segment  A geographic area in which a Task Force/Strike Team Leader 
or Supervisor of a single resource is assigned authority and 
responsibility for the coordination of resources and 
implementation of planned tactics. A Segment may be a 
portion of a Division or an area inside or outside the perimeter 
of an incident. Segments are identified with Arabic numbers. 


Self-Contained Breathing 
Apparatus (SCBA) 


A supplied-air respirator consisting of an oxygen tank, carrying 
assembly, gauge, safety valve, and full facepiece for use when 
exposures are unknown or particularly toxic. 
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Septic Tank A water-tight, covered receptacle designed for primary 
treatment of sewage and constructed to: receive the discharge 
of sewage from a building; separate settleable and floating 
solids from the liquid; digest organic matter by anaerobic 
bacterial action; store digested solids through a period of 
detention; and allow clarified liquids to discharge for additional 
treatment and final disposal. 


Septic Tank System A subsurface sanitary sewage system consisting of a septic 
tank and subsurface disposal field. 


Service Branch A branch within the Logistics Section responsible for service 
activities at the incident includes the Communications, Medical, 
and Food Units. 


Sewage  The liquid and solid human waste and liquid waste generated 
by water-using fixtures and appliances, including those 
associated with food handling. The term does not include 
industrial process wastewater or sewage that is combined with 
industrial process wastewater. 


Sewer/Public Sewer Wastewater collection and treatment facilities, also known as a 
municipal sewer systems, serving the public for the purpose of 
rendering wastewater safe enough through primary, secondary 
and advanced treatment processes, to be discharged into 
motile surface waters. 


Shelter 1—Something that covers or affords protection. 
2—A position or the state of being covered and protected. 


Short Term Exposure Limit 
(STEL)  


American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
(ACGIH®)-recommended exposure limit. Maximum 
concentration to which workers can be exposed for a short 
period of time (15 minutes) for only four times throughout the 
day with at least one hour between exposures. 


Sievert (Sv)  The international system (SI) unit for dose equivalent equal to 
1 Joule/kilogram. The sievert has replaced the rem. One 
sievert is equivalent to 100 rem. 


Simple Triage And Rapid 
Treatment (START) 


A rapid triage system used to allow first responders to triage 
multiple victims in 30 seconds or less based on three primary 
observations: Respiration, Perfusion, and Metal Status (RPM). 


Single Resource   An individual, a piece of equipment and its personnel 
complement, or a crew or team of individuals with an identified 
work supervisor that can be used at an incident. 
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Single-Use Equipment Items that will be used only once (e.g., tweezers, scalpel 
blades, droppers). 


Site Land or water area where any facility, activity or situation is 
physically located, including adjacent or nearby land used in 
connection with the facility, activity or situation. 


Site Area Emergency (SAE) Events that may result in actual or likely major failures of plant 
functions needed to protect the public are in progress or have 
occurred. Any releases of radioactive material are not expected 
to exceed the limits set forth by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) except near the site boundary. 


Situation Report Confirmed or verified information regarding the specific details 
relating to an incident. 


Situation Unit   Functional unit within the Planning Section responsible for the 
collection, organization, and analysis of incident status 
information, and for analysis of the situation as it progresses. 
Reports to the Planning Section Chief. 


Sleeping Dragon Passive-resistance device used by protesters. It involves a 
protester inserting his or her arm into a PVC pipe and attaching 
himself or herself to a pin via a carabineer and a chain. 
Protesters can attach themselves to buckets or barrels of 
concrete, permanent fixtures, or other protesters. 


Sludge A muddy or slushy mass, deposit, or sediment (i.e., 
precipitated solid matter produced by water and sewage 
treatment processes). 


Small-Tool Specialist A member of the extrication team who works with the small 
equipment, such as the Dremel tool or angle grinder. 


Soft Target Areas/structures that are more readily vulnerable, easily 
accessible, and virtually impossible to guard. 


Solid Waste A waste type, either solid or semisolid form, which includes 
predominantly household waste (domestic waste) with 
sometimes the addition of commercial wastes that is usually 
collected by a municipality within a given area. 


Source Term The types, quantities, and chemical forms of the radionuclides 
that encompass the source of potential for exposure to 
radioactivity. 
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Span of Control   The number of resources for which a supervisor is responsible, 
usually expressed as the ratio of supervisors to individuals. 
(Under the National Incident Management System [NIMS], an 
appropriate span of control is between 1:3 and 1:7, with 
optimal being 1:5, or between 1:8 and 1:10 for many large-
scale law enforcement operations.) 


Spotter A member of the extrication team who watches and guides the 
person using the extrication tools. 


Staging Area   Temporary location for available resources. A Staging Area 
can be any location in which personnel, supplies, and 
equipment can be temporarily housed or parked while awaiting 
operational assignment. 


Standard Operating 
Guidelines (SOG) 


A set of instructions having the force of a directive, covering 
those features of operations which lend themselves to a 
definite or standardized procedure without loss of 
effectiveness. 


Standard Operating 
Procedure (SOP) 


A complete reference document or an operations manual that 
provides the purpose, authorities, duration, and details for the 
preferred method of performing a single function or a number 
of interrelated functions in a uniform manner. 


Status Report Information specifically related to the status of resources (e.g., 
the availability or assignment of resources). 


Step-off Pad Transition area between contaminated and noncontaminated 
areas that is used to allow exit of personnel and removal of 
equipment. 


Sterilization To free from living microorganisms (as by the use of physical 
or chemical agents). 


Strategy The general plan or direction selected to accomplish incident 
objectives. 


Strategic Strategic elements of incident management are characterized 
by continuous long-term, high-level planning by organizations 
headed by elected or other senior officials. These elements 
involve the adoption of long-range goals and objectives, the 
setting of priorities, the establishment of budgets and other 
fiscal decisions, policy development, and the application of 
measures of performance or effectiveness. 
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Strategic Intelligence An assessment of targeted crime patterns, crime trends, 
criminal organizations, and/or unlawful commodity transactions 
for purposes of planning, decision making, and resource 
allocation; the focused examination of unique, pervasive, 
and/or complex crime problems. 


Strategic National Stockpile 
(SNS) 


Large quantities of medicine and medical supplies to protect 
the American public if there is a public health emergency 
(terrorist attack, flu outbreak, earthquake) severe enough to 
cause local supplies to run out. Once Federal and local 
authorities agree that the SNS is needed, medicines will be 
delivered to any state in the United States in time for them to 
be effective. 


Street Puppet Usually a large pole with a caricature used as a visual 
enhancer; also used to conceal tripod legs, road stars, wrist 
rockets, blocking devices, and other devices used against law 
enforcement. 


Strike Team Specified combinations of the same kind and type of resources 
with common communications and a Leader. 


Subsurface Disposal  The application of sewage effluent beneath the surface of the 
ground by distribution through approved nitrification lines, bed 
or other means. 


Suicide Bomber Bombs delivered by persons (suicide bombers or hand carried 
bombs) who are willing to sacrifice their own lives. 


Supervisor   The Incident Command System (ICS) title for individuals 
responsible for command of Division or Group. 


Supply Unit   Functional unit within the Support Branch of the Logistics 
Section responsible for ordering equipment and supplies 
required for incident operations. 


Support Branch   A Branch within the Logistics Section responsible for providing 
personnel, equipment and supplies to support incident 
operations. Includes the Supply, Facilities, and Ground Support 
Unit. 


Support Resources   Nontactical resources under the supervision of Logistics, 
Planning, Finance/Administration Sections, or the Command 
Staff. 


Supporting Agency An agency that provides support and/or resource assistance to 
another agency. (See Assisting Agency.) 
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Supporting Materials   Refers to the several attachments that may be included with an 
Incident Action Plan (IAP; e.g., Communications Plan, Map, 
Safety Plan, Traffic Plan, and Medical Plan). 


Supporting Technology Any technology that may be used to support the National 
Incident Management System (NIMS), such as orthophoto 
mapping, remote automatic weather stations, infrared 
technology, or communications. 


Surge Capacity A healthcare system’s ability to rapidly expand beyond normal 
services to meet the increased demand for qualified personnel, 
medical care, and public health in the event of bioterrorism or 
other large-scale public health emergencies or disasters. 


Surveillance   1—Close observation of a person, group, or activities. 
2—the means by which epidemiologist are able to determine 
the presence or absence of agents and estimate the 
magnitude of a problem when it exists. 


System Any combination of facilities, equipment, personnel, processes, 
procedures, and communications integrated for a specific 
purpose. 


T 


Tactical Directions   Direction given by the Operations Section Chief that includes 
the tactics appropriate for the selected strategy, the selection 
and assignment of resources, tactics implementation, and the 
performance monitoring for each operational period. 


Tactical Intelligence  Evaluated information on which immediate enforcement action 
can be based; intelligence activity focused specifically on 
developing an active case. 


Tactics The deployment and directing or resources on an incident to 
accomplish the objectives designated by strategy. 


Task Force Any combination or resources assembled to support a specific 
mission or operational need. All resource elements within a 
Task Force must have common communications and a 
designated leader. 


Tar Dragon A sleeping dragon wrapped in chicken wire and a coating of 
tar. The process is often repeated before a final wrapping of 
duct tape is applied. The purpose is to clog the extrication 
equipment. 


Team  (See Single Resource.) 
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Team Leader  A person who controls the scene and works in conjunction with 
the arrest team and Safety Officer (SO).  


Team Members  Individuals who are called to the scene to assist in investigation 
or processing of the scene (e.g., scientific personnel from the 
crime laboratory or medical examiner’s office, other forensic 
specialists, photographers, mass disaster specialists, experts 
in the identification of human remains, arson and explosives 
investigators, clandestine drug laboratory investigators, as well 
as other experts). 


Technical Decontamination The planned and systematic process of reducing contamination 
to a level that is As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). 


Technical Specialists Person with special skills that can be used anywhere within the 
Incident Command System (ICS) organization. No minimum 
qualifications are prescribed, as technical specialists normally 
perform the same duties during an incident that they perform in 
their everyday jobs, and they are typically certified in their fields 
or professions. 


Technique 1—The manner in which technical details are treated (as by a 
writer) or basic physical movements are used (as by a dancer); 
2—Ability to treat such details or use such movements. 


Technology Standards Conditions, guidelines, or characteristics that may be required 
to facilitate the interoperability and compatibility of major 
systems across jurisdictional, geographic, and functional lines.3 


Technology support Assistance that facilitates incident operations and sustains the 
research and development programs that underpin the long-
term investment in the Nation’s future incident management 
capabilities. 


Temporary Flight 
Restriction (TFR)  


Temporary airspace restrictions for nonemergency aircraft in 
the incident area. TFRs are established by the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) to  
1—Protect persons and property on the surface or in the air 
from a hazard associated with an incident on the surface; 
2—Provide a safe environment for the operation of disaster 
relief aircraft; or 
3—Prevent an unsafe congestion of sightseeing and other 
aircraft above an incident or event which may generate a high 
degree of public interest. 


Tenesmus Ineffectual and painful straining to void urine or evacuate stool. 
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Terminal Learning Objective 
(TLO) 


TLOs are objectives that correspond to the overall instructional 
goals of the course. TLOs describe what learners will be able 
to do at the end of the overall instructional course. 


Terrorism As defined in the Homeland Security Act of 2002, activity that 
involves an act that is dangerous to human life or potentially 
destructive of critical infrastructure or key resources; is a 
violation of the criminal laws of the United States or of any 
State or other subdivision of the United States; and appears to 
be intended to intimidate or coerce a civilian population, to 
influence the policy of a government by intimidation or 
coercion, or to affect the conduct of a government by mass 
destruction, assassination, or kidnapping. 


Threat Natural or manmade occurrence, individual, entity, or action 
that has or indicates the potential to harm life, information, 
operations, the environment, and/or property. 


Time Unit   The functional unit within the Finance/Administration Section 
responsible for recording time for incident personnel and hired 
equipment. 


Time-Weighted Average 
(TWA) Concentration 


Refers to concentrations of airborne toxic materials which have 
been weighted for a certain time duration, usually 8 hours. 


Tools Those instruments and capabilities that allow for the 
professional performance of tasks, such as information 
systems, agreements, doctrine, capabilities, and legislative 
authorities. 


Toxicology A science that deals with poisons and their effect and with the 
problems involved (as clinical, industrial, or legal). 


Toxins A poisonous substance that is a specific product of the 
metabolic activities of a living organism and is usually very 
unstable, notably toxic when introduced into the tissues, and 
typically capable of inducing antibody formation. 


Trace Evidence Physical evidence that results from the transfer of small 
quantities of materials (e.g., hair, textile fibers, paint chips, 
glass fragments, gunshot residue particles). 


Transient Evidence Evidence that, by its very nature or the conditions at the scene, 
will lose its evidentiary value if not preserved and protected 
(e.g., blood in the rain). 
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Triage 1—a: The sorting of and allocation of treatment to patients and 
especially battle and disaster victims according to a system of 
priorities designed to maximize the number of survivors; b: The 
sorting of patients (as in an emergency room) according to the 
urgency of their need for care. 
2—The assigning of priority order to projects on the basis of 
where funds and other resources can be best used, are most 
needed, or are most likely to achieve success. 


Tripods A type of force multiplier. Protester sits or stands at the apex of 
the tripod, necessitating the use of many responders to 
dismantle and remove the tripod. 


Tympanic Membrane  A thin membrane separating the middle ear from the inner part 
of the external auditory canal that vibrates in response to 
sound energy and transmits the resulting mechanical vibrations 
to the structures of the middle ear—also eardrum, tympanum. 


Type   An Incident Command System (ICS) resource classification 
that refers to capability. Type 1 is generally considered to be 
more capable than Types 2, 3, or 4, respectively, because of 
size, power, capacity, or (in the case of Incident Management 
Teams [IMT]) experience and qualifications. 


U 


Unified Approach The integration of resource management, communications and 
information management, and command and management in 
order to form an effective system. 


Unified Area Command Version of command established when incidents under an Area 
Command are multijurisdictional. (See Area Command.) 


Unified Command (UC) An Incident Command System (ICS) application used when 
more than one agency has incident jurisdiction or when 
incidents cross political jurisdictions. Agencies work together 
through the designated members of the UC, often the senior 
persons from agencies and/or disciplines participating in the 
UC, to establish a common set of objectives and strategies and 
a single Incident Action Plan (IAP). 


Unit The organizational element having functional responsibility for 
a specific incident Planning, Logistics, or 
Finance/Administration activity. 
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Unit Leader The individual in charge of managing Units within an Incident 
Command System (ICS) functional Section. The Unit can be 
staffed by a number of support personnel providing a wide 
range of services. Some of the support positions are 
preestablished within ICS (e.g., Base/Camp Manager), but 
many others will be assigned as technical specialists. 


Unity of Command The concept by which each person within an organization 
reports to one and only one designated person. The purpose of 
unity of command is to ensure unity of effort under one 
responsible commander for every objective. 


Upper Explosive Limit or 
Upper Flammable Limit 
(UEL/UFL) 


Pertaining to a vapor or gas, the highest concentration (highest 
percentage of the substance in air) that will produce a flash of 
fire when an ignition source (e.g., heat, arc, or flame) is 
present. At higher concentrations, the mixture is too “rich” to 
burn. 


V 


Vehicle-Borne Improvised 
Explosive Device (VBIED) 


An Improvised Explosive Device (IED) that is delivered by 
means of a vehicle. An VBIED has the capacity to hold enough 
explosive material to significantly damage or even destroy a 
building. 


Vendor Managed Inventory 
(VMI) 


If the incident requires additional pharmaceuticals and/or 
medical supplies, follow-on VMI supplies will be shipped to 
arrive within 24 to 36 hours. If the agent is well defined, VMI 
can be tailored to provide pharmaceuticals, supplies and/or 
products specific to the suspected or confirmed agent(s). 


Vector An organism, such as an insect or animal that transmits 
disease-carrying germs. 


Very High Radiation Area An area, accessible to individuals, in which radiation levels 
from radiation sources external to the body could result in an 
individual receiving a adsorbed dose in excess of 500 rad in 1 
hour, 1 meter (3 feet, 3 inches) from the source or from any 
surface that the radiation penetrates. 


Vesicants (See Blister Agents.) 


Viruses Ultramicroscopic infectious agents that replicate themselves 
within cells of living hosts; many are pathogenic (i.e., capable 
of causing disease). 
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Vital Records The essential agency records that are needed to meet 
operational responsibilities under national security 
emergencies or other emergency or disaster conditions 
(emergency operating records), or to protect the legal and 
financial rights of the government and those affected by 
government activities (legal and financial rights records). 


Volatile Organic Compound 
(VOC) 


Compounds that vaporize (become a gas) at room 
temperature. Common sources which may emit VOCs into 
indoor air include housekeeping and maintenance products, 
and building and furnishing materials. In sufficient quantities, 
VOCs can cause eye, nose, and throat irritations, headaches, 
dizziness, visual disorders, memory impairment; some are 
known to cause cancer in animals; some are suspected of 
causing, or are known to cause, cancer in humans. At present, 
not much is known about what health effects occur at the levels 
of VOCs typically found in public and commercial buildings. 


Volatility The ease with which a liquid or sold can pass into the vapor 
state. The higher a material’s volatility, the greater its rate of 
evaporation. Significant property in that volatile materials will 
readily disperse and increase the hazard area. 


Volunteer For purposes of the National Incident Management System 
(NIMS), any individual accepted to perform services by the 
lead agency (which has authority to accept volunteer services) 
when the individual performs services without promise, 
expectation, or receipt of compensation for services performed. 


W 


Walkthrough Initial assessments conducted by carefully walking through the 
scene to evaluate the situation, recognize potential evidence, 
and determine resources required. Also, a final survey 
conducted to ensure the scene has been effectively and 
completely processed.84 


“Wally” Board A device used to stabilize a Sleeping Dragon and the 
protester’s arm while a device is removed. This board ensures 
the protester is not hurt in the removal process. 


Warm Zone Area between hot and cold zones where personnel and 
equipment decontamination and hot zone support take place. It 
includes control points for the access corridor and thus assists 
in reducing the spread of contamination. Also referred to as the 
contamination reduction corridor (CRC), contamination 
reduction zone (CRZ), yellow zone or limited access zone. 


Water Table Upper limit of the ground layer wholly saturated with water. 
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Weapons of Mass 
Destruction (WMD) 


Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) are defined in U.S. law 
(18 United States Code [U.S.C.] § 2332a) as 
(A) any destructive device as defined in section 931 of this title 
(i.e. explosive device); 
(B) any weapon that is designed or intended to cause death or 
serious bodily injury through the release, dissemination, or 
impact of toxic or poisonous chemicals, or their precursors; 
(C) any weapon involving a biological agent, toxin, or vector 
(as those terms are defined in section 178 of this title) 
(D) any weapon that is designed to release radiation or 
radioactivity at a level dangerous to human life.+ 


Well Any excavation that is cored, bored, drilled, jetted, dug or 
otherwise constructed for the purpose of locating, testing, 
developing, draining or recharging any groundwater reservoirs 
or aquifer, or that may control, divert, or otherwise cause the 
movement of water from or into any aquifer. 


Well Casing  A pipe or tubing constructed of specified materials and having 
specified dimensions and weights, that is installed in a 
borehole, during or after completion of the borehole, to support 
the side of the hole and thereby prevent caving, to allow 
completion of a well, to prevent formation material from 
entering the well, to prevent the loss of drilling fluids into 
permeable formations, and to prevent entry of contamination. 


Well Head The upper, terminal, of the well including adapters, ports, 
valves, seals, and other attachments. 


Wetland A designated water saturated area on the land surface 
established under the provisions of the Coastal Area 
Management Act or the Federal Clean Water Act. 


Wipe sample A sample made for the purpose of determining the presence of 
removable radioactive contamination on a surface. It is done by 
wiping, with slight pressure, a piece of soft filter paper over a 
representative type of surface area. It is also known as a swipe 
or smear sample. 


Wrist Rocket Wrist-mounted slingshots that have the ability to shoot BBs, 
marble, jacks, lug nuts, and other similar items 


X, Y, & Z 


Zoonotic A disease of animals, such as rabies or psittacosis, which can 
be transmitted to humans. 
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Abbreviations 


A 


AAAASF American Association for Accreditation of Ambulatory Surgery Facilities 


AAAHC Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Care 


AAR After Action Review 


ABCS Active Bacterial Core Surveillance 


ABRO American Board of Forensic Odontology 


AC 1—Animal Care 
2—Hydrogen Cyanide (Toxic Industrial Chemical [TIC]) 


ACS Alternate Care Site 


ACT Adrenocorticotropic Hormone 


ADAPT American Disabled for Attendant Programs Today 


AEFI Adverse Effects Following Immunization 


AEL 1—Acceptable Exposure Limit 
2—Authorized Equipment List 


AEM Associate Emergency Manager 


AHA American Hospital Association 


AHRMM Association for Healthcare Resource and Materials Management 


AHRQ Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 


AI Avian Influenza 


AIA American Institute of Architects  


AIIR Airborne Infection Isolation Room 


ALARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable  


ALF Animal Liberation Front 


ALI Annual Limited on Intake 


ALOHA Area Locations of Hazardous Atmospheres 


ALS Advanced Life Support 


AMA American Medical Association 


AMC Army Materiel Command 


AMS Aerial Measuring System 
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ANA American Nursing Association 


ANG Army National Guard 


ANSI American National Standards Institute 


AOA American Osteopathic Association 


APD Advanced Portable Detector 


APE Area of Potential Effect 


APEC Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 


APHIS Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 


APHL Agency for Public Health Laboratories 


APHT Applied Public Health Team 


APR Air-Purifying Respirator 


APWA American Public Works Association 


AR Army Reserve 


ARAC Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability 


ARDS Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome 


ARES Amateur Radio Emergency Service 


ARG Accident Response Group 


ARS 1—Acute Radiation Syndrome 
2—Acute Radiation Sickness 


ASAC Assistant Special Agent in Charge 


ASAP As Soon As Possible 


ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers 


ASG Abu Sayyaf Group 


ASHE American Society for Healthcare Engineering 


ASPR Assistant Secretary of Preparedness and Response, Department of Health and 
Human Services 


ASTHO Association for State and Territorial Health Officials 


ASTM  American Society for Testing and Materials 


ATF Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives 


ATSDR Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
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AWA Animal Welfare Act 


B  


BC/DR Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery 


BCI Business Continuity Institute 


BCM Business Continuity Management 


BCP Business Continuity Plan 


BDRP Biological Defense Research Program 


BERM Bioterrorism & Epidemic Outbreak Response Model 


BHPP Bioterrorism Hospital Preparedness Program 


BIA Business Impact Analysis 


BIDS Biological Integrated Detection System 


BLS Basic Life Support 


BNICE Biological, Nuclear, Incendiary, Chemical, Explosive 


BP Blood Pressure 


Bq Becquerel 


BRS Biotechnology Regulatory Services 


BSA Body Surface Area 


BURP  Business Unit Resumption Plan  


BW Biological Weapon 


BWA Biological Warfare Agent 


BWC Biological Weapons Convention 


C  


C Ceiling 


C3 Command, Control, and Coordination 


C&D Cleaning and Disinfection 


C/B-RRT Chemical Biological Rapid Response Team 


CAFO Confined Area Feeding Operation 


CAH Critical Access Hospital 
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CAP 1—Cognitive, Affective, and Psychomotor 
2—College of American Pathologists 
3—Civil Air Patrol 


CARF Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities 


CART Chemical Agents and Rifle Team 


CBDCOM Chemical Biological Defense Command 


CBIRF U.S. Marine Corps Chemical Biological Incident Response Force 


CBRED Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Environmental Defense Response Teams 


CBRNE Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, or Explosive 


CC Campesino Caballeros  


CCID Coordinating Center for Infectious Diseases 


CCP Casualty Collection Point 


CDC Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 


CDE  Committed Dose Equivalent  


CDP Center for Domestic Preparedness 


CDS Civil Defense Set (manufactured by Dräger) 


CEM Certified Emergency Manager 


CEO Chief Executive Officer 


CERC Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication 


CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 


CERT Community Emergency Response Team 


CEU Continuing Education Unit 


C.F.R. Code of Federal Regulations 


CG Phosgene 


CHAP Community Health Accreditation Program 


Ci Curie 


CIA Central Intelligence Agency 


CIKR Critical infrastructure and key resources  


CIRG Critical Incident Response Group 


CISM Critical Incidence Stress Management 
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CK Cyanogen Chloride (chemical agent) 


CL Chlorine (chemical agent) 


CMP Crisis Management Plan 


CME Continuing Medical Education 


CMS Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services 


CMT Crisis Management Team 


CNA Certified Nursing Assistant 


CNP Controlled Negative Pressure 


CNS Central Nervous System 


COBRATF Chemical, Ordnance, Biological, Radiological Training Facility 


COE Cooperative Extension System 


COG Continuity of Government 


COOP Continuity of Operations 


COP 1—Common Operating Picture 
2—Community-Oriented Policing 


CoP Conditions of Participation 


COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 


COTPER Coordinating Office for Terrorism Preparedness and Emergency Response 


CPG Comprehensive Preparedness Guide 


CPM Counts Per Minute 


CPR Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation 


CPX Command Post Exercise 


CREC Crisis Risk Emergency Communication 


CRED Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Diseases 


CRI Cities Readiness Initiative 


CRM  Comprehensive Resource Management  


CS Chlorobenzylidenemalononitrile (Riot Control Agent) 


CSD Chemical Support Division 


CSI  Criticality Safety Index  


CSTE Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists 
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CT 1—Counterterrorism  
2—Computed Tomography 


CWA Chemical Warfare Agent 


CX Phosgene Oxime (chemical agent) 


D  


DAC  Derived Air Concentrations  


DAN Direct Action Network 


DHQP Division of Healthcare Quality Promotion 


DHS Department of Homeland Security 


DIL Derived Intervention Level 


DMAT Disaster Medical Assistance Team 


DMORT Disaster Mortuary Operational Response Team 


DMSO Dimethyl Sulfoxide (chemical agent) 


DOC Department Operations Center 


DOD Department of Defense 


DOE Department of Energy 


DOJ Department of Justice 


DOL Department of Labor 


DOT Department of Transportation 


DP Diphosgene (chemical agent) 


DPMU Disaster Portable Morgue Units 


DRD  Direct-Read Dosimeter  


DRL Derived Response Levels 


DUMBELS Diarrhea, Urination, Miosis, Bronchoconstriction/Bronchorrhea, Emesis, 
Lacrimation, Salivation 


DVC Dispensing/Vaccination Center 


DVC ICP Dispensing/Vaccination Center Incident Command Post 


E  


EAS Emergency Alert System 


EC Environment of Care  
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ECC Emergency Communications Center 


ECP Exposure Control Plan 


ECS Emergency Care Simulators 


ED Emergency Department 


EH Environmental Health 


EHS Environmental Health Specialist 


EI Emotional Intelligence 


EIP Emerging Infections Program 


ELF Earth Liberation Front 


ELISA Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay 


ELO Enabling Learning Objective 


EMA Emergency Management Agency 


EMAC 1—Emergency Management Assistance Compact 
2—Emergency Medical Assistance Compact 


EMAP Emergency Management Accreditation Program 


EMI Emergency Management Institute 


EMR Electromagnetic Radiation 


EMS Emergency Medical Services 


EMSA  Emergency Medical Service Authority 


EMT Emergency Medical Technician 


EMTALA Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act 


EOC Emergency Operations Center 


EOD Explosive Ordnance Disposal 


EOP Emergency Operations Plan 


EPHI Electronic Protected Health Information 


EPA Environmental Protection Agency 


EPD Electronic Personal Dosimeter 


EPZ Emergency Planning Zone 


ERDEC Edgewood Research Development and Engineering Center 


ERG Emergency Response Guidebook 
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ERP Emergency Response Plan 


ERT 1—Emergency Rescue Technician 
2—Evidence Response Teams 


ERV Emergency Response Vehicle 


ESAR-VHP Emergency System for Advanced Registration of Volunteer Health Professional 


ESF Emergency Support Function 


ETA Emergency Treatment Area 


ETI Early Transient Incapacitation 


EWID Early Warning Infectious Disease 


F  


FAA Federal Aviation Administration 


FAC USDA State and Local Food and Agriculture Council 


FAO Food and Agriculture Organization 


FAR Federal Acquisition Regulation 


FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation 


FCO Federal Coordinating Officer 


FD Fire Department 


FDA Food and Drug Administration 


FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency 


FIRESCOPE Firefighting Resources of Southern California Organized for Potential 
Emergencies 


FM Field Manual 


FMT Field Monitoring Team  


FOG Field Operations Guide 


FOIA Freedom of Information Act 


FRERP Federal Radiological and Emergency Response Plan 


FRMAC Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center 


FTX Functional Training Exercise 


G  


GA Tabun (nerve agent) 
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GAO Government Accountability Office 


GB Sarin (nerve agent) 


GBS Guillain-Barré Syndrome 


GC Gas Chromatograph 


GD Soman (nerve agent) 


GE General Emergency 


GIS Geographic Information System 


GPD Gallons per Day 


GPM Gallons per Minute 


GPO Government Printing Office 


H  


H Blister Agents (mustard/sulfur mustard) 


HACCP Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points 


HAM Home Amateur Radio Team 


HAN Health Alert Network 


HAZMAT Hazardous Materials 


HCC Hospital Command Center 


HCl Hydrochloric Acid 


HD Distilled Mustard 


HEAR Hospital Emergency Administration Radio 


HEPA High-Efficiency Particulate Air 


HERT 1—Hospital Emergency Response Team/Task Force 
2—Hospital Emergency Response Training 


HFAP Healthcare Facilities Accreditation Program 


HHS Department of Health and Human Services 


HICPAC Healthcare Infection Control Practices Advisory Committee 


HICS Hospital Incident Command System 


HIPAA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 


HIPPA Healthcare Information Patient Privacy Act 


HIRA Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment 
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HMR Hazardous Materials Regulations 


HMRT Hazardous Materials Response Teams 


HMRU Hazardous Materials Response Unit 


HN Nitrogen Mustard (chemical agent) 


HPAI Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 


HPLC High-Performance Liquid Chromatograph 


HPP Hospital Preparedness Program 


HPS Health Physics Society 


HRCQ Highway Route-Controlled Quantity 


HRSA Health Resources and Services Administration 


HSEEP Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program 


HSGP Homeland Security Grant Program 


HSOC Homeland Security Operations Center 


HSPD Homeland Security Presidential Directive 


HTH Calcium Hypochlorite 


HVA Hazard Vulnerability Assessment  


H/VAC Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 


I  


I&A DHS Office of Intelligence and Analysis 


IACET International Association for Continuing Education & Training 


IACP International Association of Chiefs of Police 


IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency 


IAP Incident Action Plan 


IC Incident Commander 


ICDDC Interstate Civil Defense and Disaster Compact 


ICP Incident Command Post 


ICRP International Commission on Radiological Protection 


ICS Incident Command System 


ICU Intensive Care Unit 
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IDLH Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health 


IED Improvised Explosive Device 


IEMS Integrated Emergency Management System 


IIMG Interagency Incident Management Group 


ILI Influenza-Like Illness 


IMH Incident Management Handbook 


IMT Incident Management Team 


IND 1—Improvised Nuclear Device  
2—Investigational New Drug 


IPG Incident Planning Guide 


IPM Integrated Pest Management 


IQ Intelligence Quotient 


IRCT Incident Response Coordination Team 


IRG Incident Response Guide 


IS Independent Study 


ISO International Standards Organization 


IT Information Technology 


J, K  


JAMA Journal of American Medical Association 


JAS Job Action Sheet 


JFO Joint Field Office 


JIC Joint Information Center 


JIS Joint Information System 


JTTF Joint Terrorism Task Force 


JTWG Joint Terrorism Working Group 


KI Potassium Iodide 


L  


L Lewisite (blister agent) 


LD50 Lethal Dose  


LDS Ladder-Pipe Decontamination System 
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LED Light-Emitting Diode 


LEL Lower Explosive Limits 


LEPC Local Emergency Planning Committee 


LLIS Lessons Learned Information Sharing 


LPAI Low Pathogenic Avian Influenza 


LPHA Local Public Health Agency 


LPHS Local Public Health System 


LRN Laboratory Response Network 


LSA Low Specific Activity 


M  


M256A1 Chemical Agent Detector Kit 


M8 Chemical Agent Detector Paper 


M9 Chemical Agent Detector Paper 


MAC Multiagency Coordination 


MACS Multiagency Coordination System 


MASS Move, Assess, Sort, Send 


MBO Management by Objectives 


MCC Medical Coordination Center 


MCI Mass Casualty Incident 


ME Medical Examiner 


MEDCOM U.S. Army Medical Command 


MERS Mobile Emergency Response Support 


MFF Mobile Field Force 


MFI Mass Fatality Incident 


MHT Mental Health Team 


MSEL Master Scenario Events List 


MIL STD Military Standard 


MMRS Metropolitan Medical Response System 


MMST Metropolitan Medical Strike Team 
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MO Medical Officer 


MOA Memorandum of Agreement 


MOU Memorandum of Understanding 


MRC Medical Reserve Corps 


MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 


MRSA Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus 


MS Mass Spectrometry 


MSEHP Model State Emergency Health Powers Act 


MSHA Mine Safety and Health Administration 


MTPB Maximum Tolerable Period of Disruption 


N  


NAAK Nerve Agent Antidote Kit 


NACCHO National Association for County and City Health Officials 


NAEMT National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians 


NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 


NBC Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical 


NBHPP National Bioterrorism Hospital Preparedness Program 


NCAVC National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime  


NCEH National Center for Environmental Health 


NCIRD National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases 


NCP National Contingency Plan 


NCPDCID National Center for Preparedness, Detection, and Control of Infectious Diseases 


NCRP National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement 


NCTC National Counterterrorism Center 


NDMS National Disaster Medical System 


NDPO National Domestic Preparedness Office 


NEHA National Environmental Health Association 


NEMA National Emergency Management Association 


NEPMU New Environmental and Preventive Medicine Units 
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NEST Nuclear Emergency Search Team 


NFPA National Fire Protection Association 


NIC 1—NIMS Integration Center  
2—National Integration Center 


NIC IMSI National Integration Center Incident Management Systems Integration Division 


NIMS National Incident Management System 


NIOSH National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 


NIPP National Infrastructure Protection Plan 


NMRC Naval Medical Research Center 


NMRI U.S. Naval Medical Research Institute 


NMRT National Medical Response Team 


NMSZ New Madrid Seismic Zone 


NNDSS National Notifiable Disease Surveillance System 


NNRT National Nurse Response Team 


NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 


NOUE Notification of Unusual Event 


NPD National Preparedness Directorate 


NPG National Preparedness Goal 


NPPA National Press Photographers Association 


NPRT National Pharmacy Response Team 


NRCC National Response Coordination Center 


NREVSS National Respiratory and Enteric Virus Surveillance System 


NRF National Response Framework 


NSF National Sanitation Foundation 


NSGIC National States Geographic Information Council 


NSPI National Strategy for Pandemic Influenza 


NSSE National Special Security Event 


NTAS National Terrorism Advisory System 


NTF Noble Training Facility 


NUREG Nuclear Regulation 
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NVOAD National Volunteer Organizations Against Disasters  


NVSN New Vaccine Surveillance Network 


NWS National Weather Service 


O  


OCR Office of Civil Rights 


ODP Office of Domestic Preparedness 


OES Office of Emergency Services 


OIC Officer-in-Charge 


OIG Office of the Inspector General 


OJP Office of Justice Programs 


OLMC On-Line Medical Control 


OME Office of Medical Examiner 


OPEO Office of Preparedness and Emergency Operations 


OR Operating Room 


ORO Offsite Response Organization 


OSC On-scene Coordinator 


OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration 


OSPHL Oregon State Public Health Laboratory 


OSPP OSHA Strategic Partnership Program 


P, Q  


PAD Protective Action Decision 


PAG Protective Action Guides (Environmental Protection Agency) 


PAO Public Affairs Officer 


PAHPA Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act 


PAS Passport Accountability System 


PAPR Powered Air-Purifying Respirator 


PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction 


PDA Preliminary Damage Assessment  


PDD Presidential Decision Directive 
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PDK Personal Decontamination Kits 


PEL Permissible Exposure Limit 


PHF Potentially Hazardous Food 


PHI Protected Health Information 


PHICS Public Health Incident Command System 


PHS Public Health Service 


PID Photoionization Detector 


PIO Public Information Officer 


PIP Pandemic Influenza Plan 


PMI Public or Media Inquiry 


PMR Progressive Muscular Relaxation 


POD Point of Dispensing 


POV Personal Owned Vehicles 


PPD Presidential Policy Directive 


PPE Personal Protective Equipment 


PPV Positive Pressure Ventilation 


PRBC Packed Red Blood Cells 


PRSA Public Relations Society of America 


PS Cholorpicrin (chemical agent) 


PSA Public Service Announcement 


PSCC Public Safety Communications Center 


PTE Potential Threat Element 


PTSD Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 


R  


R Roentgen 


RACES Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service 


rad Radiation Absorbed Dose 


RAIN Recognize, Avoid, Isolate, Notify 


RAM Radiological or Radioactive Material 
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RAP Radiological Assistance Program 


RCA Riot Control Agents 


RDD Radiological Dispersal Device  


RDECOM Research, Development and Engineering Command 


RDF Rapid Deployment Force 


REAC/TS Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site 


RED Radiological Exposure Device 


rem Roentgen equivalent mammal/man 


RHC 1—Rural Health Clinic 
2—Regional Hospital Coordinator 


RIP Recognize, Identify, Preserve 


RLAF Responder Lanes Assessment Form 


RPG Rocket-Propelled Grenade 


RPM Respiration, Perfusion/Pulse, and Mental status 


RPO Recovery Point Objective 


RRCC Region Response Coordination Center 


RRIS Rapid Response Information System 


RRT Radiological Response Team 


RSDL Reactive Skin Decontamination Lotion 


RSO Radiological Safety Officers 


RSS Receive, Stage, and Store 


RST Radiological Strike Team 


RT Respiratory Therapist 


RTAP Real-Time Analytical Platform 


RTF Response Task Force 


RTNDA Radio-Television News Directors Association 


RTO Recovery Time Objective 


RQ Reportable Quantity 


S  


SAA State Administrative Agency 
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SAC Special Agent in Charge 


SAE Site Area Emergency 


SAR Supplied-Air Respirator 


SARS Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 


SC Site Commander 


SCBA Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus 


SCO State Coordinating Officer 


SEL Standardized Equipment List 


SFI Strategic Foresight Initiative 


SHU Scoville Heat Unit 


SI International System of Units 


SIOC Strategic Information Operations Center 


SLA Service Level Agreement 


SLUDGEM Salivation, Lacrimation, Urination, Defecation/diarrhea, Gastric Distress, Emesis, 
Miosis 


SMART 1—Single Membrane Antigen Rapid Test Tickets 
2—Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Timely 


SME Subject Matter Expert 


SNS Strategic National Stockpile 


SO Safety Officer 


SOCO Single Overriding Communication Objective 


SOG Standard Operating Guidelines 


SOLER Stand squarely; Open posture; Lean slightly forward; Eye contact; Relax 


SOP Standard Operating Procedures 


SPJ Society of Professional Journals 


SPLC Southern Poverty Law Center 


SSA 1—Social Security Administration  
2—Supervisory Special Agent 


STARCC Simple, Timely, Accurate, Relevant, Credible, Consistent 


START Simple Triage and Rapid Triage System 
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STD Sexually Transmitted Disease 


STEL Short-Term Exposure Limit 


SWAT Special Weapons and Tactics 


T  


T3 Triage, Treatment, and Transport 


TARU Technical Advisory Response Unit 


TBI Traumatic Brain Injury 


TCS Time/Temperature Control for Safety 


TEA Threat Environment Assessment 


TECP Totally Encapsulating Chemical Protective  


TEDA Triethylene Diamine 


TEDE Total Effective Dose Equivalent 


TEEP Transportation Emergency Preparedness Program (Department of Energy) 


TEU U.S. Army Technical Escort Unit 


THIRA Threat and Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment 


TIC Toxic Industrial Chemicals 


TILT Time in Lieu of Temperature 


TIM Toxic Industrial Materials 


TM Tympanic Membrane 


TOXNET TOXicology Date NETwork 


TtT Train the Trainer 


TLD Thermoluminescent Dosimeter 


TLO Terminal Learning Objective 


TSS Toxic Shock Syndrome 


TWA Time-Weighted Average 


U  


UAB University of Alabama at Birmingham 


UC Unified Command 


UCS Unified Command Structure 
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UEL Upper Explosive Limit 


UFL Upper Flammable Limit 


UL Underwriter’s Lab 


ULV Ultra Low Volume 


US&R Urban Search and Rescue  


USACE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 


USGS U.S. Geological Survey 


USAMRIID U.S. Army Military Research Institute for Infectious Disease 


U.S.C. United States Code 


USDA United States Department of Agriculture 


USGS United States Geologic Survey 


V  


VA Veterans Administration 


VAERS Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System 


VBIED Vehicle-Borne Improvised Explosive Device 


VCA Vulnerability and Capacity Assessment 


VHF Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers 


VIP Very Important Person 


VMAT Veterinary Medical Assistance Team 


VMD Volume Median Diameter 


VMI Vendor Managed Inventory 


VOAD Volunteer Organizations Active in Disasters 


VOC Volatile Organic Compounds 


VX VX (nerve agent) 
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W, X, Y, Z  


WHO World Health Organization 


WCU Wounded Care Unit 


WIC Women, Infants, and Children 


WISER Wireless Information System for Emergency Responders 


WMD Weapons of Mass Destruction 


WTC World Trade Center 
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SECTION I 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 


Course Number: PER-346 


Course Title: Surveillance Detection for Bombing Prevention 


Version Control Number: 2.0 


Effective Date: January 2018 


Course Purpose. The purpose of this course is to provide public safety and security 
professionals fundamental knowledge and skills to recognize hostile surveillance at facilities and 
planned and unplanned events and respond appropriately. 


Course Goal. The goal of this course is to provide fundamental knowledge and skills necessary 
to establish a detection capability to identify and mitigate a threat from hostile surveillance 
activity for bombing prevention. 


Course Scope. This course provides public safety and security professionals with the 
knowledge and skills to employ the fundamentals of surveillance detection for bombing 
prevention related to a facility/system or a planned or unplanned event and to recognize hostile 
surveillance activity. The course includes an overview of surveillance, the terrorist attack cycle, 
and each of the five elements of the surveillance detection plan. It concludes with a capstone 
activity. 


Terminal Learning Objectives 


a. Given a written examination, participants will describe the role of surveillance in the
terrorist attack cycle. (TAC-0130)


b. Given a written examination, participants will describe the key considerations included in
the vulnerability assessment as it applies to surveillance detection according to the
criteria discussed in class. (RMP-0110)


c. Given an assigned facility, participants will identify the vulnerabilities of that facility in
accordance with the key considerations provided in class. (SD-0210)


d. Given a written examination, participants will describe the three major requirements for
hostile surveillance of a facility according to the guidelines provided in class. (SD-0110)


e. Given a written examination, participants will describe the fundamentals of surveillance
detection for bombing prevention according to the guidelines provided in class. (SD-
0120) 


f. Given an assigned facility, participants will identify the locations of hostile surveillance
positions and surveillance detection points based on the vulnerabilities identified in
Experiential Learning Activity 1: Vulnerability Assessment. (SD-0220)


g. Given a written examination, participants will describe what is included in the reporting
and response elements of the surveillance detection plan. (SD-0130)
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h. Given a written examination, participants will explain the aspects that must be 
considered to maintain operational security. (SD-0140) 


Course Length: 3 days 


Course Academic Hours: 19 hours, 20 minutes 


Class Size 


a. Minimum: 15 


b. Optimal: 20 


c. Maximum: 25 


Class Iterations per Year: 20 


Optimum Annual Participant Throughput: 400 


Course Delivery Means  


a. Resident: Not applicable 


b. Non-resident. At the request of a jurisdiction, this course may be delivered non-resident 
by Office for Bombing Prevention (OBP) instructional Mobile Training Team (MTT) staff.  


c. Indirect. This course may be delivered indirectly by Federal, state, local, tribal, and 
territorial (FSLTT) trainers certified through the OBP Train-the-Trainer (TtT) program. 


Target Audience. The target audience consists of public safety and security professionals 
(local, state, and federal level) tasked with surveillance detection responsibilities plus their 
management. 


Recommended Course Prerequisites  


a. IS-100.b, Introduction to the Incident Command System or any of the other ICS-100 
series courses 


b. IS-200.b, Incident Command System for Single Resources and Initial Action Incidents or 
any of the other ICS-200 series courses 


c. IS-914: Surveillance Awareness: What You Can Do 


Job/Function Tasks Trained 


Task 
Number 


Tasks Title Proficiency Level1 


TAC-0130 
Match terrorist operational tactics to the terrorist 
attack cycle step in which they occur 


Familiarization 


RMP-0110 
Apply the DHS risk management process as it 
applies to surveillance detection 


Part Task 
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SD-0210 Conduct a modified vulnerability assessment Part Task 


SD-0110 Identify the requirements for hostile surveillance Familiarization 


SD-0120 Describe the fundamentals of surveillance detection Familiarization 


SD-0220 
Identify hostile surveillance and surveillance 
detection positions 


Part Task 


SD-0130 
Identify the components of the reporting and 
response elements of the surveillance detection 
plan 


Familiarization 


SD-0140 
Identify the aspects to maintaining operational 
security 


Familiarization 


SD-0230 Detect and report hostile surveillance Part Task 
1Proficiency Levels = Familiarization, Part Task, Proficiency, or Reinforced 


Testing/Certification. Participants are administered a post-test to assess their level of learning. 
Participants who perform successfully (70% correct or above) on the post-test and achieve a 
“Go” rating on the performance assessment(s) are recognized with a training certificate. 
Participants who do not perform successfully on the post-test are issued a letter of attendance.


Continuing Education Units or Academic Equivalency. As an International Association of 
Continuing Education and Training (IACET) authorized provider, the CDP awards 2.0 continuing 
education units for this course under the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/IAET 
standards. 


Instructor Qualifications. Exceptions to these instructor qualifications may be granted on 
a case-by-case basis at the discretion of OBP Operations. A request for exception will be
made through the appropriate Government contracting officer’s representative (COR). 


a. Job Experience: Participation in planning and/or conducting the security of a facility or 
planned or unplanned event, especially as it pertains to surveillance detection for 
bombing prevention.


b. Instructor/Facilitator Experience. All instructors delivering this course on behalf of the
CDP must meet the basic instructor qualifications outlined in the performance work
statement. All instructors delivering this course on behalf of the DHS OBP must meet
OBP’s organizational requirements for instructor qualification outlined in the Training
Quality Assurance Guide.


Regulations, National Goals, Doctrine, Standards, and Capability Gaps Supported by the 
Course 


a. Regulations. Response regulations will be determined by the local agency.


b. National Goals. This course reinforces the National Preparedness Goal by providing
training to public safety and security professionals, supporting the prevention of terrorism
or extremism, and identifying and mitigating the threat of hostile surveillance. This
course supports the following core capabilities.
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(1) Prevent Capabilities 


(a) Vulnerability Assessment. Participants practice conducting a hasty vulnerability 
assessment on an assigned facility. 


(b) Surveillance Detection. Participants determine the Red Zone and identify hostile 
surveillance positions and surveillance detection positions on an assigned facility. 


(c) Surveillance Detection Plan. Participants practice developing and applying the 
first three components of a surveillance detection plan. 


c. Doctrine: DHS Risk Management, PPD 17, and PPD 8


d. Standards: DHS Risk Management Process


e. Capability Gaps. The development of this course is in response to a gap in training that
responds to surveillance detection, focusing on bombing prevention that supports
national level policy and counteracts criminal and terrorist tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTPs). The greatest opportunity to prevent a bombing incident from
occurring is during the criminal or terrorist’s surveillance of the target. This course
compliments other OBP counter improvised explosive device (C-IED) training by
focusing on how to stop an incident before it occurs with a surveillance detection plan for
bombing prevention.


Version Control Number Change History 


Version 
Control 
Number 


New, 
Minor or 


Major 


Concise Description of Change(s) 
Effective Date of 


Change 


1.0 New 
This is the creation of the course based 
on a needs assessment. 


Unknown 


2.0 Major 


This is revision of an existing course 
based upon a needs assessment; review 
of course delivery feedback, and the need 
to place the course materials into the 
CDP-approved template. 


August 2017 


Additional Comments/Remarks: None 
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SECTION II 
COURSE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDED SCHEDULE 


Course Executive Summary. The following is a concise overview for each learning activity 
within the program. Each activity is presented in the sequence in which it is recommended to be 
executed. 


Activity 
Number 


Activity Title Activity Description 
Total 
Time 


Mod 1 
Course Introduction 
and Overview 


The purpose of this module is to provide an 
overview of the course, orient participants 
to the facilities, and introduce instructors 
and participants. 


30 
minutes 


Mod 2 
Overview of Hostile 
Operations 


The purpose of this module is to provide an 
overview of hostile operations and the role 
of surveillance in the terrorist attack cycle. 


1 hour, 30 
minutes 


Mod 3 
Vulnerability 
Assessment 


The purpose of this module is to provide 
participants with the steps involved in a 
vulnerability assessment (VA) based as it 
applies to surveillance detection.  


1 hour 


ELA 1 
Vulnerability 
Assessment Activity 


The purpose of this module is to provide 
participants the opportunity to conduct a 
vulnerability assessment as it applies to 
surveillance detection on an assigned 
venue. 


4 hours 


Mod 4 
Hostile Surveillance 
Requirements  


The purpose of this module is to introduce 
participants to the requirements for 
surveillance including the Red Zone and 
hostile surveillance positions.  


45 
minutes 


Mod 5 


Surveillance 
Detection 
Requirements and 
Fundamentals  


The purpose of this module is to provide 
participants with an overview of methods for 
detecting hostile surveillance, including 
identifying surveillance detection positions 
and correlation of behavioral indicators.  


1 hour, 45 
minutes 


ELA 2 
Detection 
Fundamentals Activity 


The purpose of this module is to provide 
participants an opportunity to identify hostile 
surveillance positions based on determining 
the Red Zone of a given facility, 
surveillance detection positions based on 
identified hostile surveillance positions, and 
determine profile versus signature of two 
observed individuals. 


4 hours 


Mod 6 Reporting and 
Response 


The purpose of this module is to provide an 
overview of the final two elements of the 
surveillance detection plan. This module 
has an activity that allows the participants to 
practice their description skills. 


1 hour 
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Activity 
Number 


Activity Title Activity Description 
Total 
Time 


Mod 7 
Compromise and 
Deployment  


The purpose of this module is to provide an 
overview of the operational security 
considerations and responses to various 
types of compromise faced during 
surveillance detection. 


30 
minutes 


Exam 1 Course Exam 


The purpose of this examination is to 
measure the participants’ comprehension of 
the cognitive material presented during the 
course. 


20 
minutes 


ELA 3 Capstone Activity 


The purpose of this module is to allow 
participants to apply and receive feedback 
on the knowledge and skills presented in 
the course to an activity with role players 
conducting hostile surveillance on an 
assigned facility.  


4 hours 


Admin 1 
Graduation and End-
of-Course Evaluation 


The purpose of this learning activity is to 
recognize participant achievement in 
completing the course and to collect 
participant end-of-course evaluation forms. 


15 
minutes 
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Recommended Course Schedule. This schedule illustrates the recommended sequencing by 
day for the administrative and academic learning activities. Every attempt will be made to 
maintain this sequencing of the academic learning activities to ensure maximum transfer of 
learning is achieved. 


Activity 
Number 


Activity Title Hours 


Module 1 Course Introduction and Overview 30 minutes 


Module 2 Overview of Hostile Operations 1 hour, 30 minutes 


Module 3 Vulnerability Assessment 1 hour 


ELA 1 Vulnerability Assessment Activity 4 hours 


Day Two 


Module 4 Hostile Surveillance Requirements 45 minutes 


Module 5 Surveillance Detection Requirements and Fundamentals 1 hour, 45 minutes 


ELA 2 Detection Fundamentals Activity 4 hours 


Day Three 


Module 6 Reporting and Response 1 hour 


Module 7 Compromise and Deployment 30 minutes 


Exam 1 Course Exam 20 minutes 


ELA 3 Capstone Activity 4 hours 


Admin 1 Graduation and End-of-Course Evaluation 15 minutes 


Total Academic Time (excludes Admin time) 19 hours, 20 minutes 


Total Contact Hours 19 hours, 35 minutes 
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Surveillance Detection for 
Bombing Prevention Course 


(PER-346) 


Developed by the Office for Bombing Prevention, the Surveillance Detection for Bombing Prevention Course is 
designed to provide participants with fundamental knowledge and skills to recognize and respond to hostile 
surveillance at facilities and during events.  


Participant Requirements 


This course is designed for public safety and security professionals (local, 
State, and Federal level) who are tasked with surveillance detection 
responsibilities and their management. 


Course Format and Requirements 


The Surveillance Detection for Bombing Prevention Course is a three day, 
instructor-led course designed for small group instruction of 20 participants. 


A classroom large enough to accommodate the registered participants with 
five easels for group activities is required. In addition, one to two field sites will be 
selected in conjunction with the course point of contact for conducting experiential 
learning activities. The following modules are provided during the course of instruction: 


 Module 1: Course Introduction and Overview


 Module 2: Overview of Hostile Operations


 Module 3: Vulnerability Assessment


 Experiential Learning Activity 1: Vulnerability Assessment Activity


 Module 4: Hostile Surveillance Requirements


 Module 5: Surveillance Detection Requirements and Fundamentals


 Experiential Learning Activity 2: Detection Fundamentals Activity


 Module 6: Reporting and Response


 Module 7: Compromise and Deployment


 Experiential Learning Activity 3: Capstone Activity


Recommended Prerequisites 


 FEMA ICS IS-100 series (Available at: https://training.fema.gov/is/searchis.aspx?search=ICS%20100)


 FEMA ICS IS-200 series (Available at: https://training.fema.gov/is/searchis.aspx?search=IS-200)


 IS-914: Surveillance Awareness: What You Can Do (Available at:
https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=is-914)


Scheduling Information 


To request this course for your organization, please contact your local Protective Security Advisor (PSA) or email 
the Office for Bombing Prevention at: OBP@hq.dhs.gov.


Contact Information 


For more information on the DHS Office for Bombing Prevention’s Surveillance Detection for Bombing Prevention 
Course, please visit us at: http://www.dhs.gov/obp. 


(Source: DHS) 



https://training.fema.gov/is/searchis.aspx?search=ICS%20100

https://training.fema.gov/is/searchis.aspx?search=IS-200

https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=is-914

https://www.dhs.gov/protective-security-advisors

mailto:OBP@hq.dhs.gov

http://www.dhs.gov/obp
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Number: Module 2 


Title: Overview of Hostile Operations 


INTRODUCTION 


LECTURE 2 minutes 1:20 


Media 0 


1. Purpose. This is Module 2: Overview of Hostile Operations. The purpose of this module is
to provide an overview of hostile operations and the role of surveillance in the terrorist attack
cycle.


2. Learning Objectives


a. Terminal Learning Objective. Given a written examination, participants will describe
the role of surveillance in the terrorist attack cycle. (TAC-0130)


b. Enabling Learning Objectives


(1) Given a written examination, participants will differentiate between surveillance,
hostile surveillance, and surveillance detection to achieve a minimum score of 70%.
(TAC-0130a)


(2) Given a written examination, participants will identify why hostiles conduct
surveillance to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (TAC-0130b)


Office for Bombing Prevention


PER-346 Version  2.0


Module 2: 
Overview of Hostile Operations
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(3) Given a written examination, participants will identify what groups pose a threat to 
U.S. citizens and facilities to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (TAC-0130c) 


(4) Given a written examination, participants will identify the tactics and vulnerabilities 
terrorists and criminals leverage to execute a bombing incident to achieve a 
minimum score of 70%. (TAC-0130d) 


(5) Given a written examination, participants will indicate where in the terrorist attack 
cycle criminals and terrorists are most likely to conduct surveillance to achieve a 
minimum score of 70%. (TAC-0130e) 


(6) Given an examination, participants will differentiate between elicitation and 
solicitation to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (TAC-0130f) 
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BODY 


LECTURE/DISCUSSION 1 hour, 25 minutes 1:20 


Media 1 


 


3. Definitions 


a. Surveillance: observation of a place, person, group, or ongoing activity to gather 
information (Dictionary.com n.d.) 


(1) Systematic. Webster defines systematic as methodical in procedure or plan. When 
conducted properly, surveillance is done in a methodical and well-orchestrated 
manner to ensure all three rings of security have been adequately observed. It is not 
haphazard or random. (Merriam-Webster 2017) 


(2) Discreet. Webster defines discreet as “intentionally unobtrusive.” Thus, the 
observation is not obvious to the target. (Merriam-Webster 2017) 


b. Hostile surveillance: act of keeping persons, facilities, or vehicles under observation for 
the purpose of acquiring details relating to vulnerability, patterns, and any other factors 
that relate to attack planning 


(1) Can be systematic and discreet 


(2) For the purposes of this course, discreet hostile surveillance can only be effective 
when the target is unaware that they are under surveillance. To obtain enough 


Office for Bombing Prevention
SDBP


1


 Surveillance – observation to gather information
 Hostile surveillance – observation to acquire details 


relating to factors that relate to attack planning
 Surveillance detection – self-initiated actions to identify 


surveillance being conducted on themselves or associated 
facility/event
 Counter surveillance – action by someone other than the 


target to detect surveillance of the target


Definitions
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information to inform the target analysis and patterns of behavior, the surveillant 
must remain undetected for enough time to accomplish this task.  


c. Surveillance detection: self-initiated actions taken by a person to identify surveillance 
being conducted on themselves or an associated facility/event 


d. Counter surveillance: action taken by someone other than the target to detect the 
presence of surveillance of the target 
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Media 2 


 


4. Why Do Hostiles Perform Surveillance?  


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 


____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Media 3 


 


a. Why Perform Surveillance – Al-Qaeda Manual: According to Lesson 12: Information 
Gathering (Al Qaeda 2001):  


(1) “The Organization's command needs detailed information about the enemy's vital 
establishments, whether civilian or military, in order to make safe plans, reach firm 
decisions, and avoid surprises.” 


(2) “…Thus, the individual who gathers information about a desired location should, in 
addition to drawing a diagram, describe it (the facility) and all its details.” 


 


  


Office for Bombing Prevention
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 “The Organization's command needs detailed information 
about the enemy's vital establishments, whether civilian or 
military, in order to make safe plans, reach firm decisions, 
and avoid surprises.”
 “…Thus, the individual who gathers information about a 


desired location should, in addition to drawing a diagram, 
describe it (the facility) and all its details.”


Why Perform Surveillance –
Al-Qaeda Manual
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Media 4 


 


(3)  “…The brother should draw a diagram of the area, the street, and the location which 
is the target of the information gathering.” 


(4) “He should describe its shape and characteristics.” 
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 “…The brother should draw a diagram of the area, the street, 
and the location which is the target of the information 
gathering.”
 “He should describe its shape and characteristics.”


Why Perform Surveillance –
Al-Qaeda Manual
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Media 5 


 


b. Example of Al-Qaeda Surveillance: A Case Study. (Federal Bureau of Investigation 
1998) Al-Qaeda conducted surveillance in preparation for the dual vehicle-borne 
improvised explosive device (VBIED) attacks launched against the U.S. embassy in 
Nairobi, Kenya on August 7, 1998, the eighth anniversary of the arrival of U.S. troops in 
Saudi Arabia for Desert Storm staging. The attack in Nairobi used 2,000 pounds of TNT 
in a work van that forced its way into the rear entrance of the embassy. That attack 
resulted in 213 fatalities (12 American).  


Attacks on the U.S. embassy in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania were also carried out that 
same day. The attack in Tanzania resulted in 224 fatalities (12 American) and 4,500 
injured.  


Office for Bombing Prevention
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Example of Al-Qaeda Surveillance: 
A Case Study
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Media 6 
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Example of Al-Qaeda Surveillance (cont.)
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Media 7 


 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 


____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Who Conducts Surveillance?
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Media 8 


 


5. Who Conducts Surveillance 


a. Terrorists. Terrorists are both international and domestic. 


(1) International 


(a) ISIS 


(b) Hamas 


(c) Al-Qaeda 


(d) Hezbollah 


(2) Domestic 


(a) National Alliance (white separatist political organization based in West Virginia) 


(b) Aryan Nation (far right supremacist organization) 


(c) Earth Liberation Front (ELF) 


(d) Sovereign Citizens  


(3) Researching and understanding the tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) of 
our threat groups from the national level down to the sector-specific level attack 
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Terrorists


International Domestic
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provides information on what they are looking for when they are conducting 
surveillance.  
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Media 9 


 


b. Criminals. All criminals, even those at the lowest level (e.g., pick pockets) conduct 
surveillance to assess their target’s vulnerabilities and weaknesses, the surrounding 
area, and what security is in place before they attack. 


(1) In September 2009, five robbers broke into the Apple Computer store in Marlton, NJ 
at 2:05 AM. 


(2) They broke a plate glass window with one blow from a blunt object and motioned to a 
security guard that they had a gun. 


(3) In 31 seconds, they took 31 Mac Book Pros, 14 iPhones, and 9 iPod Touches. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 


____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Criminals
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Media 10 


 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 


____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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How Do They Conduct Surveillance?
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Media 11 
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 Conceptual model 
 Demonstrates terrorist 


operational planning
 Also applies to many 


criminals


The Terrorist Attack Cycle
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Media 12 


 


6. Steps of the Terrorist Attack Cycle 


a. Step 1: Preliminary Target Selection. Several factors are considered during the 
preliminary target selection step.  


(1) Goal/objectives of the extremist/criminal 


(a) Political 


(b) Ideological 


(c) Financial 


(2) Accessibility 


(a) One must be able to gain access to the potential target. 


(b) Targets with easier access are potentially of greater interest to an attacker. 


(3) Criticality 


(a) The target is important from an economic, industrial, or social perspective. 
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(b) The larger the target’s role is in the functioning of society, the more crucial it 
potentially is. The more critical the target is, the greater interest it is to the 
attacker.  


(4) Recognizability: The attacker may be likely to pick an obvious target that is 
immediately recognizable. For example, the White House is immediately 
recognizable even to those who have never been to Washington, DC. 


(5) Symbolic value: The target holds special symbolic meaning. For example, the Statue 
of Liberty is well-known to the world and is a symbol of American freedom, so an 
attack on such a site may have symbolic value above other potential targets. 


(6) Extremist capabilities 


(a) The attacker(s) must be capable of attacking the location. 


(b) A target that is desirable may be outside the attackers’ capabilities due to 
insufficient funding, personnel, or expertise or because the chances of 
detection and failure make it too risky. 


(7) Vulnerability  


(a) Vulnerability is a function of both the target and the attackers’ capabilities. 


(b) Attackers look for the best combination of target vulnerabilities that match to 
their capabilities. 
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b. Step 2: Initial Surveillance. Initial surveillance is conducted to determine viable targets 
based on maximum impact and greatest chance for success. It may be conducted from 
one of two approaches.  


(1) The attacker is looking at security measures to identify vulnerabilities and then 
develop attack plans.  


(2) The attacker has a specific tactic in mind and looks for targets that are vulnerable to 
that tactic. 


Surveillance to gather intelligence occurs over a period of time. It usually goes on for 
weeks to months, depending on the targets. 
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(3) Singapore Case Study. (TRIPwire n.d.) In 2001, Singapore was home to 17,000 
U.S. citizens, almost 200 U.S. companies that employed about 2,000,000 local 
residents, and a regular port of call of the U.S. Navy. It had lax laws for fighting 
terrorism, making it a target-rich environment for terrorists. 
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(a) The surveillance video was made in Singapore by Al-Qaeda operatives and 
delivered to a regional leader of the extremist group Jemaah Islamiah. In the 
subsequent investigation, the original tape was recovered. Narration on the 
tape was done subsequent to the actual taping. 


(b) The video describes planning for attacks in Singapore and led to the recovery 
of further planning documentation. 


(c) The investigation in response to the video recovered a target list. Targets 
included facilities and buildings, mass transit systems, residential areas, and 
commercial and military facilities.  


1 Buses: Yishun bus stop frequented by U.S. sailors 


2 Office establishments: 


a U.S. and Israeli embassies 


b British and Australian High Commission 


3 U.S. residential areas and recreational facilities (focus on security) 


a Restaurants: McDonald’s and Kentucky Fried Chicken 


b Military: Pava Lebar Air Base (50 photos of planes) 
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c Port/shipping: Kill zone along coast for attacking U.S. ships 


d Economy/international trade: List of nearly 200 U.S. companies with 
three highlighted 


(d) The narration on the tape commented on the targets and discussed potential 
methods of attacking the target. 


1 On the footage of the bus stop, the narrator mentions the number of U.S. 
Navy sailors who frequented the location and focuses on a bicycle stand 
where they could place a bicycle with explosives attached. “There are a lot 
of bicycles here, so ours will not be suspicious. No one will even know it is 
there.”  


2 The commentator also discusses some large columns and how best to 
knock them out to cause more loss of life. “These pillars look strong. Hmm. 
It will take a lot to bring them down.” 


(e) The fact that the original tape had no sound while the second tape had 
narration dubbed in indicates the terrorists were studying the potential targets 
and subsequently dubbed in their thoughts and comments. This gives an 
indication of the detailed planning involved. 


(f) On the portion of the tape in which the U.S. Embassy is considered, the 
narrator points out the number of trucks parked along the street near the 
embassy and offers the opinion that it will be easy to bring in a truck loaded 
with explosives and position it near the embassy. When a guard looks in the 
direction of the surveillant, the commentator laughs, seeming to indicate that 
the guard is oblivious to the surveillance. Again, the camera is obviously 
concealed and held by someone with good cover, perhaps awaiting a bus or 
standing near a kiosk. 


(g) The potential attackers were aware of supposedly covert efforts by the U.S. 
and friendly governments to detect surveillance and made an attempt to study 
and pass information among themselves on the conducting of that surveillance.  


(h) After this tape was made, Al-Qaeda operatives purchased four tons of 
ammonium nitrate. The ammonium nitrate was not found. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 


____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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c. Step 3: Final Target Selection 


(1) Soft targets and public gatherings are now much more prevalent choices than hard 
targets because: 


(a) There is minimal or no access control. 


(b) There may be no security, or security may be limited (e.g., unarmed security 
personnel).  


(c) They provide a mass gathering of people. 


(d) They are high media value targets. 


(e) There are often minimal physical security measures. 


(2) Examples that meet the criteria for a soft target are: 


(a) Malls/shopping areas 


(b) Schools 


(c) Theaters 


(d) Churches 
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(e) Restaurants/clubs 


(f) Indoor and outdoor sporting events 


(g) Indoor and outdoor concerts 


(h) Public gatherings 


(i) Fairs 


(j) Farmers’ markets 
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d. Step 4: Pre-Attack Surveillance. During this step, the would-be attacker intensifies the 
surveillance on the target selected. This step repeats many of the same elements of 
Step 2: Initial Surveillance.  


(1) Pre-attack surveillance is conducted to confirm information gathered during the initial 
surveillance step, including identifying any changes from previous surveillance and 
determining if the target is still valid. 


(2) Pre-attack surveillance is necessary because time has passed.  
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(3) Gibraltar Case Study (Frantz 2002) 


(a) Three Saudis were planning an attack on American or British warships similar to 
the attack on the USS Cole. 


(b) They had integrated into the Moroccan society with well-established covers as 
an importer of fabrics and spare parts, the founder of a small employment 
agency, and a land speculator. They had married Moroccan women.  


(c) The suspects conducted surveillance from January to April 2002, traveling twice 
to Gibraltar to identify landing areas along the beach and collect information on 
NATO ship movements. 


(d) The plan was to purchase small Zodiac boats and load them with explosives to 
attack an American or British warship in the Strait of Gibraltar. They also 
planned attacks inside Morocco, including Marrakech. 


(e) In early 2002 the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) went to 
Morocco to secure the kingdom’s help in stopping future terror attacks. He had 
bits of information gained from suspects being held at Guantanamo Bay that Al-
Qaeda operatives were in Morocco and possibly planning attacks. 


(f) Within days, Moroccan intelligence agents were at Guantanamo Bay helping 
question Moroccan prisoners. They gained a sketchy portrait of a senior Al-
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Qaeda operative believed to be orchestrating a plot in Morocco. That operative 
was identified from monitored telephone conversations and e-mail messages. 


(g) They were arrested in March and May of 2002. Two of the wives were also 
arrested for transporting funds. 
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e. Terrorist Attack Cycle: Remaining Steps. The surveillance that occurs in Steps 1 and 
2 as discussed above support the remaining steps of the terrorist attack cycle. 


(1) Step 5: Planning. The attack is formulated/planned based on the surveillance data. 


(2) Step 6: Rehearsal. The attackers rehearse to refine the planning and increase the 
probability that the attack will go as planned. The rehearsal is used to confirm that 
planning assumptions are realistic. 


(3) Step 7: Execution. The attack team is deployed, and the attack is executed or 
aborted based on conditions. 


(4) Step 8: Escape and Exploitation. Attackers use pre-planned escape routes that 
have been determined during surveillance, unless the plan is to commit suicide and 
the escape route is not important. Exploiting the attack is aimed at creating a media 
sensation to further political, personal, and/or financial goals. The attacker may leave 
videos or documents behind to increase media sensation. 
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 


____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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f. Three Rings of Security. Hostile surveillance seeks to assess and exploit what the 
attacker(s) can see in all three rings of security around a facility or event, so surveillance 
detection policies must address all three rings. The hostile surveillant is only going to 
exploit what can be seen and select the target based on that knowledge. 


(1) Inner Ring (Red): Physical 


(2) Middle Ring (Orange): Procedural 


(3) Outer Ring (Yellow): Intelligence 
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(4) Inner Ring: Physical. The inner ring is designed to safeguard personnel and areas 
from espionage, sabotage, damage, and theft.  


(a) Structures that have been built to keep an area safe 


1 Security gates and controlled parking entries 


2 Entry and exit placement 


3 Lighting 


(b) Physical objects and the natural environment to reduce and manage risk 


1 Landscaping 


2 Fences 


3 Bollards 


4 Planters 


(c) CCTV 


1 Type (e.g., digital, thermal imaging) 


2 Placement (perimeter coverage) 
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(d) External intrusion detection systems designed to prevent unauthorized access 
to equipment, installations, and areas 


1 Buried line sensors 


2 Fence-associated 


3 Freestanding 


4 Video motion activated 
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(5) Middle Ring: Procedural. The middle ring encompasses the policies and 
procedures related to a facility’s/event’s security. These policies and procedures 
address a variety of things. 


(a) Access control 


1 Deliveries 


2 Access screening (use of personal identity verification for entrance into parking 
areas or buildings, identification of visitors) 


3 Managing very important people (VIPs) 


(b) Use of technological devices such as closed circuit television (CCTV) and 
external intrusion devices 


1 Tape retention time 


2 Storing of videos 


3 Responding to potential breaches of security 


(c) Functioning of security forces 


1 Gate security screening of visitors and deliveries 
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2 Monitoring existing technological devices 


3 Security rounds/random anti-terrorism measures  
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(6) Outer Ring: Intelligence. The outer ring is the intelligence security. Attackers do not 
know what the facility knows and will attempt to gather information on intelligence 
security through elicitation, solicitation, and other means such as social media and 
Internet searches. 


(a) Elicitation is questioning individuals or otherwise gaining information at a level 
beyond mere curiosity about a public or private event or particular facets of a 
facility’s or building’s purpose, operations security procedures, etc. in a manner 
that would arouse suspicion of terrorism or other criminality in a reasonable 
person. (Insititute for Intergovernmental Research 2016) 


(b) Solicitation is the act of trying to obtain by usually urgent requests or pleas. 
(Merriam-Webster 2017) 


(c) Searching social media and other indirect methods (like Internet searches) are 
also used to gain information on a target’s intelligence ring. 
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 


____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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7. Oklahoma City Bombing Case Study. (TRIPwire n.d.) On April 19, 1996, Timothy 
McVeigh and his accomplices bombed the Murrah Federal building, which resulted in 168 
deaths and more than 680 non-fatal injuries. 


a. On October 20, 1994, McVeigh and Terry Nichols conducted surveillance on the Murrah 
building prior to selecting it as a target. Their surveillance included timing of a possible 
egress route from the building to determine where McVeigh would be when the bomb 
detonated. 


b. The Murrah Federal Building was chosen because it: 


(1) Housed several Federal agencies.  


(2) Had a glass façade that made it especially vulnerable and was expected to shatter 
under the impact of the blast. 


(3) Was adjacent to a large, open parking lot across the street, which was expected to 
absorb force and protect occupants of nearby non-federal buildings. 


(4) Provided good camera angles for the media. 


(5) Had no surveillance detection in place. 


(6) There were no protective measures in place around the building since this type of 
attack was believed to be impossible to occur in the U.S. at the time. 
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c. In December of 1994, McVeigh and Michael Fortier (another accomplice) conducted a 
secondary surveillance by driving around the building twice, noting the structural integrity 
of the elevator shaft. They observed that the reinforced construction of the elevator shaft 
would keep the building from collapsing. They then drove through an alley and loitered in 
the Murrah Federal Building parking lot, looking at the building from several angles for 
approximately 20 minutes to discuss the bombing. 


d. McVeigh avoided the building during the week prior to the bombing. 
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8. Barot Bombing Plot Case Study. (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office of 
Intelligence and Analysis 2009) Dhiren Barot was a British citizen born in India in December 
1971. At age 20, he announced his conversion from Hinduism to Islam and came under the 
influence of the radical London cleric.  


He cased financial targets in the New York City and Washington, D.C. areas and developed 
highly detailed casing reports during two visits from 17 August to 14 November 2000 and 11 
March to 8 April 2001. His reports contained both written descriptions of the target facilities 
and video surveillance.  


His activities in the United States went undetected until British authorities found files on a 
laptop computer in his London garage that contained casing reports on five buildings 
housing prominent U.S. and international financial institutions. 
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 


____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________  
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a. Building Characteristics. (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office of 
Intelligence and Analysis 2009) Barot described each of the buildings he surveilled in 
detail. His descriptions included: 


(1) The interior and exterior features. 


(2) The buildings’ facades, structural supports, and parking structures. 


(3) Estimates of the height and width of building columns and their capability to 
withstand a vehicle-borne improvised explosive device (VBIED) attack. 


(4) Which buildings were close enough to the street to target with a VBIED. 


(5) Calculations of the distance between exterior columns to determine the optimal size 
of a VBIED that could be driven between them. 


(6) The potential for glass shards to injure or kill people in and around the target 
building. 


In one report, he recorded the exact number of windows and their approximate square 
footage, and he repeatedly stressed the potential destruction an attacker could cause by 
driving a VBIED through atriums and large windows. 
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b. Traffic and Pedestrian Patterns. (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office of 
Intelligence and Analysis 2009) He observed and analyzed the traffic patterns and 
pedestrian activity in the vicinity of the prospective target buildings. His observations 
included: 


(1) The number and direction of adjacent lanes and the traffic volumes at various times 
of day. 


(2) Features affecting how close to a building a vehicle could park. 


(3) Which traffic lanes were blocked and the types of vehicles that typically parked in 
lanes adjacent to a facility. 


(4) The number of people who passed by a building’s entrances, apparently to 
determine the places and times at which attacks could achieve the maximum number 
of casualties. 


(5) The flow of pedestrians in the vicinity of a targeted facility and the period of peak 
pedestrian presence. 


His observations of automobile traffic tied directly into his analysis of police and other 
responders’ ability to react to an attack. 
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c. Law Enforcement/Security Presence. (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office 
of Intelligence and Analysis 2009) He made careful observations and estimates of law 
enforcement and security presences.  


(1) Law enforcement 


(a) The location and size of police stations and their distance from the target 
facility. 


(b) The number of officers visible at each station and, in some cases, photographs 
of the station. 


(c) The level of police presence around the prospective target facility, including 
how many police cars would pass by it. 


(d) An estimate of the capability of a station to respond to an incident, based on 
the size of the station and its distance from the target facility, assuming that 
smaller or more distant stations would be less capable of responding quickly. 


(2) Security 


(a) The security staff posted inside and outside the buildings. 


(b) The location and number of external security forces and their respective roles. 
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(c) The security officers’ level of alertness. 


(d) Whether security staff were armed. 


(e) The security officer’s uniforms. 
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d. Security Cameras. (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office of Intelligence and 
Analysis 2009) Barot recorded the physical description of each camera he was able to 
identify. He noted their size and shape and assessed that physically longer cameras 
must be used for “long-range surveillance.” Barot commented that the numerous camera 
housings with opaque or black-tinted covers he observed would allow controllers to 
conceal from public view the direction in which they were pointed. 
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e. Recommended Attack Methods. (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office of 
Intelligence and Analysis 2009) Barot recommended three potential methods of attack. 


(1) VBIED parked underground. This was his preferred method. He recommended it be 
transported in a limousine or a service or delivery truck to minimize undue attention 
or suspicion by security personnel. His reports recommended parking a bomb-laden 
limousine beneath a building after gaining access by deception or by compromising 
security personnel. 


(a) He described routes that would permit a non-suicidal attack team to escape 
before the device detonated. 


(b) He cited the importance of carefully considering the structural elements of the 
building, particularly its columns. He calculated what he determined as a layman 
to be the optimal distance at which a VBIED could be parked to weaken or bring 
down the building. 


(2) Ramming. As an alternative to a VBIED, he proposed ramming a truck, such as an 
oil tanker or a medium-size panel van, through the main entrance of a target building 
with a large glass atrium. He noted that this method was especially applicable to one 
surveilled facility that had a main front entrance that did not have a raised curb to 
block a vehicle. 


(3) Arson. He suggested arson for facilities where a VBIED was unfeasible. He noted 
that most office buildings use suspended ceilings, and it would be easy to hide 
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incendiary devices. He suggested publicly accessible bathrooms on each floor as the 
best location for igniting a fire. 
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9. Summary. This module served to introduce you to an overview of hostile operations. Are
you able to:


a. Differentiate between surveillance, hostile surveillance, and surveillance detection?


b. Identify the reasons hostiles conduct surveillance?


c. Identify what groups pose a threat to U.S. citizens and facilities?
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d. Identify the tactics and vulnerabilities terrorists and criminals leverage to execute a 
bombing incident? 


e. Differentiate between elicitation and solicitation?  


f. Indicate where in the terrorist attack cycle terrorists and criminals are most likely to 
conduct surveillance? 
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N


at
ionwide SAR


Initiative


NSI
Suspicious Activity Reporting
Indicators and Behaviors


Tools for 
Analysts and 
Investigators


Behaviors   Descriptions
Defined Criminal Activity and Potential Terrorism Nexus Activity


Breach/Attempted 
Intrusion


Unauthorized personnel attempting to enter or actually entering a restricted area, secured protected site, or 
nonpublic area. Impersonation of authorized personnel (e.g., police/security officers, janitor, or other personnel).


Misrepresentation Presenting false information or misusing insignia, documents, and/or identification to misrepresent one’s affiliation as 
a means of concealing possible illegal activity.


Theft/Loss/Diversion Stealing or diverting something associated with a facility/infrastructure or secured protected site (e.g., badges, 
uniforms, identification, emergency vehicles, technology, or documents {classified or unclassified}), which are 
proprietary to the facility/infrastructure or secured protected site.


Sabotage/Tampering/
Vandalism


Damaging, manipulating, defacing, or destroying part of a facility/infrastructure or secured protected site.


Cyberattack Compromising or attempting to compromise or disrupt an organization’s information technology infrastructure.


Expressed or Implied 
Threat


Communicating a spoken or written threat to commit a crime that will result in death or bodily injury to another 
person or persons or to damage or compromise a facility/infrastructure or secured protected site.


Aviation Activity Learning to operate, or operating an aircraft, or interfering with the operation of an aircraft in a manner that poses 
a threat of harm to people or property and that would arouse suspicion of terrorism or other criminality in a 
reasonable person.  Such activity may or may not be a violation of Federal Aviation Regulations.


Potential Criminal or Non-Criminal Activities Requiring Additional Information During Vetting
Note:  When the behavior describes activities that are not inherently criminal and may be constitutionally protected, the vetting agency should 
carefully assess the information and gather as much additional information as necessary to document facts and circumstances that clearly 
support documenting the information as an ISE-SAR.


Eliciting Information Questioning individuals or otherwise soliciting information at a level beyond mere curiosity about a public or private 
event or particular facets of a facility’s or building’s purpose, operations, security procedures, etc., in a manner that 
would arouse suspicion of terrorism or other criminality in a reasonable person.


Testing or Probing of 
Security


Deliberate interactions with, or challenges to, installations, personnel, or systems that reveal physical, personnel, or 
cybersecurity capabilities in a manner that would arouse suspicion of terrorism or other criminality in a reasonable 
person.


Recruiting/Financing Providing direct financial support to operations teams and contacts or building operations teams and contacts; 
compiling personnel data, banking data, or travel data in a manner that would arouse suspicion of terrorism or other 
criminality in a reasonable person. 


Photography Taking pictures or video of persons, facilities, buildings, or infrastructure in an unusual or surreptitious manner that 
would arouse suspicion of terrorism or other criminality in a reasonable person. Examples include taking pictures 
or video of infrequently used access points, the superstructure of a bridge, personnel performing security functions 
(e.g., patrols, badge/vehicle checking), security-related equipment (e.g., perimeter fencing, security cameras), etc.


Observation/
Surveillance


Demonstrating unusual or prolonged interest in facilities, buildings, or infrastructure beyond mere casual (e.g., 
tourists) or professional (e.g., engineers) interest and in a manner that would arouse suspicion of terrorism or other 
criminality in a reasonable person.  Examples include observation through binoculars, taking notes, attempting to 
mark off or measure distances, etc. 


Materials Acquisition/
Storage


Acquisition and/or storage of unusual quantities of materials such as cell phones, pagers, radio control toy servos or 
controllers; fuel, chemicals, or toxic materials; and timers or other triggering devices, in  a manner that would arouse 
suspicion of terrorism or other criminality in a reasonable person. 


Acquisition of Expertise Attempts to obtain or conduct training or otherwise obtain knowledge or skills in security concepts, military weapons 
or tactics, or other unusual capabilities in a manner that would arouse suspicion of terrorism or other criminality in a 
reasonable person. 


Weapons Collection/
Discovery


Collection or discovery of unusual amounts or types of weapons, including explosives, chemicals, and other 
destructive materials, or evidence, detonations or other residue, wounds, or chemical burns, that would arouse 
suspicion of terrorism or other criminality in a reasonable person. 


Sector-Specific Incident Actions associated with a characteristic of unique concern to specific sectors (e.g., the public health sector), with 
regard to their personnel, facilities, systems, or functions in a manner that would arouse suspicion of terrorism or 
other criminality in a reasonable person. 


http://nsi.ncirc.gov rev. 02/16
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Number: Module 3 


Title: Vulnerability Assessment 


 INTRODUCTION 


LECTURE 2 minutes 1:20 


Media 0 


1. Purpose. This is Module 3: Vulnerability Assessment. The purpose of this module is to
provide the steps for completing a modified vulnerability assessment (VA) based on the
DHS risk management process.


2. Learning Objectives


a. Terminal Learning Objective. Given a written examination, participants will describe
the key considerations included in the vulnerability assessment as it applies to
surveillance detection according to the criteria discussed in class. (RMP-0110)


b. Enabling Learning Objectives


(1) Given a written examination, participants will identify the purpose of conducting a
vulnerability assessment as it relates to surveillance detection to achieve a minimum
score of 70%. (RMP-0110e)
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(2) Given a written examination, participants will identify the key considerations included 
in the vulnerability assessment as it applies to surveillance detection to achieve a 
minimum score of 70%. (RMP-0110f) 


(3) Given an image, participants will identify strengths and weaknesses of a facility/area 
according to the key considerations included in the vulnerability assessment 
discussed in class. (RMP-0110g) 
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BODY 


LECTURE/DISCUSSION 55 minutes  1:20 


Media 1 


 


3. Purpose of the Vulnerability Assessment. Conducting the vulnerability assessment is the 
first element of the surveillance detection plan. The vulnerability assessment is part of the 
risk management process for any facility, system, or event. 


a. Adversaries attempt to identify vulnerabilities by conducting surveillance on a facility or 
area to fill knowledge gaps regarding the physical and procedural security or to confirm 
known data to exploit those vulnerabilities and develop the best course of action to 
ensure a successful attack. 


b. Knowing your vulnerabilities helps you develop a protection strategy. 
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Media 2 


 


c. Vulnerability Assessment Approach (Department of Homeland Security Office of Risk 
Management and Analysis and Office of Policy 2011) 


(1) This course focuses on a modified vulnerability assessment as it applies to 
surveillance detection.  


(2) If you need a full in-depth vulnerability assessment of a facility or site, it will require 
additional time and resources. Work with your Protective Security Advisor (PSA) to 
complete it.  


(3) Hostile surveillants will assess an area broadly to gather information regarding 
adjacent targets, avenues of approach, etc. The facility security should assess for 
the same. 


(4) Take on the mindset of the hostile surveillant and conduct the vulnerability 
assessment from the outside looking in.  


(a) Conducting the vulnerability assessment from this standpoint allows you to 
prioritize limited resources and helps you narrow the focus to the vulnerabilities 
potentially known by the adversary. 


(5) The vulnerability assessment, as it applies to surveillance detection, is used to 
determine: 


(a) Facility vulnerabilities 
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(b) Predictable activity associated with the facility/site, which includes routines, 
people coming and going, and security rounds 
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Media 3 


 


4. Key Considerations in a Vulnerability Assessment (Ouyang 2012) 


a. Facility/Site Design. You should assess several aspects of the facility/site design. 


(1) Location 


(2) Shape 


(a) The shape of the building can affect the blast effects from an explosion. 


(3) Number of stories  


(a) The number of stories may indicate the number of people working inside. 


(4) Construction material used (concrete, steel support, fire resistant) 


(a) Concrete and steel are more likely to maintain building integrity. 


(b) The number of column supports and placement can affect the potential for 
collapse. 


(5) Opportunities for good cover and concealment 
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Key Considerations: Facility/Site Design
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Media 4 


 


(6) Types of Glass. Different types of glass have varying degrees of vulnerability. Glass 
types include thermoplastic/polycarbonate, laminated, tempered, and annealed. 


(a) Annealed is the most common type of glass used, but it is the most vulnerable. 
When broken, it adds sharp pieces of wire in the shards. 


(b) Thermoplastic/polycarbonate is the strongest, but it is very expensive. Use of this 
glass may indicate that the building was built with safety in mind. 
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Key Considerations: Types of Glass


Annealed Tempered
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Media 5 


 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Media 6 


 


b. Access Points. It is important to assess all of the access points to the facility. 


(1) Entry/exit points. Assess available entry/exit points for pedestrians, vehicles, and 
service providers (include anyone who needs to access the facility for it to operate, 
like for maintenance, repairs, or re-supply). 


(a) Underground parking/subways that are close or run under/through the site 


(b) Opportunities for good cover and concealment 


(c) Procedures used at access points 


1 Security guards controlling entry and exit  


2 Security guards armed or unarmed  


3 Vehicle searches conducted 


4 Separate entrances for employees 


5 Badge system/ID checks 
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Media 7 


 


(2) Visitor Access. Consider supervision of the entry and exit of people who are not 
part of the facility’s staff 
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Media 8 


 


(3) Minimized Areas. These areas will have security measures designed to minimize 
access/entry of unauthorized personnel through the use of procedures like the 
following: 


(a) Identification inspection 


(b) Bag inspection 


(c) Vehicle inspection 


(d) Badge identification system 
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Key Considerations: Minimized Areas
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Media 9 


 


(4) Barriers. Barriers are solid, joined, or stand-alone physical elements designed and 
placed to restrict access or improve the safety of a facility. Placement of barriers 
should consider stand-off distances. They can be natural or man-made. 


(a) Natural (e.g., creeks, waterways, cliffs) 


(b) Installed (e.g., fences, gates, bollards) 
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Key Considerations: Barriers
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Media 10 


 


(5) Uncontrolled Areas. Uncontrolled areas may provide: 


(a) Access to the building or property 


(b) Cover or concealment opportunities 


(c) Entry and exit 
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Key Considerations: Uncontrolled Areas
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Media 11 


 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
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____________________________________________________________________________
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Media 12 


 


(6) Areas of Denial. Areas of denial prohibit access of unauthorized personnel. 


(a) Hostile surveillants may park in areas with do not enter/park signs to conduct 
surveillance. 


(b) High fences, key card access gates, and physical security guards decrease the 
vulnerability of the facility, making it less desirable as a point of entry for 
attackers. 


(c) Hostile surveillants will not draw attention to themselves, so areas of denial are 
less desirable places to conduct surveillance. 
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Key Considerations: Areas of Denial
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Media 13 


 


(7) Choke Points. Entries and exits in buildings become choke points when masses of 
people are trying to get through them. They are extremely vulnerable and create 
areas of high injury/fatality potential for an attacker. Examples of significant choke 
points are arena entrances/exits and limited exits from theaters/clubs. 


(a) Clearly Marked Evacuation Routes. Evacuation routes that are clearly marked 
may also become a logical site for a secondary device. 
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Key Considerations: Choke Points
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Media 14 


 


(8) Mass Gathering Points  


(a) Mass gathering points in or near a facility or at an event create the potential for 
several vulnerabilities. 


(b) Examples of mass gathering points include transportation centers, public events, 
concerts, and stadium events. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Media 15 


 


c. Closed Circuit Television 


(1) It can have fixed or pan, tilt, zoom (PTZ) cameras.  


(2) If it goes unmonitored, it makes the facility more vulnerable. 
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Media 16 


 


d. High Speed Avenues of Approach. Be aware of paths vehicles can take to strike a 
target (e.g., people or a facility) at a high rate of speed without barriers in the way.  
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Media 17 


 


e. Bus Stops, Parking Areas, Cab Zones. These locations can be vulnerabilities for 
attack as well as possible locations for hostile surveillants to surveil and gather 
intelligence. 
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Key Considerations: Bus Stops, Parking 
Areas, Cab Zones
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Media 18 


 


f. Location of Benches and Seating. These locations can be vulnerabilities for attack as 
well as possible locations for hostile surveillants to surveil and gather intelligence. 
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Key Considerations: 
Location of Benches and Seating
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Media 19 


 


g. Location of Trash Cans. Trash cans can be used to conceal improvised explosive 
devices (IEDs) and add shrapnel to the explosion. In particular, look for trash can 
locations near places where people gather or enter or exit a facility. 
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Key Considerations: 
Location of Trash Cans
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Media 20 


 


h. Utilities/HVAC 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Key Considerations: Utilities/HVAC
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
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SUMMARY 


LECTURE  3 minutes 1:20 


Media 23 


 


5. Summary. This module introduced you to the steps involved in the vulnerability assessment 
of a facility, system, or event as it applies to surveillance detection. Are you able to: 


a. Identify the purpose of conducting a vulnerability assessment as it relates to surveillance 
detection? 


b. Identify the key considerations included in the vulnerability assessment as it applies to 
surveillance detection? 
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Modified Vulnerability  
Assessment Checklist 


Use this checklist as a reference to ensure you are making notes and observing items in every 
vulnerability assessment category.   


Facility/Site Design 


o Location  
o Shape  
o Number of stories 
o Construction material used 
o Type of glass 


Access Points 


o Entry/exit points 
o Opportunities for good cover and concealment 
o Any procedures used at access points 
o Minimized areas 
o Barriers 
o Uncontrolled areas 
o Areas of denial 
o Choke points 
o Mass gathering points 


Closed Circuit Television 


o Fixed or pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) 
o Observations on whether cameras are monitored 


Other Vulnerabilities Noted  


o High speed avenues of approach  
o Bus stops/parking areas/cab zones  
o Location of benches and seating 
o Location of trash cans  
o Utilities/Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems 
o Presence and use of security and law enforcement 
o Predictable activity associated with the facility/site 
o Hours of operation 
o Upcoming events 
o High media coverage areas 
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Number: Experiential Learning Activity (ELA) 1 


Title: Vulnerability Assessment Activity 


Purpose. The purpose of this activity is to provide an opportunity to apply the procedures for 
conducting a vulnerability assessment of a facility as it applies to surveillance detection.  


Learning Objectives 


a. Terminal Learning Objective. Given an assigned facility, participants will identify the 
vulnerabilities of that facility in accordance with the key considerations provided in class. 
(SD-0210) 


b. Enabling Learning Objectives 


(1) Given an assigned facility, participants will work as a team to communicate identified 
vulnerabilities. (SD-0210a) 


(1) Given an assigned facility, participants will draw a schematic of that facility in black 
on an easel pad. (SD-0210b) 


(2) Given an assigned facility, participants will mark the identified vulnerabilities on their 
schematic in another color. (SD0201c) 


Learning Event Description. During this learning event, you will conduct a vulnerability 
assessment on an assigned facility.  


Activity Instructions  


a. Team leaders can conduct the facility vulnerability assessment however they want (e.g., 
assign specific steps to each team member, assign team members specific areas to 
assess different categories, etc.). 


b. You can use Module 3 Handout 1: Modified Vulnerability Assessment Checklist to 
ensure you assess all categories. 


c. You can support the assessment with photographs, sketches, and drawings.  


d. You have three hours to complete the vulnerability assessment. The three hours 
includes lunch and travel time. 


e. Before going out to the field, you need to complete an open source search and 
information gathering on the target location.  


f. Upon returning to the classroom, you will draw a schematic of the facility in black on an 
easel pad and identify the vulnerabilities of your assigned facility in green. You will have 
30 minutes to complete your schematic. 


g. Select a spokesperson to report out to the class.  
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SAFETY BRIEF 


Risk Assessment: Moderate. This activity involves controlled practical application requiring 
substantial exertion. Moderate risk exists for injury to personnel or damage to equipment. 


Safety Precautions and Control Measures 


a. Physiological stressors such as exertion, heat, cold, or hydration may have significant 
effects upon some individuals. If you or a fellow participant experience adverse 
physiological effects, inform an instructor immediately. 


b. Psychological stressors may have significant effects upon some individuals. If you or a 
fellow participant experience adverse psychological effects, inform an instructor 
immediately. 


Cease Training Procedures. If at any time an instructor or participant feels that an unsafe 
condition exists during an activity, an individual may request for training to stop by contacting 
the team leader who will contact the instructor. The instructor will assess the situation. The 
instructor will not commence training until an identified unsafe situation has been resolved 
and/or appropriate control measures have been implemented to mitigate the risk. 


Participant Responsibility for Activity Safety. Along with the instructors and staff, each 
participant is also responsible for the safety of the activity.  


a. Participant Responsibility for Activity Safety 


(1) Be vigilant in your observance of safety precautions and associated control 
measures, and bring any potential concern to the attention of the nearest instructor 
or staff member as soon as observed.  


(2) If a fellow participant or a staff member needs assistance, please aid him/her to the 
best of your ability without inappropriately risking your own health and/or safety until 
designated personnel arrive.  


(3) You have the option to not participate in a training event if you feel you are physically 
or emotionally unable to perform the designated actions or skills. Immediately notify 
an instructor should you have concerns about participating in a training event.  


(4) A participant may be prohibited from participating in a training event if perceived by 
any staff member as being physically and/or cognitively impaired by drugs, alcohol, 
or other substances.  


b. Safety Takes Priority Over Activity Events  


(1) If directed by an instructor or other designated personnel to stop training, evacuate 
an area, assist a staff member or participant, etc., immediately do so to the best of 
your ability. The safety of all personnel will take priority over the training activity.  


(2) If you sense yourself or others becoming overly fatigued, dehydrated, or otherwise 
compromised to an unsafe extent, contact an instructor and mitigate the situation as 
soon as possible.  
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Inclement Weather. In the event of inclement weather, such as excessive heat or cold, 
tornadoes, thunderstorms, etc., safety protocols may determine changes in training activities 
and their locations. This practice is to ensure the safety of all participants and provide a safe 
environment to complete event objectives.  


Hazards. Due to the unique training environment, there may be a wide array of walking/working 
surfaces and hazards. All participants must be aware of hazards that may cause slips, trips, 
falls, collisions, etc. within the training area. Any participant identifying a hazard requiring 
mitigation should notify an instructor. 


Participant Behavior. Aggressive behavior will not be tolerated during the event. Examples of 
aggressive behavior may include hostile communications, excessive use of force, or 
inappropriate use of response equipment. 


Additional rules for the activity are included in the Threat Portfolio Briefing. These include: 


a. Never enter your assigned facility through illegal or deceptive means. 


b. Conduct all activities within the public areas of the facility only, and do not disrupt 
operations at the facility. 


c. Do not engage or otherwise alert potential hostile surveillants to surveillance detection 
(SD) efforts in area unless presented with exigent circumstances (disrupt an attack, 
prevent loss of life, etc.). 


d. Do not overtly engage or otherwise communicate with contracted security personnel, 
employees, law enforcement officers (LEOs), or other SD team members (unless it is 
part of your cover). 


e. If you experience any emergency (medical or criminal), contact 911, then contact the 
instructor. 


f. Follow established agency/department policy if you encounter illegal activity. 
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Number: Module 4  


Title: Hostile Surveillance Requirements  


 
 INTRODUCTION  


LECTURE 2 minutes 1:20 


Media 0  


 


1. Purpose. This is Module 4: Hostile Surveillance Requirements. The purpose of this module 
is to introduce the requirements for hostile surveillance including the Red Zone and hostile 
surveillance positions.  


2. Learning Objectives 


a. Terminal Learning Objective. Given a written examination, participants will describe 
the three major requirements for hostile surveillance of a facility according to the 
guidelines provided in class. (SD-0110) 


b. Enabling Learning Objectives 


(1) Given a written examination, participants will describe the Red Zone of a facility to 
achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-0110a) 
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(2) Given a written examination, participants will define hostile surveillance positions to 
achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-0110b) 


(3) Given a written examination, participants will describe the requirements for adequate 
cover and concealment to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-0110c) 


(4) Given a written examination, participants will describe the parameters for logical 
entry and exit to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-0110d) 
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BODY 


LECTURE/DISCUSSION 40 minutes  1:20 


Media 1 


 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Vulnerability Assessment Review
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Media 2 


  


3. Hostile Surveillance Requirements. To gain knowledge regarding a target, the hostile 
surveillant requires: 


a. View of the target, specifically the target’s vulnerabilities. 


b. Cover and concealment to blend into the surroundings. 


c. Logical entry/exit to enter the area safely and leave with the collected information. 
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Media 3 


 


4. View of the Target. The hostile surveillant needs an unobstructed, line-of-sight view of the 
target’s vulnerabilities from his/her surveillance position to collect information. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Media 4 


 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
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Media 5 


 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
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Media 6 
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View of the Vulnerability
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Media 7 


 


a. View of the Target: Red Zone. The Red Zone is the bottom level of the surveillance 
detection pyramid: Location. The Red Zone is defined as anywhere you can see the 
target. 
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View of the Target: Red Zone


LOCATION
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Media 8 
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Determining the Red Zone
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Media 9 


 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
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____________________________________________________________________________
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Determining the Red Zone (cont.)
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Media 10 


 


b. Assessment of the Red Zone. The assessment of the Red Zone goes from a broad 
assessment to a more narrow assessment, based on the view of the target vulnerability. 


Each vulnerability at a facility has its own red zone.  


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Determining the Red Zone (cont.)
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Media 11 
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Determining the Red Zone (cont.)
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Media 12 


 


c. Hostile Surveillance Positions (HSPs). There are only certain places that make sense 
to view the target’s vulnerabilities. Therefore, HSPs are specific locations, usually 
providing cover and/or concealment, which can be used to perform surveillance on the 
target’s vulnerabilities, avenues of approach, and nearby activities that may aid in 
planning/carrying out an attack. 


(1) HSPs are narrowed by identifying the target’s vulnerabilities. 


(2) HSPs are points within the Red Zone that provide a clear line of sight to the target’s 
vulnerability. If the view is blocked, there are fewer positions available to surveil the 
vulnerability. 


(3) HSPs must also support a cover story, both the type of cover and the time needed to 
support the cover story. 


Determining HSPs is the second element of the surveillance detection plan. 
 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Hostile Surveillance Positions (HSPs)


HSPs
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Media 13 


 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Media 14 


 


5. Cover and Concealment. Once the HSP is identified, the surveillant needs to remain 
undetected to conduct effective surveillance. The hostile surveillant must be able to blend 
into the surroundings. 


a. Cover means to conceal something illicit from notice. The cover needs to be accurate, 
thorough, and believable for the position the surveillant assumes. Good cover is 
researched by the surveillant to blend into the surroundings and not stand out.  


b. The hostile surveillant needs cover for action. Cover for action means establishing a 
plausible reason for being or doing something in a particular location and for remaining 
in that place for extended periods of time. 
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Cover and Concealment
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6. Logical Entry and Exit. The reason for entering/exiting a facility should be logical and not 
draw attention. The surveillant needs to blend into the crowd and enter and exit through 
authorized areas. It should not require any kind of secretive action. It also needs to align 
with the surveillant’s cover. This may include unmonitored entry and exits, such as a subway 
or train station. 


The logical entry and exits should be documented in the surveillance detection plan since 
they are not going to change. 
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Logical Entry and Exit
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Media 16 


 


7. HSP Matrix. The HSP matrix is a tool that should be a part of all surveillance detection 
plans. The purpose of the matrix is to keep information on potential hostile surveillance all in 
one place. This provides a summary of the history of various HSPs for all the members of 
the surveillance detection team to reference and analyze. Relevant observed activity and 
information should be added to the matrix during each surveillance detection shift. Ongoing 
surveillance based on repeated entries may help to determine if a surveillant may be part of 
a cell of attackers or is a lone wolf, or it may help to identify the primary vulnerability of a 
target. The matrix can also serve as a training resource for new personnel, as it provides a 
road map of where the HSPs are located and what has transpired in the past. This allows 
new personnel to acclimate much quicker. 


The HSP matrix should include: 


a. HSP number and location of HSP. Each location should be given a number. The 
locations in relationship to given vulnerabilities and numbers need to be identified in the 
surveillance detection plan so new people know where they are.  


b. Vulnerability being viewed. Describe the vulnerability that can be viewed. Examples 
include gates, service entrances, or a main entrance. 


c. Normal activity. Record activities that are normal for that location. For example, if a 
restaurant, record how long people normally stay and eat  


d. Normal duration. Record how long people normally stay in that location. For example if 
a restaurant, a normal duration is probably an hour to an hour and 15 minutes.  


Office for Bombing Prevention
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Hostile Surveillance Position Matrix
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e. Dates/Times HSP is available. Record the normal hours of operations of the 
vulnerability. For example, a restaurant may only be open from 11:00 AM to 10:00 PM.  
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SUMMARY 


LECTURE  3 minutes 1:20 


Media 17  


 


8. Summary. This module served to introduce you to the requirements for hostile surveillance. 
Are you able to: 


a. Describe the Red Zone of a facility? 


b. Define HSPs? 


c. Describe the requirements for adequate cover and concealment? 


d. Describe the parameters for logical entry and exit? 
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Are you able to:
 Describe the Red Zone of a facility?
 Define HSPs?
 Describe the requirements for adequate cover and 


concealment?
 Describe the parameters for logical entry and exit?


Summary
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Hostile Surveillance  
Position Matrix 


Use this matrix to document descriptions of hostile surveillance positions. 


HSP# Location of HSP 
Vulnerability Being 


Viewed 
Normal Activity Normal Duration 


Date/Times HSP  
is Available 
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HSP# Location of HSP 
Vulnerability Being 


Viewed 
Normal Activity Normal Duration 


Date/Times HSP  
is Available 
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Number: Module 5 


Title: Surveillance Detection Requirements and Fundamentals 


 
 INTRODUCTION  


LECTURE 2 minutes 1:20 


Media 0  


 


1. Purpose. This is Module 5: Surveillance Detection Requirements and Fundamentals. The 
purpose of this module is to provide an overview of methods for detecting hostile 
surveillance, including identifying surveillance detection points and correlating behavioral 
indicators.  


2. Learning Objectives 


a. Terminal Learning Objective. Given a written examination, participants will describe 
the fundamentals of surveillance detection for bombing prevention according to the 
guidelines provided in class. (SD-0120) 


b. Enabling Learning Objectives 


(1) Given a written examination, participants will describe how to identify surveillance 
detection points to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-0120a) 
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(2) Given a written examination, participants will identify the levels of the surveillance 
detection pyramid to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-0120b) 


(3) Given a written examination, participants will describe the parameters for correlation 
to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-0120c) 


(4) Given a written examination, participants will identify actions to take to interrupt 
hostile surveillance to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-0120d) 
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BODY 


LECTURE/DISCUSSION 1 hour, 40 minutes  1:20 


Media 1 


 


3. Surveillance Detection Points. Previous modules covered the vulnerability assessment 
and identification of hostile surveillance positions (HSPs), the first two elements of a 
surveillance detection plan. Surveillance detection points are the third element of the 
surveillance detection plan and the focus of this module. 


Surveillance detection points are where you need to be to observe and detect hostile 
surveillance indicators. 


They provide cover and concealment to look for abnormalities. 
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 Third element of the SD Plan
 Definition: 
 Locations used to observe and detect possible HSPs


 Characteristics
 Provide cover/concealment


Surveillance Detection Points
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Media 2 


 


a. Requirements of Surveillance Detection Points. Surveillance detection points are 
determined by standing in the HSPs. For the surveillance detection point to be effective, 
it must provide: 


(1) A maintainable unobstructed line of sight view of the HSP. 


(a) Do not need to see the vulnerability. 


(b) Best positions are behind or to the side of the HSP. 


(c) Try not to be in the red zone. If you must, you need to have good cover. 


(2) Cover and/or concealment to allow observation of the HSP. 


(a) Dress to blend in with the environment and support your cover for action. 


(b) Avoid military/law enforcement mannerisms (the way you walk, where you stand, 
where you are facing, where you park your vehicle, etc.). 


(c) Learn from other team members what works well and their lessons learned. 


(3) Logical entry and exit (likely the same as the HSPs). They should: 


(a) Not draw attention to you being there. 
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 View of the Hostile Surveillance Positions
 View of vulnerability is not needed


 Cover and concealment
 Ability to blend into surroundings


 Logical entry/exit
 Ability to enter the area safely and leave with the collected 


information


Requirements of 
Surveillance Detection Points
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(b) Never require secretive action. 


(c) Be in alignment with your cover. 


Surveillance detection is most effective when it is integrated into all three rings of 
security and you are aware of where the hostile surveillant needs to be. 
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Media 3 


 


b. View of HSPs. Before you can determine what is abnormal, you must develop a 
baseline of what is normal. Determining a normal baseline is the basis by which all 
surveillance detection is conducted. 


(1) Baseline is what is normal for that area. 


(2) Baselines are different for different areas. 
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Establish a BASELINE!


Learn what is normal in your surroundings so you can 
ascertain what is not normal. 


View of HSPs
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Media 4 


 


4. Correlation. Correlation is the middle level of the surveillance detection pyramid. 
Correlation is defined as the mutual relationship of two or more things. In this case, we are 
referencing the relationship between the hostile surveillant and the target. Using the bottom 
two levels of the pyramid, you can identify unusual or suspicious activity. 
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Correlation


LOCATION


CORRELATION
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a. Correlation Examples 


(1) Repeated sightings of individuals correlating with the facility or vulnerability 


(2) Repeated sightings of individuals correlating with different facilities/vulnerabilities 


(3) Suspicious/correlative activity within the HSPs reported during heavy activity, 
deliveries, event preparation, VIP arrivals, or service calls 


(4) Photographing things that would not normally be photographed 


(5) Multiple passes in front of or near the target 


(6) Loitering (particularly in the HSPs) 


(7) Excessive attention to the target (abnormal focus) 
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 Multiple passes in front 
of or near target


 Repeated sightings 
correlating to the 
vulnerabilities


 Unusual photography


 Loitering 
 Excessive attention 


(abnormal focus) 
 Increased attention 


during activity of target


Correlation Examples
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b. Correlation: Example 1 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Correlation: Example 1
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Correlation: Example 1 (cont.)
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c. Correlation: Example 2 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Correlation: Example 2
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d. Correlation: Example 3 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Correlation: Example 3
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Media 10 


 


e. Correlation: Example 4 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Correlation: Example 4
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Media 11 


 


f. Correlation and Further Investigation. Correlating actions should prompt further 
observation. Further observation will either confirm the individual is conducting hostile 
surveillance or the individual is innocent. Innocent people initially suspected of 
suspicious activity and later ruled out are known as “ghosts.” 
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 Correlating actions should prompt further observation
 Confirm hostile surveillance
 Identify “ghosts”


Correlation and Further Observation
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Media 12 


 


5. Mistakes. Many mistakes involve activities inconsistent with the cover. Examples: 


a. Suspicious behavior with cell phone or camera 


b. Pace of movement out of the norm for the area 


c. Appearing uncomfortable 


d. Departing the area immediately after an event 


e. Parking in a prohibited area 


f. Occupied vehicle parked in the same spot for prolonged periods 


g. Moving a vehicle to get a better view 


h. Parking and not getting out of the vehicle 


i. Adjusting vehicle mirrors after parking 


j. Altered or obstructed license plates 


k. Broken-down vehicle in key observation points 


It takes identifying the mistake to confirm hostile surveillance.  
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Mistakes


LOCATION


CORRELATION


MISTAKES
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l. Profile versus Signature. Most mistakes are the result of poor or failed cover when 
what they look like (profile) does not match what they are doing (signature).  
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 Most mistakes are a result of poor or failed cover 


Profile versus Signature


Profile
(What they look like)


vs. 
Signature


(What they are doing)
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 Examples


Profile versus Signature (cont.) 
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m. Other Mistakes 
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 Suspicious behavior with cell phone or camera
 Pace of movement
 Appearing uncomfortable
 Departing area immediately after an event


Other Mistakes
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Media 16 


 


n. Identifying Mistakes: Example 1 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Identifying Mistakes: Example 1
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o. Identifying Mistakes: Example 2  


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Identifying Mistakes: Example 2
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Identifying Mistakes: Example 2 (cont.)
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d. Identifying Mistakes: Example 3 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Identifying Mistakes: Example 3
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e. Identifying Mistakes: Example 4 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Identifying Mistakes: Example 4
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f. Identifying Mistakes: Fountain Place Case Study (TRIPwire n.d.) 


(1) Hosam Maher Husein Smadi was a Jordanian national in the U.S. illegally 
overstaying his 2007 student visa. He came to the U.S. for the specific purpose of 
committing Jihad. 


(2) In June 2009, Hosam Maher Husein Smadi met with an undercover FBI agent, telling 
him that he wanted to target the buildings belonging to the biggest credit card 
companies to shake the weak economy. 


(3) He explained he intended to “…enter the building prior…to see how the security is, 
how they search…what type of security…so if a bomb is planted, for instance, in the 
car; timed or to detonate remotely…[could result in]…a very fast operation, smart, 
and decisive.” 


(4) During the same meeting, Smadi used a computer to identify possible targets. Smadi 
and the undercover FBI agent then conducted visual surveillance on the National 
Guard Armory and the airport. 


(5) On May 22, 2009, Smadi was observed, photographed, and reported conducting pre-
operational surveillance by participants and instructors attending a DHS Surveillance 
Detection Course by correlating his actions with his location. He stopped in a place 
where people do not normally stop (walkway), taking pictures, and did not have a 
good cover story. 
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Identifying Mistakes: Fountain Place 
Case Study
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(6) In July 2009, Smadi and the undercover FBI agent conducted physical surveillance 
and reconnaissance of the Fountain Place office tower in downtown Dallas. Smadi 
entered the building and conducted individual reconnaissance. 


(7) When he returned, he told the undercover agent about a restroom on the basement 
level that had a locking door and drop ceiling, which could be accessed by standing 
on the toilet. 
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Media 22 


 


(8) In September 2009, Smadi and the undercover agent drove to the location of the 
bombing. After inspecting the VBIED, Smadi conducted surveillance on the target 
location one last time. He then drove the VBIED through downtown Dallas and 
parked it in the garage directly beneath the Fountain Place building. 


(9) He was arrested on 24 September 2009 and sentenced to 24 years in prison. 
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Identifying Mistakes: Fountain Place 
Case Study (cont.)
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6. Surveillance Detection Strategies. Surveillance detection strategies are methods 
employed to disable a hostile’s ability to surveil from an HSP by changing the environment 
and adjusting security. 
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 CCTV 
 Additional or repositioning


 Landscaping 
 Adding bushes and trees to block view of vulnerabilities


 Repositioning benches
 Employee awareness training
 Signs
 Neighborhood Watch, security companies


Surveillance Detection Strategies
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Media 24 


 


7. Surveillance Detection Drivers. Surveillance detections drivers are methods and/or 
actions that can be used to drive out behaviors. 


a. Operation Hercules. Operation Hercules are elite, heavily armed, semi-tactical police 
units that appear without warning and unscheduled. There are units in London and New 
York City. 


b. Joint Improvised-Threat Defeat Organization (JIDO). JIDO teams are military combat 
units under the Department of Defense. 


c. Increased security presence. Increasing security presence may involve adding 
additional security, use of random anti-terrorism measures by altering schedules, and/or 
sending a uniformed presence if correlation is noted. 


d. Emergency preparedness drills. These drills prepare both response teams and 
civilians to respond to various emergencies. 


e. Show of force. Show of force involves using additional armed security or law 
enforcement at various locations or events. 


f. Community/area relations. Educate the public on what to observe and what to report in 
terms of suspicious behavior. 


g. Engage in conversation or interview. Using elicitation/solicitation to determine 
truthfulness. Ask questions. Cover stories are typically only one or two levels deep. 
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 Operation Hercules
 Joint Improvised-Threat Defeat Organization (JIDO)
 Increased security presence
 Emergency preparedness drills
 Show of force
 Community/area relations
 Engage in conversation or interview


Surveillance Detection Drivers
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When you ask more questions, it can reveal inconsistencies or missing links in the cover 
story. 
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8. Surveillance Detection Activity Matrix. The surveillance detection activity matrix is a tool 
that should be a part of all surveillance detection plans. Its purpose is to keep all observed 
potential hostile surveillance in one place. This provides a summary of the history of activity 
at and around a vulnerability for all members of the surveillance detection team to reference 
and analyze.  


Each surveillance detection team should add relevant information as they note it. Each 
addition provides more information for analysis of ongoing potential hostile surveillance 
activity. This practice can help identify different surveillants, which may indicate a cell of 
attackers rather than a lone attacker. It may serve to identify changing potential 
vulnerabilities or the primary vulnerable area based on repeat visits by hostile surveillants. 


It also serves as a resource for personnel conducting surveillance detection of the area for 
the first time by providing a history of what has transpired in the past. 


The SD matrix should include: 


a. Surveillant Physical Description. Describe the physical characteristics in detail. 
Include how he/she was dressed. 


b. Actions/Behavior. Describe what the person was doing, such as eating, reading, on a 
computer, on the phone, and/or taking pictures. 


c. Location. Describe where the surveillant was located. For example, the person seated 
on a park bench, in a coffee shop, in a phone booth, or in a vehicle. 
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Surveillance Detection Activity Matrix
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d. HSP/View of Vulnerability. Record the view of the vulnerability identified by the HSP 
number.  


e. Date/Time of Day. Recording the dates and times is important for correlating future 
sightings.  


f. Duration. Record how long the surveillant was in the HSP. 
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SUMMARY 


LECTURE 3 minutes  1:20 


Media 26 


 


9. Summary. This module served to introduce you to the requirements for hostile surveillance. 
Are you able to: 


a. Describe how to identify surveillance detection points? 


b. Identify the levels of the surveillance detection pyramid? 


c. Describe the parameters for correlation? 


d. Identify actions to take to interrupt hostile surveillance? 
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Are you able to:
 Describe how to identify surveillance detection points?
 Identify the levels of the surveillance detection pyramid?
 Describe the parameters for correlation?
 Identify actions to take to interrupt hostile surveillance?


Summary
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Surveillance Detection  
Activity Matrix 


Use this matrix to document descriptions and activities of suspected surveillants. 


# Surveillant Physical Description Actions/Behavior Location 
HSP/ 


View of Vulnerability 
Date/Time 


of Day 
Duration 


1 


      


2 


      


3 


      


4 
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# Surveillant Physical Description Actions/Behavior Location 
HSP/ 


View of Vulnerability 
Date/Time 


of Day 
Duration 


5 


      


6 


      


7 


      


8 


      


9 


      


10 
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Number: Experiential Learning Activity (ELA) 2 


Title: Detection Fundamentals Activity 


Purpose. The purpose of this activity is to provide an opportunity to identify hostile surveillance 
positions (HSPs) based on determining the Red Zone of a given facility, surveillance detection 
points (SDPs) based on identified hostile surveillance positions, and analyze the profile versus 
signature of two observed individuals. 


Learning Objectives 


a. Terminal Learning Objective. Given an assigned facility, participants will identify the 
locations of HSPs and SDPs based on the vulnerabilities identified in Experiential 
Learning Activity 1: Vulnerability Assessment Activity. (SD-0220) 


b. Enabling Learning Objectives 


(1) Given a facility, participants will determine the hostile surveillance positions based on 
the Red Zone in accordance with the parameters presented in class. (SD-0220a) 


(2) Using the identified hostile surveillance positions of a given facility, participants will 
determine appropriate surveillance detection points in accordance with the 
parameters presented in class. (SD-0220b) 


(3) Participants will describe to classmates the profile and signature of two individuals 
observed while identifying the hostile surveillance positions and surveillance 
detection points. (SD-0220c) 


Learning Event Description. During this learning event, your teams will return to your 
assigned facility and identify the HSPs and SDPs for the vulnerabilities you identified in the ELA 
1: Vulnerability Assessment Activity.  


Activity Instructions 


a. You will remain in the same teams as the previous ELA. You can elect a new team 
leader or keep the same team leader from the first activity. 


b. Team leaders can conduct the identification of the HSPs and SDPs however they want 
(e.g., assign specific tasks to each team member or assign specific areas to members to 
assess for both the HSPs and SDPs). 


c. You are to go and sit in the identified HSPs. From these locations, you can test out 
location viability and the duration a hostile would stay at that location. Also from the 
HSP, you can identify your SDPs. 


d. After you have identified your SDPs by sitting in the HSPs, you should go sit in those 
SDPs and again test out location viability and duration, but now from the “good guy” 
perspective. 
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e. You will need to select two random individuals to observe during the activity and 
determine their profile versus signature (i.e., determine if their actions support their 
appearance). 


f. You have three hours to complete the activity. The three hours includes lunch and travel 
time. 


g. Upon returning to the classroom, you will add the HSPs of your assigned facility in red 
marker and the SDPs of your assigned facility in blue marker to your schematics. Your 
will also complete a Module 4 Handout 1: HSP Matrix for your identified HSPs. Your will 
have 20 minutes to update your schematic. 


h. You also need to complete the HSP matrix for each of your HSPs as well as mark them 
on their schematic. 


(1) Select a spokesperson to report out to the class.  


(2) Tell participants you will then conduct a debrief of the activity. 


(3) Your responsibility for activity safety is the same as the first activity. 
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SAFETY BRIEF 


Risk Assessment: Moderate. This activity involves controlled practical application requiring 
substantial exertion. Moderate risk exists for injury to personnel or damage to equipment. 


Safety Precautions and Control Measures 


a. Physiological stressors such as exertion, heat, cold, or hydration may have significant 
effects upon some individuals. If you or a fellow participant experience adverse 
physiological effects, inform an instructor immediately. 


b. Psychological stressors may have significant effects upon some individuals. If you or a 
fellow participant experience adverse psychological effects, inform an instructor 
immediately. 


Cease Training Procedures. If at any time an instructor or participant feels that an unsafe 
condition exists during an activity, an individual may request for training to stop by contacting 
the team leader who will contact the instructor. The instructor will assess the situation. The 
instructor will not commence training until an identified unsafe situation has been resolved 
and/or appropriate control measures have been implemented to mitigate the risk. 


Participant Responsibility for Activity Safety. Along with the instructors and staff, each 
participant is also responsible for the safety of the activity.  


a. Participant Responsibility for Activity Safety 


(1) Be vigilant in your observance of safety precautions and associated control 
measures, and bring any potential concern to the attention of the nearest instructor 
or staff member as soon as observed.  


(2) If a fellow participant or a staff member needs assistance, please aid him/her to the 
best of your ability without inappropriately risking your own health and/or safety until 
designated personnel arrive.  


(3) You have the option to not participate in a training event if you feel you are physically 
or emotionally unable to perform the designated actions or skills. Immediately notify 
an instructor should you have concerns about participating in a training event.  


(4) A participant may be prohibited from participating in a training event if perceived by 
any staff member as being physically and/or cognitively impaired by drugs, alcohol, 
or other substances.  


b. Safety Takes Priority Over Activity Events  


(1) If directed by an instructor or other designated personnel to stop training, evacuate 
an area, assist a staff member or participant, etc., immediately do so to the best of 
your ability. The safety of all personnel will take priority over the training activity.  


(2) If you sense yourself or others becoming overly fatigued, dehydrated, or otherwise 
compromised to an unsafe extent, contact an instructor and mitigate the situation as 
soon as possible.  
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Inclement Weather. In the event of inclement weather, such as excessive heat or cold, 
tornadoes, thunderstorms, etc., safety protocols may determine changes in training activities 
and their locations. This practice is to ensure the safety of all participants and provide a safe 
environment to complete event objectives.  


Hazards. Due to the unique training environment, there may be a wide array of walking/working 
surfaces and hazards. All participants must be aware of hazards that may cause slips, trips, 
falls, collisions, etc. within the training area. Any participant identifying a hazard requiring 
mitigation should notify an instructor. 


Participant Behavior. Aggressive behavior will not be tolerated during the event. Examples of 
aggressive behavior may include hostile communications, excessive use of force, or 
inappropriate use of response equipment. 


Additional rules for the activity are included in the Threat Portfolio Briefing. These include: 


a. Never enter your assigned facility through illegal or deceptive means. 


b. Conduct all activities within the public areas of the facility only, and do not disrupt 
operations at the facility. 


c. Do not engage or otherwise alert potential hostile surveillants to surveillance detection 
(SD) efforts in area unless presented with exigent circumstances (disrupt an attack, 
prevent loss of life, etc.). 


d. Do not overtly engage or otherwise communicate with contracted security personnel, 
employees, law enforcement officers (LEOs), or other SD team members (unless it is 
part of your cover). 


e. If you experience any emergency (medical or criminal), contact 911, then contact the 
instructor. 


f. Follow established agency/department policy if you encounter illegal activity. 
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Number: Module 6 


Title: Reporting and Response 


 
 INTRODUCTION  


LECTURE 2 minutes 1:20 


Media 0  


 


1. Purpose. This is Module 6: Reporting and Response. The purpose of this module is to 
provide an overview of the final two elements of the surveillance detection plan. This module 
has an activity to allow you to practice your description skills.  


2. Learning Objectives 


a. Terminal Learning Objective. Given a written examination, participants will describe 
what is included in the reporting and response elements of the surveillance detection 
plan. (SD-0130) 


b. Enabling Learning Objectives 


(1) Given a written examination, participants will differentiate between general and 
distinguishing individual physical characteristics to achieve a minimum score of 70%. 
(BEH-0201e) 
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(2) Given an image, participants will document a description of an individual so someone 
who did not observe the individual will be able to identify him/her out of a compilation 
of similar people. (SD-0130a) 


(3) Given a written examination, participants will describe the parameters to document 
when describing a suspicious vehicle to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-
0130b) 


(4) Given a written examination, participants will describe the purpose of the response 
element of the surveillance detection plan to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-
0130c) 
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BODY 


LECTURE/DISCUSSION 10 minutes  1:20 


Media 1 


 


3. Surveillance Detection Operations. Surveillance detection operations are identified in the 
written surveillance detection plan. 


a. Elements of the surveillance detection plan. The five elements of the plan are noted 
below. Previous modules covered the first three elements of the surveillance detection 
plan. In this module, the focus is on reporting and response, starting with reporting. 


(1) Vulnerability assessment of the facility or site  


(2) Identification of the Red Zone and HSPs within the Red Zone  


(3) Identification of the surveillance detection points  


(4) Reporting  


(5) Response 
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Media 2 


 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Media 3 


 


4. Describing Physical Characteristics (iluEnglish n.d.) 


a. General characteristics 


(1) Gender 


(2) Race  


(3) Age 


(4) Build (i.e., body type) 


(5) Height 


(6) Weight 


(7) Complexion 
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Media 4 


 


b. Distinguishing Characteristics. Some of the characteristics noted on the slide are 
expanded upon below. 


(1) Facial features 


(a) Forehead height. This includes receding hairline or balding, which might be 
covered with a wig.  


(b) Cheeks/chin. Dimples and/or cleft chin are not easily altered.  


(c) Lip size and shape 


(d) Brow. The brow, especially when a person makes certain facial expressions, is 
impossible to change without theater-level makeup. 


(2) Teeth. Although a person’s teeth cannot be easily changed, teeth can be changed 
using props. 


(3) Ear size and shape  


(4) Scars and tattoos. These can be hidden or temporary ones can be added.  


(5) Body piercings. Piercings can be added or removed. However, if removed, some 
leave distinct holes. 
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(6) Skin texture. Skin texture such as pores, pockmarks, acne, birthmarks, or moles can 
be covered with makeup, but makeup may not cover it effectively. 


(7) Race. Race cannot be changed, but skin color/tone can be altered to a degree. 


(8) Age. Age appearance is not easily or effectively changed. Changing how old or 
young someone appears requires either theater makeup or surgery. 
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c. Other Considerations 


(1) Accessories 


(a) Watch 


(b) Wedding ring 


(c) Other jewelry 


(d) Bags/Briefcases 


(e) Head gear 


(f) Glasses/sunglasses. 


(g) Canes/Seeing Eye stick, wheelchair 


(2) Clothing: It is important not to use clothing in the description of an individual, since it 
is easily changed. 
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ACTIVITY 20 minutes  1:20 


Media 6 


 


5. Describing Physical Characteristics Activity 
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LECTURE/DISCUSSION 25 minutes  1:20 


Media 14 


 


6. Documenting Vehicle Descriptions. Documenting vehicle characteristics helps analyze 
recurrent appearances for both your team and other surveillance teams. Characteristics to 
document include: 


a. Make and model. 


b. Year. 


c. Body type. 


d. Color. 


e. Marks (dents, scratches, etc.). 


f. License plate (State, number, and expiration date). 
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Media 15 


 


7. Factors Affecting Observation Skills. Several factors can affect the accuracy of 
observation skills. (Sommer 2004) 


a. Time. Both time on shift and time of day can affect the accuracy of an observation. If you 
have been on shift for a prolonged period with no activity, boredom can set in. The mind 
can wander off the primary task. Time of day can also be a factor. Where the sun is in 
relationship to the HSP you are surveilling can affect the ability to see clearly. 


b. Physiological factors. Physiological factors include everything from vision, hearing 
ability, and chronic medical problems to simply being really hungry or tired. These 
factors can alter focus and affect the accuracy of observations. 


c. Psychological factors. Psychological factors include stress or worry about a personal 
or family matter. Prolonged periods of observation, as noted above, can result in the 
mind “drifting,” resulting in inaccurate observations. Intrusions from outside stimuli can 
also distract the observer and alter the accuracy of observations. 


d. Location/position. The clarity of the view of the HSP or suspicious behavior has a 
significant effect on how much an observer sees versus how much is inferred by what is 
seen. 


e. Weather. Rain, fog, snow, or any type of inclement weather affects the ability to see 
what is happening. Heat or cold can also be a physiological factor on the observer that 
results in distracted observations.  
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f. Light conditions. As stated above, sun position during daylight hours and the location 
of night lighting affect the ability to accurately see actions and movement. 


g. Behavioral/cultural filters. Other cultures may have ingrained mannerisms that seem 
odd compared to your own. You need to distinguish odd/suspicious behavior from that 
which is culturally based.  
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8. Communication Plan. Communication is critical. Communications are both covert and 
sensitive, so everyone must understand the plan before leaving on shift.  


The communication plan must be written and included in the surveillance detection plan. 
The communication plan should address the: 


a. Method of communication (cell phone, radio, etc.). 


b. Communication procedures, including radio discipline and the discreet use of cell 
phones. 


c. Communication security procedures that ensure surveillance detection activity is 
protected from unauthorized individuals or groups. 
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Media 17 


 


9. Response. Policies and procedures related to responding to various situations are included 
in the response element of the surveillance detection plan. This is the fifth and final element 
of the plan. 


a. There are a variety of situations that should be addressed including: 


(1) Medical emergencies. Define how to exit if you are ill; who to contact for your 
partner; how to respond to non-life threatening problems versus life threatening 
problems with you, your partner, or an innocent bystander you observe. 


(2) Crime in progress. This includes whether to break your cover or not. Establish a 
threshold prior to operations for when to respond to a crime that is not connected to 
surveillance operations. 


(3) Detained by law enforcement. Immediately show your identification, which might 
compromise you to a hostile, or have them take you and show your identification 
when you are alone. 
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Media 18 


 


(4) Surveillance activity: Detain the surveillant or continue observation 


(5) Surveillance detection operations compromised 


b. There is no set way to respond. Each response is incident specific and based on the 
agency’s policies and standard operating procedures.  


c. The appropriate response to an incident should always be determined from a public 
safety and security personnel perspective. Surveillance detection personnel should 
always strive to maintain their cover by not engaging with the target. 
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SUMMARY 


LECTURE  3 minutes 1:20 


Media 19  


 


10. Summary. This module served to introduce you to the requirements for hostile surveillance. 
Are you able to: 


a. Identify what should be included in the reporting section of a surveillance detection plan? 


b. Differentiate between individual physical characteristics that can and cannot be easily 
changed? 


c. Describe the parameters to document when describing a suspicious vehicle? 


d. Describe the purpose of the response element of the surveillance detection plan? 
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Are you able to:
 Identify what should be included in the reporting section of a 


surveillance detection plan?
 Differentiate between individual physical characteristics that 


can and cannot be easily changed?
 Describe the parameters to document when describing a 


suspicious vehicle?
 Describe the purpose of the response element of the 


surveillance detection plan?


Summary
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Number: Module 7 


Title: Compromise and Deployment  


 INTRODUCTION  


LECTURE 2 minutes 1:20 


Media 0  


 


1. Purpose. This is Module 7: Compromise and Deployment. The purpose of this module is to 
provide an overview of operational security considerations and responses to being 
compromised during surveillance detection efforts.  


2. Learning Objective(s) 


a. Terminal Learning Objective. Given a written examination, participants will explain the 
aspects that must be considered to maintain operational security. (SD-0140) 


b. Enabling Learning Objectives 


(1) Given a written examination, participants will identify the various sources of 
compromise to surveillance detection teams to achieve a minimum score of 70%. 
(SD-0140a) 
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(2) Given a written examination, participants will describe the appropriate response to 
each type of compromise to surveillance detection teams to achieve a minimum 
score of 70%. (SD-0140b) 


(3) Given a written examination, participants will identify the considerations that affect 
operational security to achieve a minimum score of 70%. (SD-0140c) 


(4) Given a written examination, participants will identify the actions necessary to 
maintain safety during surveillance detection operations to achieve a minimum score 
of 70%. (SD-0140d) 
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BODY 


LECTURE/DISCUSSION 25 minutes  1:20 


Media 1 


 


3. Compromise. Surveillance detection operations can be compromised in a variety of ways. 
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Media 2 


 


a. Innocent bystanders 


(1) Bystanders who do not know you may think you look suspicious and may either 
confront you or call law enforcement. 


(2) Bystanders who do know you, such as friends or neighbors, may call you by name or 
inadvertently break your cover. 


(3) It is preferable to maintain your cover, but situations may arise in which you will need 
to identify yourself. If that occurs, you should leave the area. 
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Media 3 


 


b. Law enforcement or security 


(1) Maintain cover whenever possible. 


(2) If pursued, provide identification or your supervisor’s contact information.  


(3) The surveillance detection plan should include a policy on responding to arrest. 


(4) Surveillance detection should be coordinated with local law enforcement or other 
agencies that may also be involved in overlapping operations. 
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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c. Hostile surveillants 


(1) There are a number of potential outcomes as the result of compromise from hostile 
surveillants. 


(2) If compromise occurs, surveillance may be withdrawn from the area or other 
personnel will replace personnel conducting surveillance detection. 


(3) Surveillance detection personnel may also be vulnerable to attack by hostile 
surveillants if they are compromised. 
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4. Compromise Case Study  


a. The incident occurred in August 1999 at approximately 11:30 PM. The attacker was a 
Latin American country-specific national, Antonio Vicenzo Viliae DeLeon.  


b. According to police, DeLeon was a narcotics trafficker in Latin America. 


c. At the time of the attack, he was drunk and on an all-day cocaine high. He was in a rage 
about his wife trying to leave and divorce him. Afterward, he claimed that he did not 
know the surveillance detection (SD) team was an embassy security unit. He claims he 
thought they were either a police counter-drug unit or men hired by his wife to watch 
him. He said he actually liked the embassy security personnel and was very sorry he 
attacked them. 


d. DeLeon said that at the time of the attack, he was on the way home to kill his wife. After 
attacking the SD team, he went home, confronted his wife, and shot up the house with a 
pistol. He did not harm his wife. He was captured five days later in a local Guatemala 
City hotel. 
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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e. The SD team was at Location 1 on the map just prior to and during the incident. This 
location is on a one-way street, just down from the back corner of the American 
Embassy compound. It is within observation distance of an embassy guard post 
(Location 7). 


f. The guard post (Location 4) is at the junction of two one-way streets (as indicated on the 
map) and directly in front of a parking lot entrance (Location 5). 


g. Inside the parking lot are a number of local businesses and the Embassy commissary 
(Location 2). Also inside the parking lot was the suspect’s cover business, an office 
supply company (Location 3), which was actually a front for a drug lab and distribution 
center. 


h. The parking lot is a public lot, but it had an embassy guard stationed at the entrance 
(Location 4) because of the location of the Embassy commissary. In addition, the U.S. 
Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) office at the Embassy parked its cars in that lot.  


i. Another irony here is that in a subsequent interrogation, the suspect admitted he liked 
having his drug business in this parking lot because of the security provided by the 
embassy guard posted at the lot entrance! 
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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j. Just before the incident, the SD team was parked directly where the maroon and silver 
SUV is visible in this photo. Note the entrance to the parking lot and the guard post 
directly in front of the vehicle.  


k. Just before 11:30 PM, the suspect pulled out of the parking lot, going the wrong way up 
the one-way street toward the Embassy. He stopped his car beside the SD team’s 
vehicle, rolled down the passenger window, and demanded to know if the SD team was 
watching him. The team either denied it or did not answer him. The accounts vary 
depending on team member. DeLeon left the area. 


l. He returned about 10 minutes later, traveling up this street toward the parking lot, again 
going the wrong way on this one-way street. He entered the parking lot, driving in front of 
the SD team’s vehicle. The team recognized him as the same individual who had 
confronted them a few minutes earlier, but they took no action. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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m. This is the area in front of the parking lot at approximately the same time of night. The 
Suburban was parked in the same location as the team’s vehicle.  


n. DeLeon came back to his business; he saw the same car sitting under the light. 
Therefore, he drove around and came in the wrong way so his headlights shined in their 
car. He stopped and looked at them, then pulled into the lot. They still did not move. He 
was then convinced they were after him. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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o. After DeLeon re-entered the parking lot, he parked the blue convertible he was driving 
and walked over to this Corvette, which he also owned. He extracted an M-16 from the 
Corvette and moved to the side of the parking lot and toward the building nearest his 
business. He then began to approach the SD team using the cover of the building. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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p. DeLeon came around the corner of the parking lot entrance near the streetlight pole. The 
team did not notice his approach until he was standing near the driver’s door. DeLeon 
claimed he rapped on the window with the barrel of the gun and with his finger on the 
trigger, the gun fired on automatic. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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q. The first burst fired five rounds into the driver’s window. Amazingly, the rounds hit 
neither the driver nor the other front seat SD team member. Bullet holes in the driver’s 
seat and headrest show just how close the rounds came to him. The driver did get hit by 
some flying glass fragments as the window shattered. After the first five rounds, the M-
16 jammed.  


r. As DeLeon worked to clear the jammed weapon, the SD team members in the front seat 
jumped out of the passenger door and began running down the one-way street 
perpendicular to their vehicle. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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q. The SD team member in the back seat remained in the vehicle. 


r. After DeLeon cleared his weapon, he began firing again. At some point, probably in the 
first burst, or after the jam cleared, two rounds hit the SD team member in the back seat. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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s. The team members who fled said it was about 45 seconds between bursts. It was 
probably closer to 10-15 seconds, as they were still running down this street when 
DeLeon began firing again.  


t. Rounds fired at the fleeing team members struck several buildings down the street, 
including the red wall halfway down the street on the right side of this picture.  


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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u. After DeLeon fled the scene, he went home, took his wife hostage, and after a long 
standoff was arrested. 


Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Take any notes you feel necessary below. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Operational Security. The safety of the operational security team and the security of 
surveillance detection operations rely on the ability to deny unauthorized individuals 
information on how surveillance detection operates. Operational security is critical to 
continued successful and safe operations. 


a. Operational security procedures should be incorporated into plans and routine training 
conducted to ensure all team members are aware of and follow those procedures. 


b. Personnel should avoid open contact with law enforcement, security, and corporate 
personnel. 


c. Coordination between surveillance detection teams should be controlled based on the 
nature of the working relationship between the program and the 
department/agency/security staff. 
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Operational Security


Law Enforcement


Corporate Personnel


Security Personnel
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d. Operational security considerations include: 


(1) Intentionally or accidentally disclosed information. 


(2) Inadvertent disclosure of information to family and/or friends during conversation. 


(3) Information that is thrown in the garbage or trash.  


(4) Information left accessible on open computers. 
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Operational Security (cont.)


Intentional 
or 


accidental 
disclosure


Inadvertent 
disclosure Trash Computers


Operational Security Considerations
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e. Team members need to recognize the sensitivity of their duties/missions and prevent 
disclosure of information. 


(1) Use radio discipline. 


(2) Use cell phones discreetly. 


(3) Use strong passwords changed regularly and do not leave files open on computers. 


(4) Destroy sensitive material appropriately. 
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Operational Security (cont.)


Use radio discipline Use cell phones 
discreetly


Use computers wisely Destroy sensitive 
material appropriately
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5 Questions


1.  What are your capabilities and limitations?
2.  How are your detection operational personnel deployed?
3.  Where is your focus/what are you looking for?
4.  Where does the information go?
5.  Who acts on the information?


Deployment
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SUMMARY 


LECTURE  3 minutes 1:20 


Media 24  


 


6. Summary. This module served to introduce you to the requirements for hostile surveillance. 
Are you able to: 


a. Identify the actions necessary to maintain safety during surveillance detection 
operations? 


b. Identify the considerations that affect operational security? 


c. Identify the various sources of compromise to surveillance detection teams? 


d. Describe the appropriate response to each type of compromise to surveillance detection 
teams? 
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Are you able to:
 Identify the actions necessary to maintain safety during 


surveillance detection operations?
 Identify the considerations that affect operational security?
 Identify the various sources of compromise to surveillance 


detection teams?
 Describe the appropriate response to each type of 


compromise to surveillance detection teams?


Summary
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Number: Experiential Learning Activity (ELA) 3 


Title: Capstone Activity  


Purpose. The purpose of this activity is to provide an opportunity to apply the knowledge and 
skills presented in the course related to surveillance detection to identify hostile surveillant role 
players. 


Learning Objectives 


a. Terminal Learning Objective. Given an assigned facility, participants will detect and 
report hostile surveillance while working against role players as outlined in the activity 
directions. (SD-0230) 


b. Enabling Learning Objectives 


(1) Given an assigned facility, participants will establish discreet surveillance detection 
positions according to the parameters discussed in class. (SD-0230a) 


(2) Given an assigned facility, participants will ensure the command/control post for 
communications initiates a basic “collection cycle” and disseminates information. 
(SD-0230b) 


(3) Given actions displayed around a designated facility, participants will apply the 
correlation level of the SD pyramid to identify hostile surveillant role players 
according to the parameters discussed in class. (SD-0230c) 


(4) Using observations, participants will accurately describe the characteristics of the 
hostile surveillant role players according to the parameters discussed in class. (SD-
0230d) 


Learning Event Description. During this learning event, you will return to your assigned facility 
and conduct surveillance detection with the goal of identifying hostile surveillant role players.  


Instructions for Communication Center Team Members 


a. Each team will select two team members to remain in the classroom to staff the 
communication center. 


b. Ensure communication team members have the phone numbers of all of your team 
members in the field. 


c. Each team will get one Module 5 Handout 1: Surveillance Detection Activity Matrix and 
transcribe it to a large easel pad sheet. 


d. Team members in the communication center will take reports from their team members 
in the field and transcribe them to the Surveillance Detection Activity Matrix on the easel 
pad. 


e. You are free and encouraged to share information on sightings and reports in order to 
help identify correlation behaviors. 
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f. Regardless of how your team members call in a description, it MUST be written in a 
professional manner. 


Instructions for the Field Team Members 


a. The remaining team members will go to the target area to conduct surveillance detection 
from a point identified in Experiential Learning Activity 2. 


b. Team members are to report to the communication center with physical descriptions and 
activities of potential hostile surveillants by phone or text. 


c. Texts are to be sent only to the communication center team and not to all team 
members. 


d. You will receive a text to return to the classroom when the activity is ended. You are to 
include your lunch during the activity. (The activity should last approximately three hours 
including lunch and travel time.) 


e. Your responsibility for activity safety is the same as the first two activities. 
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SAFETY BRIEF 


Risk Assessment: Moderate. This activity involves controlled practical application requiring 
substantial exertion. Moderate risk exists for injury to personnel or damage to equipment. 


Safety Precautions and Control Measures 


a. Physiological stressors such as exertion, heat, cold, or hydration may have significant 
effects upon some individuals. If you or a fellow participant experience adverse 
physiological effects, inform an instructor immediately. 


b. Psychological stressors may have significant effects upon some individuals. If you or a 
fellow participant experience adverse psychological effects, inform an instructor 
immediately. 


Cease Training Procedures. If at any time an instructor or participant feels that an unsafe 
condition exists during an activity, an individual may request for training to stop by contacting 
the team leader who will contact the instructor. The instructor will assess the situation. The 
instructor will not commence training until an identified unsafe situation has been resolved 
and/or appropriate control measures have been implemented to mitigate the risk. 


Participant Responsibility for Activity Safety. Along with the instructors and staff, each 
participant is also responsible for the safety of the activity.  


a. Participant Responsibility for Activity Safety 


(1) Be vigilant in your observance of safety precautions and associated control 
measures, and bring any potential concern to the attention of the nearest instructor 
or staff member as soon as observed.  


(2) If a fellow participant or a staff member needs assistance, please aid him/her to the 
best of your ability without inappropriately risking your own health and/or safety until 
designated personnel arrive.  


(3) You have the option to not participate in a training event if you feel you are physically 
or emotionally unable to perform the designated actions or skills. Immediately notify 
an instructor should you have concerns about participating in a training event.  


(4) A participant may be prohibited from participating in a training event if perceived by 
any staff member as being physically and/or cognitively impaired by drugs, alcohol, 
or other substances.  


b. Safety Takes Priority Over Activity Events  


(1) If directed by an instructor or other designated personnel to stop training, evacuate 
an area, assist a staff member or participant, etc., immediately do so to the best of 
your ability. The safety of all personnel will take priority over the training activity.  


(2) If you sense yourself or others becoming overly fatigued, dehydrated, or otherwise 
compromised to an unsafe extent, contact an instructor and mitigate the situation as 
soon as possible.  
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Inclement Weather. In the event of inclement weather, such as excessive heat or cold, 
tornadoes, thunderstorms, etc., safety protocols may determine changes in training activities 
and their locations. This practice is to ensure the safety of all participants and provide a safe 
environment to complete event objectives.  


Hazards. Due to the unique training environment, there may be a wide array of walking/working 
surfaces and hazards. All participants must be aware of hazards that may cause slips, trips, 
falls, collisions, etc. within the training area. Any participant identifying a hazard requiring 
mitigation should notify an instructor. 


Participant Behavior. Aggressive behavior will not be tolerated during the event. Examples of 
aggressive behavior may include hostile communications, excessive use of force, or 
inappropriate use of response equipment. 


Additional rules for the activity are included in the Threat Portfolio Briefing. These include: 


a. Never enter your assigned facility through illegal or deceptive means. 


b. Conduct all activities within the public areas of the facility only, and do not disrupt 
operations at the facility. 


c. Do not engage or otherwise alert potential hostile surveillants to surveillance detection 
(SD) efforts in area unless presented with exigent circumstances (disrupt an attack, 
prevent loss of life, etc.). 


d. Do not overtly engage or otherwise communicate with contracted security personnel, 
employees, law enforcement officers (LEOs), or other SD team members (unless it is 
part of your cover). 


e. If you experience any emergency (medical or criminal), contact 911, then contact the 
instructor. 


f. Follow established agency/department policy if you encounter illegal activity. 
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Identify, develop, test, and deliver training to state, local, and tribal emergency 
response providers; provide on-site and mobile training at the performance, 
management, and planning levels; and facilitate the delivery of training by the 
training partners of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


An emergency response community prepared for and 
capable of responding to all-hazards events.  


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Professionalism   -   Communication   -   Accountability   -   Collaboration 
 


Service   -   Integrity   -   Courage 
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INTRODUCTION 


Welcome to the Center for Domestic Preparedness 
This handbook will prepare and assist you in your travel to, and training at, the Center for 
Domestic Preparedness (CDP). We wish to make this experience as smooth and positive as 
possible. Even if you have previously taken classes at the CDP, please read this handbook 
carefully as the policies and procedures may have changed since your last training experience; 
you are responsible for complying with the current policies and procedures.  


Location 
The CDP is located in Anniston, AL at the former Fort McClellan. It is located at the foothills of 
the Appalachian Mountains approximately 60 miles east of Birmingham and 90 miles west of 
Atlanta, GA, at exit 185 or 188 on I-20. Anniston, Alabama is located in the Central Time Zone. 
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History 
In June 1998, the CDP opened its doors as a training center for the nation’s emergency 
responders.  


The CDP’s interdisciplinary resident and nonresident training courses promote greater 
understanding among the following diverse responder disciplines: Emergency Management, 
Emergency Medical Services, Fire Service, Governmental Administrative, Hazardous Materials, 
Healthcare, Law Enforcement, Public Health, Public Safety Communications, and Public Works.   
 


At the Chemical, Ordnance, Biological and Radiological Training Facility (COBRATF), the  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


CDP offers the only program in the 
nation featuring civilian training 
exercises in a true toxic environment, 
using chemical agents and biological 
materials. The advanced, hands-on 
training enables responders to 
effectively respond to real-world 
incidents involving chemical, 
biological, radiological, explosive, or 
other hazardous materials. Responders 
serve as the nation’s first line of 
defense and deserve the highest-quality 
training available.  
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On March 31, 2007, the Noble Training Facility (NTF) was integrated into the CDP training 


center. In 1999, the former Noble 
Army Hospital was converted to 
a training site for health and 
medical education in disasters, to 
include both acts of terrorism and 
natural disasters. The NTF is the 
only hospital facility in the 
United States dedicated solely to 
training hospital and healthcare 
professionals in disaster 
preparedness and response. In 


January 2012, the 
Emergency Department 
was remodeled to offer an 
expanded trauma bay, 
modern treatment areas, 
sound and visual effect 
capabilities, hidden 
observation and control 
rooms, and a large waiting 
room. The larger space also 
includes triage stations, an 
ambulance entrance, 
hazmat isolation rooms, and a moulage area for role players. The NTF includes classrooms, 
break-out rooms, exercise/simulation areas, a resource center, computer lab, and two prototype 
mass casualty decontamination training lanes. Located just one block south of the CDP, the NTF 


includes an adjacent 
helipad.  
 
The Advanced Responder 
Training Complex 
(ARTC) offers a cross-
section of environments 
found in any community 
throughout the nation.  
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The complex provides responders with a realistic 
training environment, to exercise the skills acquired 
during training.   


The ARTC includes a remodeled industrial park 
complex with simulated office space, medical clinic, 
fast food restaurant, facility maintenance, 


biomedical laboratory, 
calibration laboratory, and 
shipping/receiving office.  


Video and audio 
surveillance capabilities 
allow instructors to monitor 


students during training 
exercises. Video and audio 
capabilities enhance the 
training safety and training 
realism and provide an 
excellent tool for post 
exercise analysis. An 
intercom system introduces 
various ambient sounds 
such as gunshots and 
crowd noise. The 
introduction of theater 


smoke allows students to train in a limited visibility environment. A railcar tanker prop 
incorporating a chlorine training simulator and a mock multi-car subway system provides emergency 
responders with the ability to respond to a rail emergency involving hazardous materials and mass 
casualties.  These venues provide heightened realism and the ability to simulate complex emergency 
scenarios.   
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EMERGENCY AND COMMUNICATION INFORMATION 


 
CDP Emergency Contact Information 


 


Be sure you provide the following information to your family and employer/office staff: 


 Telephone: (866) 213-9553 (7:30 a.m. − 4:30 p.m. Central Time) 


 FAX: (256) 231-5555 /(256) 847-2222 


 Email: StudentServices@cdpemail.dhs.gov 


 Security (24 hours): (256) 847-2400 


 Lodging Security (24 hours): (256) 847-2260/2261 


 


Physical Address:     Mailing Address: 


Center for Domestic Preparedness   Center for Domestic Preparedness 
61 Responder Drive     P.O. Box 5100 
Anniston, AL 36205     Anniston, AL  36205 


 
Personal Mail 


 


Personal mailboxes are not issued; however, a CDP Student Services representative will post 
any outgoing mail for you. Incoming mail is delivered to the Hospitality Desk in Bldg. 320.  The 
following address may be used for mail delivery:  


Center for Domestic Preparedness 
ATTN: Student Name 
Course Name/Number 
P.O. Box 5100 
Anniston, AL 36205 


  



mailto:StudentServices@cdpemail.dhs.gov
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Telephone Calls 
 


Telephones are available for official calls only. Official calls should be coordinated with a CDP 
Student Services representative. 


Personal telephone calls are made at your expense. If circumstances require an immediate 
emergency call, notify a CDP Student Services representative or the Course Manager. Lodging 
rooms are equipped with telephones for both incoming and outgoing personal telephone calls. 
Outgoing long distance calls must be billed to an 800 service, a calling card, or a credit card. 
Emergency messages may be left at the following numbers: 


 


 Student Services    (866) 213-9553 (Mon. – Fri. 7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Central) 


    (256) 847-2132 (Mon. – Fri. 7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Central) 


 Operations Coordinator (256) 847-2332 (Mon. – Fri. 7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Central) 


 Hospitality Desk   (256) 741-3418   


 


Internet Access 
There are free internet access terminals on the first floor common areas of Dormitory Buildings 
19, 21, 171, 277 and the Lobby Area, Bldg. 320. Please note that computers provided for use by 
students are federal property and must be used in accordance with federal regulations. Access to 
web sites of an adult nature or criminal activity is strictly prohibited. Wi-Fi is available 
throughout the lodging complex at no charge to you.  
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PRIOR TO ARRIVING AT THE CDP 


Travel 
By Air 


The majority of flight arrangements are scheduled using electronic tickets (e-tickets). You will 
not have a traditional hard copy ticket, but you will have a flight confirmation sheet which 
contains your travel information (flight number, departure time, departure location, etc.). If your 
departure location does not have e-tickets available, your prepaid airline ticket will be sent by 
U.S. Postal Service or other shipping service such as UPS, Fed-Ex, etc., (signature required) the 
week before your travel date. The ticket provided is the property of the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS); if unused, this ticket must be returned immediately to the mailing address listed 
on page 4 of the Student Handbook.  


Upon arrival in Atlanta and after locating your luggage at the baggage claim terminal, please 
proceed to the South Baggage Claim Terminal where a CDP Student Support Services 
representative will be awaiting your arrival at the “window side” of Baggage Carousel 5 near the 
escalator entrance. For security purposes, please be prepared to show a government issued photo 
ID to the CDP Student Support Services representative.  


A government-issued, REAL ID Act compliant form of identification (with photograph) as 
required by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (for further information follow this link: 
http://www.dhs.gov/real-id-public-faqs) is required to board CDP transportation at the airport. If 
your government-issued photo ID does not qualify under these standards the CDP will conduct a 
security threat assessment prior to processing your application.  Once you have checked in with 
the CDP Student Support Services representative, you will be able to place your luggage in a 
secure holding area and move about the airport until the time of departure. A Student Support 
Services representative will remain on-site, prepared to transport late arrivals to the CDP.  


If a change to your ticket is made by you or your agency, you will be responsible for any 
additional expenses incurred. Unauthorized changes to your airline ticket may result in 
significant delays in your transportation from the airport to the CDP. All CDP transportation to 
and from the airport is scheduled based on the CDP-provided airline ticket.  


If you experience ground and/or air travel delays or difficulty in locating CDP Student Support 
Services representatives at the airport, contact the Travel Department at (866) 213-9549 or 
(866) 213-9550 as soon as possible. Alternative arrangements for transportation will be 
coordinated once notification is made.  
Federal, Private Sector, and International students are required to make their own flight 
arrangements and are not authorized to receive reimbursement from the CDP. They are 
authorized to travel to the CDP on the provided bus transportation, at no cost, if prior 
arrangements are made through Student Support Services. If you are an international student, 
please be prepared to show your passport or visa to the CDP Student Support Services 
representative at the airport. 


  



http://www.dhs.gov/real-id-public-faqs
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By Car 
DRIVING DIRECTIONS to CDP (GPS: lat 33.717094 – long 85.777731) 
 


I-20, EXIT 188 (MAP 1, point A) 


On I-20, take exit 188.  Travel north 
on Morgan Rd. /Leon Smith Pkwy. 
/Golden Springs Rd. /Veterans 
Memorial Pkwy. over the mountain 
until you get to Iron Mountain Rd.  
Turn right on Iron Mountain Rd. and 
follow until you come to Bains Gap 
Rd., (blinking red light). Go through 
the intersection for one block, turn left 
onto an unnamed road, and follow to 
the gated lodging entrance on the left.  
(MAPS 1 & 2, point B) 


I-20, EXIT 185 (MAP 1, point D) 
On I-20, take Exit 185 (AL Hwy. 21 
Oxford /Anniston). Drive north on AL 
Hwy. 21 towards Anniston 
/Jacksonville State University 
following the signs to Fort 
McClellan… (See Fort McClellan 
area directions on next page.) 


HWY 431 (MAP 1, point C) 
Take US Hwy. 431 South to Hwy. 
21/McClellan Blvd. Turn left onto 
McClellan Blvd., drive north on 
AL Hwy. 21 following the signs to 
Fort McClellan…(see Fort 
McClellan area directions on next 
page.) 


 


 
 
 
 


 


MAP 1 ─ Interstate 20 / 
Highway 431 / FEMA Lodging 
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Fort McClellan Area (MAP 2) 
…Turn right onto Baltzell Gate Rd. (MAP 2, point A) and proceed to the traffic circle.  Enter 
traffic circle and take the third exit onto Berman Rd.  Follow Berman Rd. until you come to Iron 
Mountain Rd.; turn right onto Iron Mountain Rd., to the gated lodging entrance on the right 
(MAPS 1 & 2, point B).   


A Security Officer will greet you at the gate, verify your identification, and direct you to the 
CDP Hospitality Desk in Bldg. 320. 
Mileage 
Privately owned vehicle drivers are authorized reimbursement at the current authorized mileage 
rate, per Federal Travel Regulation 301-10.303, up to the equivalent cost of airfare from your 
residence. Mileage in and around the CDP is not reimbursable. Passengers will not receive 
mileage reimbursement. If you travel in an agency vehicle (city, county, state or tribal) you will 
not be reimbursed for mileage. Federal, private sector, and international students are not 
authorized to receive mileage reimbursement from the CDP.  


Authorized travel days are identified on your Travel Orders; the FIRST and LAST day of the 
training program. Your training dates are reflected on the General Release Agreement. 


MAP 2 ─ Highway 21 / Baltzell 
Gate Rd. / FEMA Lodging 
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Parking Permit 
All vehicles must obtain a parking permit from the CDP Hospitality Desk at Bldg. 320 in order 
to park in the lodging area. 


UPON ARRIVING AT THE CDP 
Identification (ID) Badges 


Your student ID badge is issued upon arrival. ID badges are required to be worn above the waist at 
all times while at the CDP, except when the ID badge would obstruct training-related performance. 
 


Alcoholic Beverages 
Alcoholic beverages will not be sold to anyone under 21 years of age, nor to anyone in an 
obviously intoxicated condition. Consumption of alcoholic beverages (beer and wine only, no 
liquor) is limited to the Recovery Zone Lounge, Bldg. 251, and individual dormitory rooms. In 
addition, alcoholic beverages will not be consumed or possessed by personnel in training during 
normal working hours or adjacent to a training area at any time. Personal quantities of beer and 
wine only are allowed in individual dormitory rooms. Open containers of alcoholic beverages are 
prohibited in any common or outdoor areas in the lodging complex. The CDP reserves the right 
to either limit or refuse the purchase of alcoholic beverages to patrons of the Recovery Zone 
Lounge.  


Weapons 
Federal law prohibits the introduction of weapons into federal property. Do not bring weapons 
of any kind to campus. Weapons include knives with blades longer than 3 inches, bow and 
arrows, ammunition, rifles, shotguns, pistols, etc. If you arrive at the CDP with weapons of any 
kind without prior written approval, your entry to campus may be denied.  Due to heightened 
security requirements, security and law enforcement personnel may search you, your vehicle, or 
your luggage.  


Tobacco Use 
Tobacco products cannot be used in CDP facilities, to include dormitories.  All CDP training 
facilities have designated outdoor smoking areas and areas for the use of smokeless tobacco 
products. Please restrict the use of tobacco products to these designated areas. E-cigarettes are 
also restricted and cannot be used in CDP facilities, use of these devices is restricted to 25 feet 
from any entryway. 


Policy Violations 
Violations to the policies outlined in this handbook may require that you be removed from 
training and returned to your agency. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 


Training Materials and Support 
Upon arrival at the CDP, you will be provided either printed or electronic student manuals 
along with information about the learning event and details about the availability of support staff. 
If an electronic based strategy (e.g., computer or e-book) is used, the CDP will provide 
equipment, user guides and professional personal assistance during training.  


You may obtain copies of these training materials by accessing your Student Portal at 
https://cdp.dhs.gov/students/, logging in with your FEMA SID, and going to the section marked 
“CDP Document Library”. 


Continuing Education Units 
When you successfully complete your training, you will receive Continuing Education Units 
(CEUs) through the International Association for Continuing Education & Training (IACET).   


Additional credits may be awarded based on the course you successfully complete and your 
profession. 


 Physicians, and other healthcare professionals, may be awarded Continuing Medical 
Education (CME) credits through the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB). 


 Nurses are awarded Continuing Education (CE) contact hours through the Alabama 
Board of Nursing (ABN). 


 Law enforcement officers may be awarded Police Officer Standards and Training 
(POST) credit (some states have special provisions).  Check with the Registrar’s office, 
the training staff will direct you. 


 EMTs and Paramedics may receive CE credits from the Continuing Education 
Coordinating Board for EMS (CECBEMS). 


 Environmental Health Professionals may be awarded CE credits through the National 
Environmental Health Association (NEHA). 


 Students with hazardous materials first responder training attending the Emergency 
Responder Hazardous Materials Technician for CBRNE Incidents (ERHM) course may 
be eligible for Pro-Board and International Fire Service Accreditation Congress 
(IFSAC) Certification through testing conducted by the Alabama Fire College. 


Transcript Requests 
You may obtain an official transcript by sending an email to 
StudentServices@cdpemail.dhs.gov or calling Student Services at (866) 213-9553/(256) 847-
2132 (7:30 a.m. ~ 4:30 p.m. Central Time) if you have any questions. 


You may obtain a duplicate certificate for any class attended at the CDP by accessing your 
Student Portal at https://cdp.dhs.gov/students/, logging in with your FEMA SID, and going to the 
section marked “My Past Training”. 



https://cdp.dhs.gov/students/

mailto:StudentServices@cdpemail.dhs.gov

https://cdp.dhs.gov/students/
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General Climate Information  
The CDP is located in northeastern Alabama. It is generally a mild climate. Summer months are 
usually hot and humid, and inclement weather may include thunderstorms and possible 
tornadoes. Below is a climate table which lists temperature and precipitation averages for the 
area. 


Month Average High Average Low Average  
Precipitation 


Inclement  
Weather 


January 52.1 F 31.9 F 5.10 inches 11 days 


February 57.4 F 34.9 F 4.72 inches 10 days 


March 66.1 F 42.3 F 6.19 inches 11 days 


April 74.8 F 49.5 F 4.96 inches 9 days 


May 81.2 F 58.0 F 4.85 inches 10 days 


June 87.5 F 65.6 F 3.73 inches 10 days 


July 90.2 F 69.7 F 5.25 inches 12 days 


August 89.5 F 69.0 F 3.59 inches 10 days 


September 84.2 F 63.1 F 3.93 inches 8 days 


October 74.8 F 50.7 F 2.81 inches 6 days 


November 64.3 F 41.6 F 4.33 inches 9 days 


December 55.9 F 35.3 F 5.12 inches 11 days 


 
Local Transportation 


Local transportation is provided to and from all training areas and support facilities on a 
scheduled basis. CDP Student Support Services operates a shuttle service from 5 p.m. until 10 
p.m., Sunday through Friday for activities within a 15 mile radius of the CDP. Last pick-up will 
be at 9:30 p.m. for return to the lodging area. The telephone number to a local taxi service is 
provided on the back of each student badge, and the cost of using a taxi service is the 
responsibility of the student.  


Emergency transportation requirements should be directed to the CDP Student Support 
Services representative as soon as the requirement is known. Student Support Services will 
coordinate your emergency transportation and appropriate airline reservations.  


Lodging Facilities 
Upon arrival, please inspect the condition of your room and all items in the room. Any damaged, 
broken items should be reported to the Hospitality Desk (Bldg. 320, (256) 741-3418). Your room 
and amenities are provided at no cost to you or your agency. Each room includes a full-size bed, 
telephone, in-room coffee service, television, and clock radio with an adjoining shared bathroom. 
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Daily housekeeping service is provided. A closet key is available and may be obtained from the 
Hospitality Desk (Bldg. 320) if you have valuables you wish to secure in your room. Only 
registered students are permitted to stay at the CDP lodging facility. 


Federal, private sector, and international students are required to pay for the room at a cost of 
$25.00 per night (price subject to change). 


Quiet Time begins at 10:00 p.m. each evening, so please be considerate of your fellow students 
and their need for rest. 


Superintendent’s Policy—Equal Opportunity (Summary) 
The CDP has a zero tolerance policy for any behavior or discrimination that violates Title VII of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Professionals at all levels are responsible for setting the example in 
maintaining an environment which is free from harassment based on gender, race, color, religion, 
national origin, age, disability, or sexual orientation. Each individual must be able to work/train 
in an atmosphere unobstructed by discrimination, intimidation, or harassment and such conduct 
will not be tolerated. All complaints of harassment will be investigated promptly and impartially. 


Superintendent’s Policy—Anti-Sexual Harassment (Summary) 
The CDP has a zero tolerance policy for any behavior which constitutes sexual harassment.  
Professionals at all levels are responsible for setting the example in maintaining an environment 
which is free from harassment.  In addition to the obvious forms of sexual harassment, a wide 
range of more unwelcome subtle behaviors have been found to constitute sexual harassment 
because these behaviors could create a hostile or offensive work environment.  These include, 
but are not limited to:  sexual teasing and innuendo; making propositions; jokes of a sexual 
nature; indecent or vulgar remarks/winking/whistling, staring/ogling that causes humiliation; 
posting sexually oriented pictures, cartoons or other visual materials that may be viewed as 
offensive; making sexual gestures with hands or body movements; deliberate touching, leaning, 
cornering, or pinching.  All complaints of sexual harassment will be investigated promptly and 
impartially. 


Superintendent’s Policy—Photography and Videography 
(Summary) 


Absolutely NO photographs or videos are allowed at the Chemical, Ordnance, Biological, and 
Radiological Training Facility (COBRATF).  Photographs may be taken inside classrooms of the 
CDP only with the consent of all occupants.  This policy does not preclude “fond memory” type 
photographs or videos as a part of the training experience. Photography is permitted outside 
using Bldg. 61, the Noble Training Facility, the Advanced Responder Training Complex, and 
lodging as backdrops; however, every effort should be made to avoid photos or videos of 
physical security measures and security personnel. 


Superintendent’s Policy—Safety (Summary) 
Nothing is worth the accidental loss of a life, personal injury, damage to personal or government 
property or destruction of the environment.  Risk management must be fully integrated into all 
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training.  The basis for achieving a safe working/training environment is a partnership between 
you, your fellow students, and the CDP staff.  Safety is always our number one priority. While 
attending courses at the CDP, remain mindful of your environment and actions. 


Superintendent’s Policy—Violence in the Workplace (Summary) 
All professionals must focus their efforts on providing an environment free from violence, 
threats of violence, harassment, intimidation, or other disruptive behavior. The staff of the 
CDP will maintain open communication with all personnel and foster an atmosphere of care and 
concern. Staff members and students should be alert for behavior patterns which could lead to 
violence. All reports of violence or potential violence will be taken seriously and will be dealt 
with appropriately. Any student who jeopardizes the safety of the training environment through 
hostile language or acts will be removed from training and returned to his or her jurisdiction 
without receiving credit for attendance and training. The student will also be prohibited from 
attending future CDP training. 


Medical Requirements 
The following medical conditions, as identified on the medical screening form, will disqualify 
student participation in certain portions of hands on training: 


 High blood pressure (greater than 150 over 90). 
 You will not be permitted to train at the COBRA Training Facility if you have facial hair 


that interferes with the sealing surface of the Air Purifying Respirator (APR) face piece. 
The CDP exceeds the requirements listed in Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) regulation 29 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) 1910.134. 
[29 C.F.R. 1910.134 (g)(i)(A)] and 29 C.F.R. 1910.134, Appendix A, ‘Fit Testing 
Procedures (Mandatory)’, point #9. 


 Heat injury within 72 hours of the beginning of CDP training. 


The American National Standards Institute authorizes the wearing of contact lenses in an 
approved respirator. If you have contact lenses, it is recommended that you bring them with you. 
If you bring a prescription insert, CDP instructors will determine whether the insert is 
compatible with CDP provided personal protective equipment (PPE). 


Personal Injury/Illness 
If you are injured or feel ill during training, notify the nearest CDP staff member immediately. 
After duty hours, notify the Hospitality Desk at (256) 741-3418. Your orientation packet 
contains a list of emergency telephone numbers; please do not hesitate to call the emergency 
numbers if needed. There are several hospitals and urgent care facilities in the area: Northeast 
Alabama Regional Medical Center Anniston and Jacksonville Medical Center, or Stringfellow 
Memorial Hospital. If you use prescription medication, bring an appropriate amount for the 
duration of your training. Each individual student is responsible for any medical or dental 
treatment costs incurred. It is recommended you carry your health insurance information with 
you.  
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Evacuation/Shelter In-Place Plans 
Classrooms: Evacuation/shelter in-place plans are posted in all classrooms. Follow the 
instructions of the staff and/or the posted plan.  


Lodging: The evacuation/shelter in-place plans are posted in your room and should be reviewed 
upon check-in. The lodging area has fire alarms and smoke detectors installed. If you hear the 
fire alarm or weather siren, follow the instructions on the posted plan.  


Training Facilities: Evacuation/shelter in-place plans are posted in all training facilities. Follow 
the instructions of the staff and/or the posted plan.  


COBRA Training Facility 
The Chemical, Ordnance, Biological, and Radiological Agent Training Facility (COBRATF) is 
the Nation’s only toxic agent training facility dedicated specifically for civilian emergency 
response training. If you are attending a course that includes training at the COBRATF, you must 
adhere to the following additional requirements:  


 Pre and post blood draws are required.  


 Contact lenses may be worn in the COBRATF. Prescription glasses cannot be worn with 
the air-purifying respirator (APR). Please be aware that some students have not been able 
to complete their training, in this environment, due to vision restrictions. 


 Personal grooming, for male students, requires a mustache be neatly trimmed and facial 
hair trimmed to ensure the secure seal of the face piece of a solid air purifying respirator.  


 Lockers for your personal items (clothing, jewelry, etc.) are provided at the COBRATF. 
Personal items are not allowed in the toxic training area. COBRATF staff will provide 
you with all clothing and equipment required for toxic agent training. 


 At the end of the training event, you will participate in doffing procedures that include 
gender specific communal showers. 


 You may depart from the CDP only after the post-COBRATF exit blood draw has been 
completed and test results annotated. The blood draw is conducted the day after the 
training. 
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STUDENT RESOURCES 


Meals 
The CDP Dining Facility is located in Bldg. 17. The Dining Facility offers a wide selection of 
breakfast and dinner entrees. Meals are provided to all state, tribal, and local students at no cost. 
The meal schedule is listed below (class events may require modification to this schedule): 


 Breakfast 5:30 a.m.–7:30 a.m. 
 Lunch  At the training site 
 Dinner  5:30 p.m.–7:30 p.m. 


Federal, Private Sector, and International students will be required to pay for your meals, as 
follows:  Breakfast $10.39; Lunch $12.13; Dinner $15.04 (all prices listed are subject to change).  


Banking Facilities 
There are ATM machines located at the CDP Hospitality Desk (Bldg. 320), the Recovery Zone 
Lounge, NTF and CDP (Bldg. 61) dining facilities. A local credit union has an ATM located 
near the McClellan Post Office, in the McClellan Park, Medical Mall parking lot. Numerous 
other banking institutions are in the local area. 


Fitness Facilities 
The CDP does not currently have fitness facilities on-campus. Two nonaffiliated fitness centers 
are available off-campus for student use while staying at the CDP for a minimal cost. The 
facilities are open daily until 9 p.m. Further information is available at the CDP Hospitality 
Desk, Bldg. 320. The below activities are available at the fitness centers. 


Nautilus equipment   Heated indoor pool  Cardio room  Sauna  


Racquetball    Sauna-Vibe massage  Free weights  Basketball  


Alumni Base Camp Store 
The Alumni Base Camp Store has a wide selection of souvenirs for students. It is open from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday through Thursday as well as Tuesday evening from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. The 
store is located on the first floor of the main training complex, Bldg. 61. If you are attending 
classes at Noble Training Facility, you can catch a shuttle bus to the store on Tuesday evenings 
from the lodging area. 
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STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES 


Attendance 
All students attending a CDP course may not miss more than 10% of training and must 
complete all course requirements in order to receive a Certificate of Completion, CE credits 
and/or CEUs.   


All registered CDP students must be 18 years of age or older.   


Substitutions  
A request to consider an equally qualified student to substitute for a student who cancels a class 
must be accompanied by a completed CDP Application in the on-line Training Registration 
System at https://cdp.dhs.gov/trs. If approved and space is available, the substitute will receive 
notification and travel authorization from the CDP. 


Physical Conditioning 
The CDP requires each student to be physically prepared to attend training. Our intent is to 
prevent undue risk to your health and safety. Due to heat and work conditions in PPE Level A, 
B, and C, personal care and awareness are essential. The climate and altitude in Anniston may 
differ from your home environment. Alabama weather becomes extremely hot and humid during 
the summer, and weather is subject to change rapidly during the fall and winter months. Please 
take this into consideration before any form of strenuous exercise. Exercise safely and remember 
to hydrate yourself before, during, and after exercising. 


Training Attire 
Training attire is casual for the duration of the course. When attending CDP classes, it is each 
student’s responsibility to use good judgment in selecting attire that projects a professional 
image and is appropriate for both the local climate and classroom activities. Classroom sessions 
will be held in climate controlled buildings, with the thermostats set at 70◦. During outdoor 
training, students should consider wearing durable clothing relevant to the training environment. 
Agency-prescribed dress or uniform is acceptable for training. If your class will be participating 
in hands-on training, slacks or jeans are recommended attire for that day as well as additional T-
shirts and white tube socks in order for you to change from wet to dry clothing, as needed.  Flip 
flops and tank tops are not permitted during training; open toed shoes are not allowed during 
hands-on training exercises. 


If CDP staff determines that a student’s attire is inappropriate, the student will be required to 
change into more appropriate clothing before being allowed to continue training.  


If you are attending Field Force Extrication Tactics (FFE) (PER 202) or Field Force 
Operations (FFO) (PER200), prescribed dress or uniform for class is as follows: 


 Appropriate inside/outside weather related training attire. After the first morning, all 
training is conducted outside. 



https://cdp.dhs.gov/trs
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 Outside attire must include 100% cotton pants such as tactical/cargo pants and cotton 
shirt (sparks from cutting tools will cause polyester blends to melt or burn). 


 Safety shoes/boots (Steel or composite toe recommended) 
 Cotton T-shirt 
 Rain gear (recommended) 
 Leather gloves, ear and eye protection are provided (students have the option to use their 


own). 
 Knee pads (recommended) 
 Hydration/Camel Packs (recommended) 


Conduct 
Please remember that while attending training, you are a professional representing your agency 
and are expected to maintain the highest standards of conduct during both training and leisure 
time. Any violation of CDP policy will require the CDP Registrar to determine the 
consequences. You will be allowed to rebut any contention of misconduct. If the situation or 
infraction is serious enough you could be sent back to your jurisdiction before completing your 
training. 


 


 


This publication provided by the 
Center for Domestic Preparedness 


P.O. Box 5100 
Anniston, AL 36205-5100 


 
 


Website:    http://cdp.dhs.gov/ 
Facebook:   www.facebook.com/cdpfema 
Linked In:   www.linkedin.com 
Twitter:  www.twitter.com/cdpfema 
Reference:  https://www.firstrespondertraining.gov 
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Number: Module 3  
 
Title: Overview of CDP Instructional Policy and Expectations 
 
Purpose. To provide an explanation of key instructional policies and trainer expectations and to 
introduce students to the associated handout(s).   
 
Learning Objectives 
 


a. Terminal Learning Objective. Given a complete, designated course instructional 
materials package, requalify to instruct the designated course in accordance with the 
requirements outlined in the plan of instruction, associated instructional materials and 
appropriate CDP policy. (TR-0025) 


 
b. Enabling Learning Objectives   
 


(1) Given a requirement, identify jurisdiction and trainer safety standards and associated 
liability in accordance with CDP directives and standard operating procedures. (TR-
0025e) 


 
(2) Given a requirement, identify personal protective equipment medical monitoring 


requirements in accordance with CDP directives and standard operating procedures. 
(TR-0025f) 


 
(3) Given a requirement, identify procedure for requesting and instituting jurisdiction 


flexibility in the delivery of a course in accordance with CDP directives and standard 
operating procedures. (TR-0025g) 


 
1. Training Safety Expectations 
 


a. The CDP expects trainers to adhere to all applicable safety standards while delivering its 
course. Risk assessment ratings and safety precautions are included in the plan of 
instruction and in each instructor or experiential learning activity guide. 


 
b. Each trainer should conduct their own risk assessment prior to the beginning of training 


that considers current conditions and any unique challenges or limitations associated with 
the training environment, equipment used, etc. If current conditions (i.e. extreme heat or 
cold, severe weather, etc.) or unique limitations or safety precautions of equipment, the 
risk assessment and safety precautions should be updated and additional requirements 
briefed to the students prior to conducting effected training. 


 
c. Any safety briefing required for a module or experiential learning activity must be 


presented to all students prior to beginning the learning event. 
 
d. The trainer and/or designated jurisdiction may be liable in the event of a training accident 


that occurs due to neglect of trainer responsibilities and/or non-adherence with the risk 
assessments and safety precautions listed in the plan of instruction and associated 
instructional materials.  
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2. Personal Protective Equipment Medical Monitoring Requirements. Select courses 
require student to don and/or operate in personal protective equipment (PPE) in order to 
achieve the learning objectives.  


 
a. To ensure the safety of students, vital signs monitoring will be conducted prior to donning 


PPE and immediately after doffing PPE by qualified medical personnel; this is the 
responsibility of the training host. 


 
b. At a minimum, vital signs monitoring before and after monitoring will include: recording of 


temperature, heart rate, and blood pressure. 
 
c. Additionally, medical personnel will validate the information supplied by the student on the 


medical screening form. If baseline vital sign readings or any additional or clarified 
information provided regarding the review of the medical screening form indicates that the 
student would be at risk of performing the PPE activity, the student should be prohibited 
from participating in the activity in order to protect their health.    


 
d. Vital sign measurements taken before donning and after doffing PPE will be compared 


and any student registering a substantial difference between the baseline and post-PPE 
measurements is to be referred for immediate medical attention. 


 
3. Jurisdiction Flexibility. This flexibility is provided by the CDP in certain instances. If a 


jurisdiction wishes to modify the CDP curriculum because of more relevant material to the 
jurisdiction is available, a request must be submitted to the CDP. This can be accomplished 
via email or other electronic means.   
 
a. The jurisdiction provides what changes are requested and why. 
 
b. The CDP then determines if the change will be authorized. 
 
c. If the modification is approved, the CDP will authorize the change; if not approved, the 


CDP will inform the jurisdiction of the decision.  
 


REFERENCES 
 
None 
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Appendix A 
Additional Instructional Policies and Trainer Expectations 


 
1. Authorized Trainer Designation 
 


a. The CDP recognizes graduates of Train the Trainer courses as Authorized Trainers for 
their home state in accordance with their state authorizing agency (SAA) directive. 


 
b. Federal/Military personnel may take a Train the Trainer course or be state approved to 


become Authorized Indirect Trainers. Their federal status however supersedes the state 
level and they may deliver indirect training in any state or on any military base without 
SAA, approval providing their students are federal/military personnel. 


 
2. General Trainer Expectations. An authorized trainer for a CDP course is expected to 


achieve of the following expectations: 
 


a. Conduct training instructional material in conformance with the learning objectives and 
training methodologies outlined in the plan of instruction and associated instructional 
materials. 


 
b. Assess student comprehension throughout the conduct of training and ensure that 


students achieve the requirements defined by the course learning objectives. 
 
c. Ensure that required student materials (student guides, student handouts, examination 


booklets, performance checklists, etc.) are available for each enrolled student prior to the 
start of the class. 


 
d. Ensure that all safety considerations are observed and that safety briefings are conducted 


prior to the conduct of relevant experiential learning activities. 
 
e. Maintain a learning environment respective of a diverse student population consisting of 


individuals with varied backgrounds and beliefs. 
 
f. Communicate with students or a designated representative as necessary prior to the 


beginning of the course to ensure students are aware of the training location, time, and 
any pre-course requirements. 


 
g. Review course materials and be prepared to train prior to the start of the class. 


 
3. Instructional Environment Expectations. Prior to the beginning of the course, the trainer 


must ensure that a classroom, required breakout rooms, and an appropriate training area are 
available in accordance with the requirements outlines in the plan of instruction. These 
training facilities must be coordinated and setup in advance of the class start date. This 
includes:  


 
a. Ensure availability of classroom setup equipment and materials listed in Section V of the 


plan of instruction. 
 
b. Ensure the classroom is setup and prepared to accommodate the enrolled number of 


students. 
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c. Ensure training equipment of the type and quantity listed in Section V of the plan of 
instruction is operational, available to support training, and setup as defined in the 
instructional materials. 


 
4. Training Materials Requests  
 


a. Indirect Training. The Authorized Trainer requests instructional materials by submitting 
CDP-TE-0008 Indirect Training Materials Request Form, preferably 30 days prior to the 
requested class date, to the CDP. The CDP can be contacted at 
indirecttraining@cdpemail.dhs.gov or toll free at 1-866-291-0698. The CDP will send an 
email confirming the order. The CDP prepares packages and ships to the authorized 
trainer or a designated training location. Upon receipt, the trainer should inventory the 
training support package, ensure all materials are received, and if not, responsively notify 
CDP to coordinate resolution. A typical course materials package may include: 
 
(1) Indirect Training Instructions, CDP-TE-0034 
 
(2) Requested number of designated course plans of instruction, instructor guides, 


student guides, performance examination checklists, etc. 
 
(3) Instructor guide. An instructor guide will be included in the first shipment only, unless 


the course version has changed or an additional instructor guide is requested. 
 
(4) Trainer Information Form, CDP-TE-0004 
 
(5) Off-Site Training Registration Form, CDP-TE-0003 
 
(6) Shipping envelope with prepaid return label for the return of completed course 


packages 
 


5. Student Registration and Administration 
 


a. The Authorized Trainer administers the completion of student registration documents. The 
Authorized Trainer reviews student information to confirm each student meets registration 
requirements. Students will need to have or create a FEMA Student Identification Number 
from https:cdp.dhs.gov/femasid in order to fully complete their registration. Upon 
completion of the indirect delivery, the Authorized Trainer sends the registration package 
to the CDP. The registration package will include: 
 
(1) Off-Site Training Registration Form, CDP-TE-0003; 
 
(2) Trainer Information Form, CDP-TE-0004; and 
 
(3) Completed student performance examination checklists documents. 


 
b. The CDP assigns a class number, adds the class to the Indirect Training class log, builds 


the class in CTAS, and enters course completion and student performance and 
graduation data into CTAS.  


 
c. The CDP prepares and ships a course package to the Authorized Trainer containing: 


 



mailto:indirecttraining@cdpemail.dhs.gov
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(1) Indirect Trainer Certification Letter, CDP-TE-0035; 
 
(2) Indirect Remediation Letter, CDP-TE-0023, if applicable; 
 
(3) Letter of Attendance Roster, if applicable; 
 
(4) Class Roster; and 
 
(5) Graduation certificates. 


 
6. Indirect Authorized Trainer Program (IATP). The CDP recognizes indirect trainers who 


demonstrate teaching proficiency by actively delivering multiple CDP training course 
iterations or by effectively reaching large training audience populations within their states or 
local jurisdictions. 


a. There are three levels of recognition. Proficiency levels are based on performance in the 
Indirect Program for training conducted within the preceding fiscal year (October 1 
through September 30). 


(1) Level 1, Bronze: Delivery of 10-14 classes or 100 students 


(2) Level 2, Silver: Delivery of 15-19 classes or 200 students 


(3) Level 3, Gold: Delivery of 20 or more classes or 300 students 


b. Trainers who achieve IATP status will receive recognition for their efforts on the CDP 
website. Additionally, trainers will receive a certificate of achievement, and various CDP 
items, based on the level of performance attained. 


 
REFERENCES 


 
Center for Domestic Preparedness. (2013). Class numbering convention. Anniston, AL: Author 
 
Center for Domestic Preparedness. (2013). Indirect training instructions. Anniston, AL: Author 
 
Center for Domestic Preparedness. (2014). Registration/admissions manual. Anniston, AL: 


Author 
 
Center for Domestic Preparedness. (2014). Indirect training testing proctor instructions. 


Anniston, AL: Author 
 
Center for Domestic Preparedness. (2014). Test answer form (Remark) Instruction.  Anniston, 


AL: Author 
 
Center for Domestic Preparedness. (2014). Training support manual. Anniston, AL: Author 
 
Center for Domestic Preparedness. (2014). Training approval manual. Anniston, AL: Author 
 
Center for Domestic Preparedness. (2012). Written examination procedures. Anniston, AL: 


Author 
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Appendix B 
Overview of CDP Instructional Materials 


 
1. Plan of Instruction. A plan of instruction provides a detailed description of the course 


administrative information, course design information by learning activity, student 
assessment strategy, and required course resources. It provides all of the information and 
course requirements necessary to plan for, prepare for, and scheduled classes. A plan of 
instruction consists of six sections.   
  
a. Section I Course Description: Provides course administrative data including:   


 
(1) Version Control Number. The version control number for each element of the 


instructional material to include the examination(s) will be the same as that in the 
current plan of instruction. 


 
(2) Effective Date. The effective date indicates the date that the instructional materials 


containing the designated version control number was implemented or became 
effective. 


 
(3) Course Purpose, Goals and Scope 
 
(4) Class Size 


  
(a) Minimum. The minimum number of students required to ensure effective learning 


and to ensure the course offering is cost-effective.  
 
(b) Optimal. The optimal number of students for ensuring training to the learning 


objective standards given designated resources. 
 
(c) Maximum. The maximum number of students that may be trained to the learning 


objective standards without substantially degrading learning given cited 
resources. 


 
(5) Class Iterations Per Year. The projected number of times the course is programmed 


to be trained per year. This is used for planning purposes and is not an absolute 
figure. 


 
(6) Optimum Annual Student Throughput. The projected number of students 


programmed to be trained per year. This is used for planning purposes and is not an 
absolute figure. 


 
(7) Course Delivery Means. Indicates the types of delivery means relevant to the course 


(resident, non-resident, indirect). 
 
(8) Target Audience. Provides a description of the personnel the course is intended to 


train. Persons outside of this population may or may not have the prerequisite 
knowledge, skills, or abilities to succeed in the course.  


 
(9) Course Prerequisites. A listing of the training, education, experience, or capability 


that a student must possess prior to taking the course. An example of a prerequisite 
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capability might be to function while wearing personal protective equipment or to lift 
40 pounds to the waist. 


 
(10) Job/Function Tasks Trained. Provides a listing of the relevant job or function tasks 


trained within the course and the extent to which each task is trained. A task may be 
trained to familiarization, part-task proficiency, proficiency, or reinforced dependent 
upon the availability of resources and other factors. 


 
(a) Familiarization. A task is trained to familiarization if no portion of the task is 


assessed to standard through an examination or performed through practical 
application.    


 
(b) Part-Task Proficiency. A task is trained to part-task proficiency if only a portion of 


the task is assessed to standard through an examination or performed through 
practical application. For example, only 6 steps of a procedure containing 14 
steps are performed during practical application due to lack of resources such as 
time, equipment, etc.  


 
(c) Proficiency. A task is trained to proficiency if all elements of the task are 


assessed to standard through practical application and/or performance 
examination. This requires realistic performance of the task be replicated in the 
training environment. 


 
(d) Reinforced. A task that the target population has already achieved proficiency in 


may be reinforced to refresh the skill or to provide additional opportunities for 
practice. Prior proficiency may be achieved through a prerequisite course or 
through required job standards for the target population. A formal assessment of 
a reinforced task is not required; however, a reinforced task may be informally 
assessed through an After Action Review to provide students with performance 
feedback. 


 
(11) Continuing Education Units or Academic Equivalency. Indicates whether or not the 


CDP is authorized to issue continuing education credits for a course. This includes 
the number of credits and the agency authorizing award. 


 
(12) Instructor Qualifications. A description of any specific requirements that a trainer 


must possess in order to teach the course. 
 
(13) Regulations, National Goals, Doctrine, Standards, and Capability Gaps Supported 


by the Course. A description of the regulations, national goals, DHS/FEMA doctrine, 
accepted standards, or identified capability gaps that the course supports or is 
intended to address. This information may be useful in determining the 
appropriateness of a course for filling a jurisdiction need or when requesting grant 
or other funding to conduct training. 


 
(14) Change History. A description of the historic changes that have been made to the 


course.   
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b. Section II Course Summary and Recommended Schedule 
 
(1) Course Executive Summary. A concise overview for each learning activity within the 


course.  
 


(2) Recommended Academic Course Schedule. A recommended schedule and learning 
activity sequence for the course.  
 


c. Section III, Learning Activity Descriptions. The learning activity descriptions provide 
detailed information regarding each activity in the course. Each learning activity 
description contains the following: 
 
(1) Title, Number, and Total Time for the learning activity 


 
(2) Instructional Methods. Includes the instructional methods, approximate times, and 


instructor to student ratios to be used to train the learning objectives.  
 
(a) The following are definitions for the most commonly used instructional methods: 
 


1 Lecture. Trainer-centric, one-way communication used for reaching large 
audiences in a classroom setting. 


 
2 Guided Discussion. The exploration of concepts or principles through the use 


of questioning techniques by a trainer. This method encourages participation 
and draws upon the knowledge and experience of students.  


 
3 Facilitation. When the trainer takes a secondary role and allows the student or 


students to present information, assess the situation, or solve a problem. The 
instructor only interjects as necessary to provide subtle guidance or to ensure 
safety of participants.    


 
4 Demonstration, An observation of a trainer or expert performing a task or action 


as an example of actual performance.  
 
5 Practical Application. Provides students with an opportunity to perform the task 


or action being trained. The trainer typically serves as an observer to ensure 
safe and effective performance of the task or action.  


 
6 Decision Game. An exercise designed to increase the comprehension and 


application of doctrine, tactics, techniques, and procedures within a realistic 
situation requiring a time constrained decision.  


 
7 Written Examination. An assessment of student’s cognitive knowledge and/or 


skill with regard to the subject matter. For CDP courses, this is most typically 
accomplished through the administration of a multiple choice test.  


 
8 Performance Examination. An assessment of a student’s or team’s ability to 


perform a relevant job or function task. A performance examination typically 
requires the performance of task procedures that are assessed GO or NO GO 
and are documented using a performance examination checklist.   
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(b) Times for all instructional methods are approximate. Trainers are authorized 
minor variations in method times provided the learning objectives are effectively 
trained. 


 
(c) Instructor to Student Ratio provides the intended number of instructors required to 


safely and effectively teach the indicated number of students. Any reduction in 
the number of instructors in relation to the number of students may be unsafe 
and/or ineffective and should be cleared with proper authority before conducting 
training. 


 
(3) Purpose. A brief statement of the purpose of the learning activity 


 
(4) Learning Objectives. A listing of the learning outcomes that the students must 


demonstrate in order to achieve the intended course goals.  
 
(a) Terminal Learning Objective. A statement of the condition, action, and standard 


the student must achieve to meet the intended course goal(s). 
 
(b) Enabling Learning Objective. A statement of the condition, action, and standard 


that enables or supports the student in achieving a portion of the terminal 
learning objective. 


 
(5) Concept of Instruction. A description of how each instructional method will be 


employed in support of learning objective achievement.   
 


(6) Required Instructional Materials. A listing of the instructional material types required 
for the learning activity.    
 


(7) Risk Assessment. An assessment of the risk level for the learning activity. This level 
is rated low, moderate, or high dependent upon the potential for personnel injury or 
death and/or potential for damage to equipment or systems.  
 


(8) References. A listing of the references used to create the instructional materials and 
validate the learning objectives.  
 


(9) Instructor and Training Support Personnel. The number and type of trainers or 
support personnel required for the learning activity along with any special 
qualifications. 


 
(10) Training Facilities. The type and number of classrooms, breakout rooms, training 


areas, etc. needed to conduct the learning activity. 
 
(11) Equipment. A listing of the equipment items, quantity, unit of measure, and unit of 


issue for all items required to train a class. If a jurisdiction does not have a specific 
equipment item, it may coordinate with CDP to determine an appropriate and 
available substitute consistent with the course goals and objectives. 


 
(12) Consumables. A listing of the consumable items, quantity, unit of measure, and unit 


of issue for all items required to train a class. Examples of consumables include 
things such as antiseptic wipes, bags, chem tape, etc.  
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(13) Agent. The agent table is only relevant for courses using the COBRA Training 
Facility at CDP. 


 
(14) Additional Comments/Remarks. Any relevant comment or remark that is not 


appropriate for inclusion under another heading. 
 


d. Section IV, Student Assessment Plan. The Student Assessment Plan explains the 
student assessment strategy and contains the graduation criteria for the course. A 
student must achieve the graduation criteria to receive a certificate of completion. A 
student who does not achieve the graduation criteria will be issued a Letter of Attendance 
and may retake the course at a later date. 


 
e. Section V, Consolidated Resource Lists. Provides a consolidated listing of all 


resources contained in the learning activity descriptions. In addition, it also contains 
classroom setup and tablet configuration information. 
 
(1) Initial Classroom Configuration. Provides a suggested classroom configuration for the 


course. 
 
(2) Classroom Equipment and Materials. A listing of the types, quantity, unit of measure, 


and unit of issue for the items required to initially setup the classroom. 
 
(3) Tablet Configuration. Provides a listing of required items for configuring automated 


resources when students will be issued such resources to provide access to the 
student guide, handouts, resources, tools, etc.  


 
(4) Course Materials Printing Guidance. Provides instructions for the printing of required 


instructional materials for a class. 
 


f. Section VI Consolidated Course References. A complete listing of all references used 
to develop the course and to validate the learning objectives.   
 


2. Instructor Guide. An instructor guide provides the trainer with the instructional strategy and 
subject matter for a module. An instructor guide contains three elements: introduction, body, 
and summary. 
 
a. Introduction. Provides the introduction to the module by introducing the trainer and the 


topic, reviewing the learning objectives, discussing the risk assessment level and 
associated safety precautions, and explaining how students are to be assessed on 
achievement of the learning objectives. A module introduction includes: 
 
(1) Gain Student Attention. A compelling story or rationale for how the subject matter is 


important for the students to learn. This is the trainer’s opportunity to convince 
students of the significance of the topic. A trainer may use the provided attention 
gainer or one of their own creation provided it accomplishes the intended purpose. 


 
(2) Provide an Overview of the Module. Consists of greeting the students, introducing 


yourself and the module title, and providing a general overview of the module 
content.  
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(3) Explain the Learning Objective(s). The learning objectives provide the students with 
clear, concise statements regarding what they are expected to know or be able to 
perform. The trainer should refer students to the learning objectives in their student 
guides, if applicable, and explain each objective to the students. 


 
(4) Provide an Assessment of the Risk. As explained previously within the plan of 


instruction learning activity description, this indicates the assessed risk level for the 
learning activity. This level is rated low, moderate, or high dependent upon the 
potential for personnel injury or death and/or potential for damage to equipment or 
systems. 


 
(5) Explain the Safety Precautions. Safety precautions describe any considerations or 


control measures that should be observed during the lesson to ensure safety. 
Explain any and each safety precaution and ensure understanding by asking 
questions of the students, as appropriate. If current conditions or other factors 
warrant the addition of safety precautions, the trainer should explain those 
precautions during this step of the introduction. 


 
(6) Describe the Method of Student Assessment. The trainer explains to the students 


how they will be assessed, if applicable, and the criteria for successful completion of 
the examination. For example, “You will receive a multiple choice, written 
examination on the learning objectives at the end of the class. You must receive a 
score of 70% or higher to successfully complete the examination.” 
 


b. Body. The body of the lesson provides a detailed explanation of the instructional 
strategies and a detailed explanation of the module content. It consists of a content 
explanation in outline format and includes instructor notes, method cues, media cues, 
and transitions.  
 
(1) Instructor Note. An instructor note is contained in a text box and provides the trainer 


with additional information or explanations of the instructional strategy for a portion of 
the module.  
 


(2) Method Cue. Method cues are placed throughout the module to cue the trainer when 
to use a particular instructional method and include the approximate time and 
instructor to student ratio for the method. Each time the trainer arrives at a new 
method cue, they will transition to the new method and add or reduce the number of 
trainers as indicated by the associated instructor to student ratio. 
 


(3) Media Cue. Media cues indicate when to display a particular slide from the 
multimedia presentation. Media cues are synchronized with the page number on the 
respective slide. Each time a trainer comes to a new media cue, they should 
advance the multimedia presentation accordingly.  
 


(4) Transition. Transitions occur at the end of the introduction, at various points within 
the body, and at the end of the body. Transitions are opportunities to periodically 
summarize the content covered to that point in the module, to ask check-on learning 
questions, to solicit student questions, and to introduce new topics. A trainer may 
use the wording or questions in the documented transitions or use other wording or 
questions to accomplish the same objective.  
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c. Summary. The summary is the trainer’s opportunity to briefly review the main ideas 
covered in the module, to solicit student questions, and to conclude the module. Always 
be certain to provide students with any necessary instructions for the next learning 
activity before completing the summary and the module. 
 


3. Experiential Learning Guide. An experiential learning guide provides detailed instructions 
and resourcing information for the conduct of an experiential learning activity or an exercise. 
It is organized to simplify instructions for these types of learning events and includes:  
 
a. Number, Title, Total Time, Instructional Methods, Media/Technology, and Learning 


Objectives. Addressed in the same manner as within the instructor guide.  
 
b. Learning Activity Setup. Provides a step by step explanation of each of the actions that 


must occur prior to the beginning of the activity or exercise in order to prepare for 
conduct. 


 
c. Learning Activity Situation(s) or Scenarios. Provides a concise description of the 


learning activity situation or scenario used to drive the activity or exercise. This situation 
or scenario should typically be explained to students prior to them conducting the activity 
or exercise. 


 
d. Learning Activity Procedures. Provides the detailed trainer instructions and student 


procedures and/or performance steps for the conduct of the activity or exercise.   
 
e. After Action Review. Provides the trainer with instructions for conducting an after action 


review of the activity or exercise once students have completed the learning activity 
procedures. Trainers may add to the stated after action review procedures, as 
appropriate, to enhance student assessment of their performance. 


 
f. Risk Assessment 
 


(1) Risk Level. An assessment of the risk level for the learning activity. This level is rated 
low, moderate, or high dependent upon the potential for personnel injury or death 
and/or potential for damage to equipment or systems. 


 
(2) Safety Considerations and Control Measures. Describes any considerations or 


control measures that should be observed during the lesson to ensure safety. 
Explain any and each safety precaution and ensure understanding by asking 
questions of the students, as appropriate, during the Student Safety Briefing.  


 
(3) Student Safety Briefing Required. Most learning activities or exercises will require a 


student safety briefing prior to conducting the activity or exercise. If a briefing is 
required, a recommended safety briefing will be included as an Annex in the 
experiential learning guide. It is the responsibility of the designated trainer to deliver 
this safety briefing to include the addition of any precautions based upon the current 
condition or any unique circumstances prior to beginning the activity or exercise. 


 
g. Instructor and Training Support Personnel, Training Facilities, Equipment, 


Consumables, Agent, and Additional Remarks. Addressed in the same manner as in 
the Learning Activity Description of the plan of instruction. 
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4. Student Guide. The student guide provides a reference to the student for all the content 
covered in the course. It contains all of the subject matter content in the instructor guide and 
contains essential multimedia images and graphics embedded as figures in the guide. The 
student guide contains:  
 
a. Number, Title, Purpose, and Learning Objectives. Addressed in the same manner as 


in the instructor guide.  
 
b. Subject Matter Content. All subject matter from the instructor guide is included in the 


student guide. The outline sequence for subject matter is the same as the instructor guide 
but the instructor and student guide page numbers are not synchronized. If referring 
students to a specific point in their student guide, it will be necessary to provide an outline 
reference. For example: 4.a.(1) addresses the procedure for donning the protective 
boots. 


 
c. References. Lists the references used to develop and/or validate the module content. 


This information is provided to facilitate additional student study and research.  
 


5. Multimedia Presentations. Most instructor guides will be supplemented by a multimedia 
presentation in Microsoft® PowerPoint format.  
 
a. Multimedia presentations typically include text, images, and video to provide visual 


references and demonstration to enhance the transfer of learning.  
 
b. Multimedia slide numbers are synchronized with the media cues in the instructor guide.  
 
c. All relevant images or graphics contained within the multimedia presentation will also be 


included in the student guide as figures for easy student reference before, during, and 
after instruction. 


 
6. Proctor Guide and Answer Key. The proctor guide and answer key is used by the trainer or 


proctor to administer the written examination. The proctor guide and answer key contains: 
 


a. Detailed examination administration instructions for the trainer or proctor; 
 
b. Each of the examination questions in the sequence in which they appear in the Written 


Examination Booklet; 
 
c. The correct answer for each examination question; and 
 
d. Content-based rationales for why each distractor is correct or incorrect. These rationales 


are provided to assist the trainer or proctor in conducting an after action review of the 
examination.  


 
7. Written Examination Booklet. A written examination booklet is provided to each student 


during the administration of an examination.  
 


a. The booklet contains the test items and distractors and is synchronized with the proctor 
guide and answer key.  
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b. Each written examination booklet and proctor guide and answer key are a controlled item 
and must be inventoried before and after each examination to ensure accountability.  


 
c. If a written examination booklet or proctor guide and answer key are missing or lost, every 


effort should be made to recover it. If it can’t be recovered, the lost item should be 
reported to the CDP. The CDP will assess the situation and determine if it is necessary to 
develop a new version of the examination in order to maintain the integrity of the 
examination. 


 
8. Examination Answer Form. Most CDP courses use a standardized answer form to 


document student examination performance. The completion items on these forms are 
relational and are scanned into a software application that automates the official grading 
process. Because the forms are relational, only use the examination answer forms provided 
by the CDP. Do not use photocopies of these forms to avoid errors in the official grading 
process. To further ensure proper processing of these forms, it is important that form 
information be completed by students as follows: 


 
a. Use only a number 2 pencil and fill in the circles completely. If an erasure is necessary, 


be certain to erase as completely as practical. 
 
b. Write as many letters as possible of the last name in the boxes provided and then 


completely darken the corresponding circle below each box. If there is a space in the 
name, completely darken the empty circle below that box.  


 
c. Write as many letters as possible of the first name in the boxes provided and then 


completely darken the corresponding circle below each box. If there is a space in the 
name, completely darken the empty circle below that box. 


 
d. Write today’s date on the line to the right of Date. 
 
e. Write the class number on the line to the right of Class Number or Course Name. 
 
f. Circle either Pre-Test, Post-Test, or Retest, as appropriate. 
 
g. Flip the form over and write the complete 10-digit FEMA student identification number in 


the boxes provides. Then completely darken the corresponding circle below each box. 
 
h. Students provide there answer to each test item by completely darkening the lettered 


circle for each corresponding test item number. 
 
9. Performance Examination Checklist. A performance examination checklist is a 


performance-based examination assessment tool that serves as official documentation of 
individual or team performance of a learning objective. If a performance examination is 
conducted for a course, the associated performance examination checklist must be 
completed by a trainer for each student or team, as appropriate, and returned in the class 
package to CDP, unless otherwise determined. The completed checklists will be archived as 
official examination records for a determined period. The major components of the 
performance examination checklist are: 


 
a. Evaluator Instructions. Includes information about the examination of significance to the 


trainer or proctor. This information may include: are students assessed individually or as 
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teams; what are the procedures for conducting the examination; is there a time limit for 
the examination and, if so, how long; and what must the student or team achieve to 
receive a GO for the examination.                      


 
b. Student Instructions. Includes information about the examination of significance to the 


student or team being assessed. This information may include: the situation or scenario 
in which the task is being performed; time limit for completing the examination, if 
applicable; and what must the student or team achieve to receive a GO for the 
examination. 


 
c. Performance Steps and/or Performance Standards. A sequential listing of the 


performance steps and/or standards that must be achieved in order to receive a GO for 
the examination and successfully complete the task. 


 
d. Overall Evaluation. A means to record the overall outcome for the performance 


examination as a GO or NO GO. A GO indicates that the overall performance criteria 
were met and a NO GO indicates that the student or team did not successfully achieve 
one or more required performance steps or standards. 


 
e. Observations and Remarks. The trainer or proctor should at a minimum provide 


remarks regarding any performance step or standard that a student or team did not 
achieve successfully. These comments should be communicated to the student or team 
after the event and are used to support the group or class after action review for the 
examination, as appropriate. 


 
10. Submitting Course Improvement Recommendations. All CDP courses are to be 


delivered in accordance with the most current plan of instruction and associated instructional 
materials. If a trainer identifies an issue with a course that requires improvement of the 
instructional material, the trainer may submit a CDP-TE-0062.1 Courseware Improvement 
Submission Form to the Center for consideration. Relevant CDP staff members will review 
the recommendations, determine its relevance and priority, and make approved changes to 
the instructional materials, as appropriate. The submitter of the improvement will be notified 
of the disposition of their recommendation. 
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